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INTRODUCTION
When I was nine years old my family moved from one
predominantly Protestant and Loyalist housing estate in
South Belfast to another in the East of the city. The
"troubles", as they have come to be known started in
1969, when I was just five years old. However, in spite
of having lived in a working class district during the
most intense years of the conflict, the first real
awareness of my own group identity, and my "place" within
the Northern Ireland "situation" conflict was not brought
home to me until I started grammar school in 1976.

During my time there I, along with some school friends
travelled home by bus via the city centre. En route, the
bus stopped to pick up pupils from the local Catholic
secondary schools. Often during these journeys some
Catholic children were openly hostile towards us. This
hostility was most frequently expressed in name calling,
but there were at times more violent exchanges.
Occasionally, aggression became almost anarchic. I have
vivid memories of boys defacing upholstery, and ripping
out seat fittings which were hurled through smashed
windows onto the oncoming traffic. More than once,
drivers sped to Donegal Pass Police Station, where
belligerent offenders were apprehended. Eventually
teachers from all schools involved were forced to take
action by staggering school home times.
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These incidents may have been insignificant in the wider
scheme of the political unrest during the 1970s, but they
provided me and my school friends with the first real
taste of "the other side". In Barthian terms (see Chapter
2) we had been confronted by the boundaries of our own
identity, and some of our worst preconceptions about
"others" had been confirmed.

Thankfully, subsequent inter-religious interactions were
of a more congenial nature. In the common learning
environment of university, I found that friendships
"across the divide" were forged easily. That said though,
I was always aware that relationships with my Catholic
friends depended on the conscious and studious avoidance
of potentially divisive issues like politics or religion,
wherein my own views may have been likely to cause them
offence.

These experiences give some indication of how diverse
social attitudes, constructed within religiously and
socially separate environments, are made relevant in
specific social contexts. In the first case, our school
uniforms which were perceived as symbolic of distinct
British or Irish identities, were enough to provoke overt
hostility. We were viewed by each other, not as
individuals, but as representatives of opposing cultural
traditions. In the second case, common interest in
furthering our education demanded the need for cc-
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operation, and our experiences of non-aggressive
interaction at University laid the foundations for inter
personal friendships. This is not to say that our
prejudices and stereotypes were magically removed. They
undoubtedly continued to exist beneath the surface show
of polite interchange.

This thesis, which has been prompted by my own
experiences of living and growing up in Belfast, sets out
to explore how identities are constructed and
contextually managed by school children from diverse
environments. To this end two hundred and twenty eight
Catholic and Protestant school children between the ages
of 5 and 16, were selected for this study. Most of them
(200) are from the West and South Belfast communities,
Colindale and Bellevue respectively, and they attend
"segregated" schools located within and around their own
districts. The remaining 28 represent those who
transferred (after primary education) from schools in the
West and South of the city to the "integrated" secondary
school Lisnareagh College1, which is located in the
countryside on the outskirts of Belfast.

Colindale is a Republican stronghold located in the West
of the city. It is characterised by high unemployment and
attendant social problems, and the conflict impinges
significantly on the daily lives of residents (see
Chapter 4). Coming from the East of the city, the high

1. Colindale, Bellevue and Lisnareagh are pseudonyms.

security presence and general degradation in the area
presented me with something of a culture shock.

Bellevue is a Protestant, Unionist estate located in
South Belfast. It is classified by most residents as
working class, though in relative terms residents are in
general, more prosperous than those in Colindale. There
are few social problems and little overt indications of
the conflict. I lived in this community until I was nine
years old, and felt quite comfortable returning there to
carry out field work.

Polarisation has been maintained and perpetuated in both
Colindale and Bellevue through the following parallel
structural and cultural mechanisms: Social networks are
usually exclusively co-religionist. This is partly
because formal organisations, to which most individuals
have strong ties (like Church, school, social clubs,
community organisations etc.) are segregated along
religious lines. Thus, in-group ties are constantly
reinforced, whilst links across the religious divide are
at this level extremely tenuous. Furthermore, mixed
religion marriages within both Colindale and Bellevue are
frowned upon, and the resultant pattern of endogamy has
ensured that almost by definition most kin are co
religionist .

Due to the mechanisms which support polarisation, few
residents in Bellevue and Colindale experience sustained
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inter-religious interaction. However, there are a small,
but growing number of parents in each of the two
communities who have elected to send their children to
the religiously integrated school, Lisnareagh College. In
this thesis I explore the identities and social attitudes
of children, at both the segregated and integrated
schools in the light of their socialisation experiences
in polarised home environments. Before considering
methodology though, it is necessary to provide a brief
historical background to the existence of such schools in
Northern Ireland.

Segregated schools are a legacy of Ireland's political
and religious history. They were inherited by the
original government of Northern Ireland on the inception
of the state in 1921. The main problem for the Minister
of Education at that time was to persuade clergy in the
Catholic schools to accept his authority. However, they
refused to become members of educational policy
committees because of their dislike of the British
Government. This rejection of the state education system
by Catholics ensured that it remained dominated by
Protestants.

The Lynn Committee in 1921 recommended that all schools
handed over to the Minister would receive 100%
maintenance and capital expenditure grants; such schools
were called "controlled", latterly labelled "state".
Independent, or voluntary schools (now called

"maintained"), which opted out of this system, received
grants for heating and cleaning only.

In 1944 grants to voluntary (Catholic) schools were
raised to 65% for capital expenditure and 65% for
maintenance. In 1967 an Amendment Act provided increased
incentives for Catholic schools to concede a third of the
seats on their management committees to public
representatives in return for 80% grants. By the 1970's
most Catholic schools had capitulated to this initiative.
The present situation is that state schools are mainly
Protestant, while maintained schools are in general
almost exclusively Catholic (Murray 1983: 137-138).

The last 10 years have seen the emergence of "integrated"
schools, which aim to educate Protestant and Catholic
children together. Their introduction was based on the
belief of founding members that the structure of
segregated schools is intrinsically divisive, and that
they are therefore to some extent responsible for the
perpetuation of sectarian prejudice. In 1981 the All
Children Together Movement founded Lisnareagh College
(the first integrated secondary school in Northern
Ireland) on the basis that bringing children together for
their education could help to "break this cycle of
developmental enculturation and conflict" (Irwin 1991:
3) .
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METHODOLOGY

Research for this thesis was carried out at two levels.
In an effort to access children's knowledge in the
schools, where sustained access to pupils was limited,
more formal approaches were employed. All children were
asked to write an essay and draw a map entitled "My
Country". A randomly selected group of 128 children were
then interviewed. The structure of the interview was
derived from a Piaget and Weil study (1951), which
examines notions of homeland among Swiss children (see
Chapter 3). Although these approaches are relatively
structured, I feel, that given the constraints on access,
they are as non-directive as possible (see Chapter 3).

On another level, the research attempted to contextualise
data from children by exploring the socialisation
influences within the home environment. As in the schools
situation, unrestricted access to children at home is not
a feasible possibility. In segregated communities like
Colindale and Bellevue, parents are suspicious of
outsiders. For me to have asked permission to observe
children, especially with the specific aim of considering
their national identities and social attitudes, would
have been a serious cultural misconduct. I attempted to
overcome this problem by becoming involved in community
and voluntary organisations. In Colindale I spent a year
working (on a twice weekly basis) for Conservation
Volunteers (CVNI) (see Chapter 4). In my capacity as a
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volunteer on the "Glen Project" I was able to observe and
converse with groups of local school children who came to
the Glen for educational visits and activity days.
Similarly, I actively participated in events involving
children at Bellevue community centre.

However, while some interpretations of socialisation
processes and identity management have been prompted by
observations made while I was involved with community
groups, others have been passed on second hand, in the
form of children's own reports about their everyday
activities, and parents descriptions of home life1.

The experience of having grown up in Northern Ireland has
had both advantages and disadvantages in terms of this
research. On the one hand, it has provided me with
invaluable insight into socialisation processes, and a
first hand knowledge of how and why our national
identities and social attitudes are made contextually
relevant, depending on the audience to which we are
playing. It has also given me an in-depth understanding
of the political and religious subtleties attached to
statements made in the course of everyday interaction
about superficially unrelated subjects.

1. Unfortunately it was impossible to follow "case
studies" through school and home environments because,
school principals (due perhaps to the sensitive nature of
this study) asked that children remain anonymous.
Interpretations of children's essays and maps are
therefore necessarily somewhat impressionistic and
general.
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On the other hand, being native has sometimes prevented
me from seeing the wood for the trees. As such, the
nature of identity construction and formation was more
apparent to me in the culturally unfamiliar Colindale,
than in Bellevue, where I found myself less able to stand
back, and view as "exotic", Protestantism and Unionism
which were taken for granted aspect of my own identity
formation and development. Perhaps one of the
achievements of this thesis is that the experience of
alternative social realities has enabled me to confront
my own biases and prejudices, of which I was not always
consciously aware.

On a theoretical level this thesis, which can be located
within a "praxis" framework (see Chapter 1) challenges
structuralist cause and effect models, which suggest that
segregated schools are responsible for division and the
perpetuation of sectarianism.

I will suggest that the knowledge which informs identity
and positive and negative in-group/out-group attitudes
(and corresponding behaviour patterns) is formed during
complex processes of socialisation. This knowledge is
influenced primarily by the world views of "significant
others" in early socialisation, and is fortified and
maintained through children's experiences within
communities which share common Unionist or Nationalist
cultures. The segregated schools within Colindale and
Bellevue reflect this cultural diversity, and in this
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sense they may be seen as helping to maintain culturally
distinct attitudes and behaviour patterns (cf. Murray
1985: 106-125).

The integrated school presents children from segregated
backgrounds with new experiences. It allows them to
interact with members of denominations other than their
own on interpersonal, and to some extent inter-group
levels. I will argue that, rather than this new arena
automatically leading to an amelioration of negative
social attitudes, mechanisms and strategies may have been
developed by some children which allow for their
maintenance. The knowledge which informs such strategies
is part of the cultural baggage carried with children
from their own communities.

I will suggest that the retaining of negative social
attitudes may be explicable through the relationship
between group identity and individual action (Tajfel et
al 1971, Douglas 1987, Turner 1987). Given this, and the
extent of social division along ethnic and religious
lines in Northern Ireland, I will argue that national,
political and religious allegiances are (implicitly or
explicitly) salient in most interactions between
Protestants and Catholics.

Chapter one considers the development of children as a
subject for anthropological attention. It also provides
an outline to the development of actions theory in both
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the disciplines of psychology and social anthropology.
Chapter two provides a literature review of the theories
considered most relevant to this study. These include
those which explain socialisation processes, identity
formation and management, and in-group, out-group
behaviour. Chapter three identifies the methodological
approaches which have been used. There is specific
emphasis on the problems of using traditional
anthropological research methods in the study and
interpretation of the child's world. Chapter four
presents an ethnography of the two communities. It
provides an historical and contemporary background to the
religious, political, and social environments within
which children are socialised.

Chapter five considers the development and construction
of folk models regarding national and social attitudes
within the segregated communities. Chapter six outlines
some of those studies which have focused on interaction
between Protestants and Catholics in both ethnically
mixed and ethnically closed situations. The penultimate
chapter identifies and contextualises the social
attitudes of pupils at the integrated school. It draws on
material from the previous chapters to help explain the
disparity between social attitudes and behaviour in
different contexts, among children from the same and
different communities. In the final chapter I have
attempted to draw together the various strands of this
thesis in order to make some comment on the dialectical

relationship between socialisation, knowledge and
behaviour in the Belfast context. In light of my
conclusions I also make some critical comments on
structuralist approaches to the study of identity.
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CHAPTER ONE

CHILDREN AS A SUBJECT FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGIST

Anthropology has little interest in children. It
has retained an outdated view of them as raw
material, unfinished specimens of the social
beings whose ideas and behaviour are the proper
subject for a social science
(La Fontaine 1986: 10).
If we consider the contribution that the study of
children's culture might make to our understanding of the
process of social life (its creation, transmission, and
maintenance), which is of course one of the primary aims
of social anthropology, then it is somewhat surprising
that, apart from a few short bursts of interest, children
and the socialisation process have, throughout the
history of the discipline, generally been regarded as
irrelevant or unfit subjects for anthropological
attention (cf. La Fontaine 1986, Lewis and Jahoda 1989
Mayer 1970, Richards 1970).

It has been argued that this neglect is related to
anthropologists' obsession with the functioning of social
structure. I intend to argue that such an explanation
reflects only part of the problem. While it is true to
say that an ethnography of childhood would have little
relevance to those focusing on the functioning of
structure, it is equally true that the shift in
theoretical emphasis over the last twenty years has not
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resulted in a proliferation of ethnographies on children.
I would suggest that the dearth of literature on children
is not related solely to problems of theory, but also to
problems of methodology.

Since the adult anthropologist cannot effectively
integrate him or herself into the child's culture,
traditional data-collecting techniques, such as
participant observation, are not well equipped to deal
with them as subject matter. Moreover, anthropologists
have never had reason to address problems of methodology
in this area because the study of children has
traditionally been classified, by them, as belonging to
the discipline of psychology.

In this chapter I intend to consider the development of
children as a focus of study in the disciplines of both
anthropology and psychology, and it is against this
background, that the methodological approach which I have
found most useful for my study will be outlined and
explained (see Chapter 3).

STUDIES OF CHILDREN

Socialization in its broadest sense was once considered
an important focus for ethnographies. Indeed, under
Malinowskian influence, monographs from the early part of

this century often reflect concentration on the "from
birth to death cycle", with ethnographers laying specific
emphases on descriptions of the various initiation
rituals which mark stages in this cycle. The problem with
this functionalist approach, as was recognised later by
some of its early exponents, was that anthropologists
were making statements about the educational functions of
ritual without considering the possibility of testing
them. Richards, remarking, years later, on her study of
Bemba initiation, says,
I failed even to speak to the two Bemba girls I
saw initiated in a three weeks ceremony in
1934...Yet I blithely declared that the rites
were used to inculcate the values of marriage and
parenthood (1970: 12).

While most structural functionalist interpretations of
ritual do emphasise their didactic force (see Richards
1956, La Fontaine 1985), they do not locate such analyses
within the wider framework of the indigenous educational
system, nor do they consider initiation rituals, or
socialisation processes from the perspective of the child
(cf. Mayer 1970: 74, Lewis and Jahoda 1989: 18).

These studies are reflective of the theoretical paradigm
within which ethnographers were working. Functionalists,
under the direction of Radcliffe-Brown, based their
research on the assumption that society is a unified,
functioning whole, in which all parts operate
interdependently with each other (they draw analogies
with the human organism), and that it exists as an
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autonomous agent, external to the individual, with the
power to summon behaviour from him (see Radcliffe-Brown
1957). With these assumptions forming the core of their
philosophy, their main aim was to draw on the vast array
of data available to them, to identify and explain the
general patterns of social structure.

The primary problem with the approach of Radcliffe-Brown
and many of his successors, lies in their assumption that
the ethnographer's explanation of the social structure is
the only one which is relevant. Indigenous concepts of
social life are treated either as false, or as direct
indications of the anthropologist's model (Holy and
StuchliJc 1983: 22). Accordingly structure inevitably
becomes a construct of the anthropologist's mind, and
data become mere illustrations of these constructs (ibid:
15-16).

Richards argues that this preoccupation with patterns of
structure explains the dearth of literature which focuses
primarily on childhood:
The main reason why socialisation has been
relegated to the background... is probably the
simple fact that most British Anthropologists
have been concentrating their attention for
thirty years or so on studies of social
structure, and on the making of kinship and
political typologies. Many have in fact claimed
that social relations, social groups, and social
roles form the sum total of social anthropology
(Richards 1970: 8).
Among the first to consider the effect of socialisation
processes in the social and psychological development of
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the child, were exponents of the "culture personalityschool". Contributions from this school, which originated
in America, were the result of combined efforts between
psychologists and anthropologists. Their main theoretical
thrust came from Franz Boas who argues that each culture
consists of a unique assembly of traits, each of which
forms its own particular pattern. He states that since
this is the case there must be a parallel pattern of
personality traits (1940: 27). Accordingly, a study of
personality patterns within their cultural context,
provides a means through which to understand the
stereotypical behaviour which characterise particular
groups of people (1940: 28).

Among the best known members of the culture personality
school are Margaret Mead and Ruth Bennedict. In their
works, "Coming of age in Samoa" (Mead 1961), and
"Patterns of Culture" (Benedict 1961) child development
is the central focus of study. Their main emphasis is on
responses to emotional crises such as weaning, and their
assumed or attributed effects on national personality
characteristics. However, they have little to say about
the content of children's ideas or on how they acquire
them.

One of the main criticisms of the culture personality
school relates to method. They base their expositions on
the assumption that behaviour is a direct reflection of
personality, without giving any consideration to social
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control or sanctions (cf. La Fontaine 1985, Lewis and
Jahoda 1989). In her criticism of Mead, La Fontaine
argues:
Her model is based on a far too simplistic set of
connections between social behaviour, personality
and childhood experiences, and virtually ignores
all social life outside the domestic sphere
(La Fontaine 1985: 12).

Furthermore, Mead's study is based on an undisciplined
methodological approach which relies heavily on
impressions derived from observations of Samoan children
and teenagers. The problems of such cultural determinism
are outlined by Sherper-Hughes in her criticisms of the
early school:
The orientation of early culture personality
schools was Freudian, best exemplified perhaps in
Abram Kardine's formulation of the basic
personality structure, which he defined as "that
group of psychic and behavioural characteristics
derived from contact with the same cultural
institutions" (1939: 12). Like breeds like, and
it was assumed that exposure to similar
institutions would produce similar personality
types. Nonetheless, anthropologists have come to
discard this static and deterministic model-,
which perceives personality as moulded in early
childhood and then passed on from generation to
generation through standardised child rearing
practices ... psychological anthropologists have
come to see the individual as subject to
continual biological and environmental change and
hence to subsequent personality adjustments and
to external adaptations to new roles (1982: 134).
She argues, that the experience of early childhood is now
generally accepted as one important and fundamental stage
among many such stages of personality development and
growth.
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It is within this framework that Sherper-Hughes attempts
"a broad cultural diagnosis of those pathological
stresses that surround the coming of age in rural Ireland
today" (1982: 3-4). Mental illness (especially prevalent
among bachelor farmers on Ireland's western seaboard) is
examined by her in the light of social and cultural
problems, such as the disintegration of village social
life, the separation and alienation of the sexes, and a
guilt and shame orientated socialisation process that
guarantees the loyalty of at least one male child to the
parents, home and village (1982: 4).

Her interpretation is based on a more structured
methodology than that of early culture personality
commentators. She compliments participant observation by
in-depth interviews with residents and mentally ill
patients in the local hospital, and with "Thematic
Apperception" tests.

Although Sherper-Hughes has been criticised for over
generalisation, her study provides interesting insights
into possible social and cultural influences on
personality development.

Following on from the 1967 Association of Social
Anthropologists (ASA) conference, and in the
interactionalist tradition, more ethnographers are
concentrating their efforts on explaining the
communication of cultural meaning through the
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socialisation process (see for example, Howell 1990,
Jahoda and Lewis 1989, Mayer 1970, ). At the core of
these studies is the premise that indigenous concepts of
childhood and development must be central to our
understanding of these issues. They demonstrate the
importance of grounding studies of children in the local
ethnographic context.
A concern with individuals as agents, as shaping
social life by exercising choices, has blurred
the original distinction between the individual
and the social person and awakened an interest in
the relation between types of social behaviour
and universal human characteristics... social
behaviour must be placed in the context of the
meaning it has for the people concerned, which
means eliciting, not only rules, but the shared
assumptions which are so taken for granted that
they are rarely expressed (La Fontaine 1986:1617) .

While there has certainly been an increase in studies of
the socialisation process, the same cannot be said of
anthropological studies which focus on the child's •
perception of his or her social world. I have only been
able to locate a handful of ethnographies which deal with
this subject (see for example Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974,
Spencer 1990, Toren 1989). Studies of the child's social
world, in the discipline of psychology, though, have been
more prolific. Thus I have found it useful to consider
some of the major methodological and theoretical
developments in psychology, which are also relevant to
social anthropology.
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STUDIES OF CHILDREN IN PSYCHOLOGY

In order to outline the development of paradigm shifts in
the psychological study of cognitive development (which
has always been the central focus for psychologists), it
is necessary to consider the work of Jean Piaget, who is
the founding father of such studies.

The implicit assumption running through Piaget's work, is
that children progress through various stages of
cognitive development, each of which is characterised by
more complex processes of operational (logical) thinking.
His primary objective centres on defining and explaining
these stages. The criticisms levelled at the structural
functionalist anthropologists are also, to some extent,
relevant to him. At the heart of his theory is the idea
of structure, cognitive development, and in particular
the emergence of operational thought. Operational
thought, he argues, is characterised by the emergence of
new logical, or logical mathematical structure. The
structures are posited as real, "actually present"
(Piaget 1958: 307). They directly reflect "actual
psychological activities", going on in the child's head
(Piaget 1957: 7).

By this argument then, these "physical developments"
could be studied in, in the laboratory, through tests
designed by him and his colleagues, to elicit the
characteristics of stages in development:
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Children's thought was to be interpreted in terms
of their "possession of" or "lack of" certain
operational competencies. The local, historical,
particular aspects of a child's situation and
behaviour were treated by Piaget as merely
obscuring the emerging competencies. Stages are
an unfolding or preordained programme
(Light 1986: 171).

Psychologists have become increasingly aware of the
limitations of Piaget's theoretical model, recognizing
that the child's logical thinking is much more context
bound (rather than simply an innate physical
development). Accordingly, his methodology which removes
children from their cultural context may in effect be
producing inaccurate data1.

Among those who portray the child's logical thinking as
context bound is Donaldson (1978), who says that such
thinking is dependent for its expression, upon embedding
in familiar contexts. Gellman and Gallistel (1978), argue
that the pre-school child does not lack reasoning
principles, but may fail to use them appropriately in
many contexts.

While the above psychologists recognize the significance
of context, they are still making the point, as Piaget
did, that cognitive development is a substantive entity.
As Donaldson sees it, context limits the expression of
competency for the young child, while the thinking of the

1. See for example Rommetveit 1974, 1973, Donaldson 1978,
Davies 1982, Hare 1986, Stone and Day 1988.
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older child has become relatively more context free (cf.
Light 1986: 174).

This approach, has come under increasing criticism. Stone
and Day (1988) argue against granting a competence model
psychological reality. Rommetveit (1974, 1978) argues
against the identification of context free structures of
thought even for adults. He says focus should be directed
at the level of shared understanding, rather than at
identifying a predefined structure of thought. Words,
statements, questions, he argues, are all largely
uninterpretable except within the context of the
intersubjactively established 'here and now' of acts of
speech. For him the process of learning is an inherently
social process, in which,
What is initially unknown to the listener is made
known to him in terms of a progressive expansion
and modification of an actual or intersubjactively
presupposed shared social world (Rommetveit 1974:
95 ) .
Walkerdine also criticises Donaldson by suggesting that
she has merely tacked context on to Piaget's predefined
stages of logical development. Walkerdine argues that the
relationship between the context and cognition is an
inseparable and dynamic one, in which meaning is created
and negotiated. She contends that social practices,
social contexts and social discourses play a key role in
the child's development of conceptual knowledge, and that
even explicitly formal or logical reasoning is a practice
which is maintained and supported as an activity between
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people. The child's ability to think logically may stem
from its experience of others practising logical
thinking, for example, in trying to find the solution to
a simple problem (1982: 129).

Rommetveit makes a similar point. Ke disputes Piaget's
assertion that logical thinking is the "very stuff of
intellectual development", and his treatment of language
simply as a conventional system of signs. Rommetveit
states that "logical structures" are also systems of
signs, since they are developed for particular purposes
with carefully considered gains and costs. He says that
formal, logical or abstract forms of thought may be
considered to be just as closely linked to "contexts of
appropriateness" as any other. For example new contexts,
such as forms of discourse associated with schooling and
literacy, he argues, create new forms of thinking (1978:
124) .

This is a view shared by Wells who studied interactions
between teachers and students in the classroom setting:
The typical teacher's question is one to which
the teacher already knows the answer. Moreover,
even when the form of the question is one which
seems to invite a variety of answers, there is
often only one which is really acceptable to the
teacher (Wells 1983: 140).

The main characteristic of development within the
discipline of psychology, then, is the shift from
emphasis on the structure of cognitive development to a
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recognition that cognitive development is inseparable
from context and as such cannot be examined in isolation
from affective development.

Developments within both psychology and social
anthropology are indicative of parallel theoretical
progress, which reflect a shift from derterministic
structures to "praxis" (Ortner 1984) approaches. At this
point I would like to discuss in more detail the
theoretical perspective which has influenced my study.

PRAXIS

This thesis can be located within a theory of social life
which acknowledges that human activity is not simply
determined by social structures (as is the implication of
structural functionalism). Rather, it embraces the notion
that social activity embodies both social action and
social structure simultaneously.

Accordingly, social structures do not inhabit a separate
plane of existence, they can only exist through their
manifestation in human action. Given this, actions not
only reproduce structures, but continually transform them
(Ortner 1984: 153).
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Giddens has expressed this two way relationship in his
conception of the "duality of structure":
Every act which contributes to the reproduction
of a structure is also an act of production, a
novel enterprise, and as such may initiate change
by altering that structure at the same time as it
reproduces it (1976: 138).

An important focus of praxis is therefore to identify the
way in which power, economics, and knowledge all
constitute resources used by actors in their practical
activity in society. As Bilton et al. suggest:
Actors are able to act with greater or lesser
effectiveness, depending on the extent to which
they have access to these resources. At the same
time others may be able to impose constraints on
action by holding more political power or
authority, more economic power or resources, or
by having better access to knowledge (1979: 600).

Knowledge and Action

Individuals are constantly engaged in activities which
take place in a continuous flow of events. It is
impossible therefore to tease acts out of their social
context, because actors constantly negotiate definitions
of social situations, which in turn influence their
action. There is therefore a necessary shared universe of
meanings, taken for granted among particular social
groups.
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Our access, as anthropologists, to aspects of the total
stock of the social knowledge which informs action is
through what people actually do and say:
...people's own concepts of their actions, their
reasons and explanations for them, and more
generally the whole range of the notions about
the social and natural world they live in, form a
necessary and indivisible part of the reality we
are studying... The point is that people's
notions are as much a part of our explanandum as
their overt actions. If we do not pay attention
to them in our explanatory accounts of that
reality, we would be altering that reality itself
and, in the last instance, in the process of
explanation modifying, if not directly
constructing the very object of it (Holy and
Stuchlik 1981: iii).

For the purposes of analysis, theorists have maintained a
distinction between the knowledge which informs what
people say, and that which informs what they do. For
example, Barth states:
I expect there is usually a deeply systematic
difference between people's reflective
generalisations about macro-features of their
world and society, and their conceptualisation of
their social and physical environment seen as an
opportunity for action (1981: 5)1.

Applied models such as this have tended to presuppose the
ability of individuals to articulate all social knowledge
and to comprehend all social action. However, as Giddens
states:
The mutual knowledge employed by actors in the
production of social encounters are not normally
known to those actors in an explicitly codified
form. The accounts actors are able to give of
their actions are bounded - they are caught up
1. See also Geertz (1966) and Keesing (1981).
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in, and expressive of, social encounters. But the
articulation of events as reasons is also
influenced by unconscious elements of motivation.
Motivational components of action, straddle
conscious and unconscious aspects of cognition
and emotion (1979: 158-159).

Giddens distinguishes between discursive (that which can
be articulated by actors) and practical knowledge. Unlike
other models, his takes into account the constraints
which limit the explicit articulation of social
knowledge.

This chapter has focused on the historical development of
children as a subject for anthropological attention. It
has highlighted the progress of theoretical shifts within
the discipline and within that of social psychology. I
have also made clear the theoretical tradition of praxis,
within which my research can be located. In the following
chapter I intend to consider the theoretical background
to identity formation and processes of socialisation.
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CHAPTER TWO

SOCIAL IDENTITY FORMATION

In light of the dearth of anthropological literature
relating to the formation of national identity among
children, it has been both necessary and informative to
draw on a body of theories, some of which have been
developed in disciplines other than social anthropology.

The first section of this chapter will focus on general
theories relating to the concept of social identity and
the apparently universal trait of categorising social
groups according to "in-group", "out-group" evaluations.
The second will consider the emergence of group
identification as a consequence of socialisation
processes. This section shall be further sub-divided into
general theories relating to socialization and more
specific theories which attempt to explain the
inculcation of norms regarding in-group/out-group
behaviour.

DEFINITIONS

Although the focus of this study is national identity
formation and related in-group/out-group behaviour, much

of the literature to which I refer deals with ethnicity
and ethnic group formation. This literature has been
selected because to my mind national identity and ethnic
identity are sufficiently closely related to be
interpreted through the same analytical concepts. Indeed
for analytical purposes, they might be seen as identical

In-groups and Out-groups

In Northern Ireland there exist two distinctly separate
national identity groups. The shared cultural knowledge
regarding nationality within each of these groups
indicates divergent loyalties and interests. Indeed,
often they are perceived to be so conflicting that the
depth of allegiance to the in-group, and resentment of
the out-group, boils over into open hostility and
aggression (Boal 1982, Darby 1983).

Although most children are not aware, at least during
their early socialisation of the meanings which adults
attach to their national identity, they do become aware
of their identity as Irish or British. It is this
knowledge regarding their own identity and that of other
national groups in which I am interested. In this study
the criteria used in definitions of national groups are
the set of meanings attributed to different signs, cues
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and symbols by means of which actors identify their own
national group and recognize others.

Barth's approach to the study of ethnic groups represents
the most sophisticated treatment of ethnicity as a
cognitive category (Mitchell 1974:

17). He argues that,

by concentrating on what is "socially effective",
ethnicity becomes a principle of social organisation
(Barth 1969: 13).

But the "socially effective" turns on

a self-ascribed and other-ascribed membership to an
ethnic category which,
...classifies a person in terms of his basic most
general identity, presumptively determined by his
origin and background (ibid: 13).

Laying primary emphasis on ethnic groups as categories of
ascription and identification by the actors themselves,
he suggests that ethnic groups appear because people
utilise ascribed identities in their relationships with
others. Barth emphasises that these ascribed identities
are based on characteristics which actors are able to
recognize. These characteristics imply some evaluation of
the behaviour of the persons so categorised in terms of
what people expect of them by reason of the label they
have attached to them. Generally people positively
evaluate their own identity group while placing a more
negative evaluation on others. He notes that it is not
always possible to predict which features will be
emphasised and made organisationally relevant by the
actors:
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Ethnic categories provide an organisational
vessel that may be given varying amounts and
forms of content in different socio-cultural
systems. They may be of great relevance to
behaviour, but they need not be; they may provide
all social life, or they may be relevant onlv in
limited sectors of activity (Barth 1969: 14)*.

These sets of meanings will, of course, depend upon who
is attributing them and on the context in which they are
experienced. This is a view expounded by Mitchell who
argues that "meanings exist as cognitive referents which
people are able to mobilise in different ways and in
different social situations to validate their behaviour"
(Mitchell 1974: 15 ) .

In light of this theoretical approach Barth argues that
the most critical focus for attention becomes the ethnic
boundary since it is at the boundaries of ethnic groups
that ethnicity becomes meaningful: that is, groups become
aware of their own and other ethnic identities when they
interact with others. Thus, they identify themselves and
others according to particular diacritica and they
attribute positive or negative value to them. According
to Anthony Cohen,
Such boundaries are not natural phenomena: they
are relational, they may be contrived and their
very existence is called into being partly by the
purpose for which one group distinguishes itself
from another (Cohen 1982: 3).

1. This theory of ethnic groups has been employed by many
other social scientists (Cohen 1983, Cohen 1982, 1986,
Epstein 1978, De Vos and Ross 1975, Mitchell 1974).
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The phenomenon of dividing one's social environment into
in-groups and out-groups is apparently common practice
throughout the world. Various inter-disciplinary theories
have been developed to account both for this and the
conditions under which in-group/out-group categorisation
spills over into violent or hostile activity. While
Barth's theory provides a definitional basis to the study
of cognitive categories, a brief overview of other
complementary theories should help to provide a broader
background to the salient questions of why we categorise
our social world, and why this frequently (as in the case
of Northern Ireland) results in prejudice or hostility.

Categorising In-groups and Out-groups

The socio-biologist Heiner Flohr (1986) states that it is
economic for the human mind to group information in
dichotomies, or at any rate in simple discrete
categories. Decision making in a complex world, he
argues, is made so much easier by making simplistic
distinctions between in-group, ("friend") and cut-group
("foe") (Flohr 1986: 204).

This is a view which is expanded upon by Tajfel (1982),
who suggests that the organisation of social life into
manageable categories has the effect of minimising
differences within categories and maximising those
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between them. Accordingly, we not only divide our social
world into categories, but we see ourselves as belonging
to certain of these and not to others. This, Tajfel
suggests, forms part of the causal chain from which
inter-group conflict develops.

Mary Douglas approaches the subject from a slightly
different perspective. She argues that early infant
social interaction forms the basis of the tendency to
polarise the world into classes:
The guestions it asks resemble military
intelligence. It needs to know whether the source
of milk, if external is one breast or several,
and if several, how to distinguish allies from
enemies? Is this the good breast or the bad
breast? Is it for me or against me? (Douglas
1987: 62).
In her view, societies' norms and attitudes are
perpetuated through children because, as they become
older, "institutional thought is turned over to automatic
pilot" (ibid). That is to say, the child accepts
institutionalised codes and categories, as this saves it
the time and energy of having to create its own.

Both Cohen and Barth argue that we become aware of bur
own identity when we come up against its boundaries. This
is because we are confronted by norms and behaviour which
deviate from our own:
...we are not aware of the distinctiveness and
circumscription of our own behaviour until we
meet its normative boundaries in the shape of
alternative forms (Cohen 1933: 4).

In line with Barth, Cohen argues that we not only become
aware of our culture, but we evaluate both it and others.
He states that we usually value our own culture
positively, not only because it represents tradition but
because it has developed as a response to specific
requirements and conditions, and while those conditions
remain it is considered the most practical means of
organisation (Cohen 1983: 7).

Berger and Luckmann suggest that we place a higher value
on our own national or ethnic groups because they provide
psychological security and support for social
organisation. In line with Schutz (1962), they argue that
reality can be defined as a "symbolic universe", which is
a set of beliefs that integrate different provinces of
meaning and encompass the institutional order in a
symbolic totality. This desired state, they suggest, is
most readily achieved when one's symbolic universe is
shared with others, above all by total society:
Society-wide official symbolic universes have
existed. Not only do they assuage individuals'
anxieties they also provide legitimisation for
the structure and the character of the society
itself (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 115).

They contend that not only do we become aware of our own
identities when we are confronted with others, but that
we view these others as threatening. This, they say, is
because all social reality is precarious; ail societies
are "constructions in the face of chaos" (ibid: 121).
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According to this argument, the fragile nature of society
is threatened by the appearance of a conflicting reality
either "...by heretics from within a society or from
external groups" (ibid: 123). Other social scientists
have also supported the contention that external threat
produces internal cohesion and subsequent anxiety
reduction (cf. Schacter 1959, Reynolds 1986). These
theoretical approaches may go some way towards helping
explain tenacious links to in-groups which are so clearly
demonstrated in Northern Ireland. This issue is also
addressed by the social identity theory (see below,' p.
44 ) .

SEGREGATION

Some studies have suggested that segregation of national,
ethnic, racial or social groups within a single society
fosters hostility, or at least inhibits attraction by
blocking off communication (see Allport 1954). They say
that without interaction it is impossible for people to
discover that many of their values, beliefs, concerns and
experiences are essentially similar. This approach is
known among social psychologists as the "contact
hypothesis".

Allport defined it as follows:

Prejudice may be reduced by equal status contact
between majority and minority groups in pursuit
of common goals. The effect is greatly enhanced
if this contact is sanctioned by institutional
supports (ie by law, custom or local atmosphere)
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and provided it is of a sort that leads to the
perception of common interests and common
humanity between members of two groups
(1954: 56).
Many social scientists have argued in favour of the
contact hypothesis. For example Amir, writing in 1969
comments,
Contact between people - the mere fact of their
interacting - is likely to change their beliefs
and feelings towards each other...If only one had
the opportunity to communicate with others and to
appreciate their way of life, understanding and
consequently a reduction in prejudice would
follow (Amir 1969: 319).
According to Pettigrew (1986), contact hypothesis rests
on the assumptions that the fundamental problem of
intergroup contact is individual prejudice, and that
since prejudice is an educational and psychological
problem, it can be remedied by education which changes
attitudes and behaviour.

Some social psychologists are critical of the contact
hypothesis. Hewstone and Brown (1986), for example, found
that lack of knowledge and inaccurate perceptions do not
sufficiently explain intergroup conflict and therefore
expectations about the effect of increasing knowledge
through contact should be modest (ibid: 17). They note
that in order for contact to have any positive effect,
people need to become aware of differences and divisions
between themselves and others:
Knowledge and understanding of differences as
well as similarities between groups is impcrtanc
in reducing prejudice. Information about real
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differences would respect the customs and
traditions of other groups and should be
supported by information which explodes myths
about false differences (ibid: 18).

Social Identity Theory

Ego-centric, and individualistic theories which attempt
to explain conflicts between groups at an individual
level have been rejected by some social psychologists
because, as Cairns argues, "extreme sacrifice" in
Northern Ireland cannot be explained simply in terms of
individual cost benefit. They must be seen as inherent of
an inter-group nature (Cairns 1982: 277).

An alternative paradigm, which has been inspired by
research on inter-group contact is the "Social Identity
Theory" (SIT). This theory rests on the basic hypothesis
that,
...individuals define themselves in terms of
their social group membership and that group
defined self perceptions produces psychologically
distinctive effects in social behaviour
(Turner 1987: 87).

Tajfel (1982) argues that the social categories with
which individuals identify themselves are partly based on
experience, but they are also largely determined by
society. Our knowledge of our own membership of various
cf these social categories is defined as cur social
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identity and informs an important part of our self
concept (ibid: 124). In order to enhance our own social
identity we behave in ways that make our own group
acquire positive distinctiveness in comparison to others
(ibid: 24).

The notion that group identity influences individual
social interaction is supported by some anthropologists.
Mary Douglas (1990), in her grid/group model of cultural
diversity, presents a more refined version of SIT. She
argues that different ways of seeing the world are linked
to different forms of social organisation. A person's
assumptions about how the world operates, their values
and moral judgements will depend upon their group
identity, and the social relationships and interactions
in which they engage.

According to the "group" dimension of her model, social
relationships are represented by a continuum which runs
from strong individualism, to strong collectivism. At one
end an individual's social identity is based upon their
position within an ego-centred network. At the other end
social identity is based upon membership of a social
group. According to the "grid" dimension social
interaction is represented by a continuum running from
restriction to independence. At one extreme actions' are
prescribed and at the other they are open to individual
choice (see Milton 1991: 1).
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Social behaviour in Northern Ireland (where group
identity is an important aspect of most interaction) is
characterised by strong group identity and prescribed
behaviour. Given this it is most appropriately described
by the extremity of the continua represented by high
group, high grid.

Similarly Tajfel has pointed out that while
categorisation per se is not the sole cause of inter
group conflict, it does play a major role. This is
because inter-group behaviour is directed by perceived
group memberships:
In order for large numbers of individuals to be
able to hate or dislike or discriminate against
other individuals seen as belonging to a common
social category they must first have acquired a
sense of belonging to groups (or social
categories) which are clearly distinct from those
they hate, dislike or discriminate against
(Taj fel 1978: 6).

Turner (1982), argues that an individual's self esteem
may be somewhat dependent on his group membership; that
is, his own position within the group, and his perception
of the group's position. Ke argues that a positive
perception of the group is linked to positive feelings of
self-esteem, which leads him to conclude that
"individuals will strive to belong to groups that can
enhance their self-esteem" (Turner 1982: 33).

Where individuals see no chance for themselves to move
upwards and become members of a more attractive group,
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Turner argues that they are likely to follow a strategy
of downgrading other groups by changing the criteria that
are relevant for the evaluation of them. Therefore, he
states, it is plausible to expect that, in circumstances
where individual mobility is limited, conflict is a
probable outcome (ibid: 34).

Social psychologist Vincent Falger (1986), stresses that
the psychological need to identify with a group is a
fundamental factor in explaining how individuals align
themselves both on a small scale and on a massive
international scale, where large amounts of people are
linked together by common power, political ideology, and
economic interests against other large interest groups.
This need, he suggests, is a fundamental aspect of human
psychology.

The extent of social categorisation in Ulster has been
noted by Burton (1978). He refers to the concern shown by
people for the "fundamental and overwhelming question,
what is he?" (1978: 4). A behaviour which he labels
"telling". This he explains,
...constitutes the system of signs by which
Catholics and Protestants arrive at religious
ascription in their everydav interactions (ibid:
V) •

Cairns (1982) makes the point that in Northern Ireland
the distinctions between Protestant and Catholic
permeates all aspects of social life, with cross-cutting
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categories like gender relegated to a relatively
secondary position:
People from Northern Ireland do not perceive, the
world in terms of separate distinct spheres of
work, religion, politics and education. But in
terms of the distinct spheres of Catholic and
Protestant (Cairns 1982: 284).

Like Barth, Tajfel emphasises the dynamic nature of
identity and the complex dialectic between social
identity and social setting. He notes that the salience
of a particular social identity for an individual may
vary from situation to situation (1978: 40).

In explaining the dynamism of identity in Northern
Ireland, Cairns (1982) notes that, while most encounters
between Protestants and Catholics are imbued by an
awareness of group allegiance, strategies have been
developed which enable people to mix without threatening
that allegiance (ibid: 284). The social identity approach
would suggest that any threat to social identity would
therefore strengthen rather than minimise discrimination
(cf. Hogg and Abrams 1988).

On a pragmatic level Cairns (1987) suggests that,
according to this argument, divisive issues must be
addressed in cross community projects, in order for them
to have a positive influence on social attitudes. Cairns
states that reconciliation cannot be achieved merely by
changing the relationships between individuals:
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If reconciliation is to be achieved then contact
should take place at an inter-group level and not
simply at an inter-personal level (Cairns 1987:
165 ) .

EVOLUTION

Evolutionist anthropologists argue that in-group/outgroup behaviour may be a fact of human evolutionary
history. They state that small group psychology manifest
in in-group identity and out-group hostility may have
emerged as a result of the survival of the fittest (Crook
1980, Hamilton 1975). The fact that we behave in a
similar fashion now may be a genetic consequence of. our
evolutionary history.

In a similar vein Van den Berghe (1981) argues that while
groups originally consisted of closely related kin, the
mechanism responsible for that bonding may have developed
to include distant kin and family and eventually
unrelated individuals willing to accept a specific
group's cultural traditions. Other theorists have argued
that attachment between mother and child has become the
basis for group formation (Omark 1980).

In support of these arguments, others have suggested that
"badging" (that is the use of cues such as language,
dialect, kinship, dress etc. to differentiate between
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one's own and "other" groups) may be an innate process
(Irwin 1989 ) .

The contribution of biological or evolutionary theories
to the study of identity, is reflected in their stance
that aggression towards out-groups is an inevitable
aspect of man's genetic inheritance. This argument is
difficult to dispute since learning begins at birth, thus
untangling the complex interaction between biology and
culture becomes extremely difficult (Nanda 1987: 34).

While evolutionary theories help to illuminate the
apparently universal existence of group identity, and
possibly out-group hostility, the form this type of
behaviour assumes in specific societies can only be
understood from the perspective of a cultural analysis.

The above overview shows how analysts have accounted for
in-group/out-group behaviour. My particular interest
though, is in how children come to acquire the knowledge
which helps perpetuate this behaviour pattern. Wolfgang
Tonnesmann (1986: 157-175) suggests that socialisation is
by far the most important determinate of discriminatory
behaviour. Similarly Ian Vine (1986: 43-60) contends that
in the course of development individuals attain a notion
of the self which incorporates social identities and in
group biases and can easily be the basis of an
ethnocentric attitude.
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In the following sections I examine the theories which
attempt to explain socialisation, and those which relate
to identity formation.

SOCIALISATION

The process of becoming a man takes place in
inter-relation with the environment. This
environment is both a natural and a human one. So
the developing human being interrelates with a
particular natural and social environment and
with a specific cultural and social order, which
is mediated to him by the significant others who
have charge of him (Berger and Luckmann 1966:
66 ) .

Berger and Luckmann argue that social reality is created
as a result of human beings interacting with one another
and thus producing institutional norms and behaviour.
These institutions they argue are a consequence of
"typifications", that is an agreement between actors that
certain behaviour in specific situations is normal or
typical. They argue that since these institutions are
shared by the social group and are protected by sanctions
they cannot be changed easily by the individual (cf.
Bilton et al 1987).

Thus, the child's social reality is constructed through
his interaction within it. This is a view supported by
accounts of the limited cases of "non-socialisation",
cases of children who have apparently lived in conditions
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of very limited or no human contact. For example,
consider the case of Shamdev a five year old Indian boy
who was found playing with wolf cubs in the Musafirkhana
forest. The following is a description of his behaviour
when he was first rescued:
At first Shamdev cowered from people and would
only play with dogs. He hated the sun and used to
curl up in shadowy places. After dark he grew
restless and they had to tie him up to stop him
following the jackals which howled around the
village at night. If anyone cut themselves, he
could smell the scent of blood and would scamper
towards it. He caught chickens and ate them
alive, including the entrails. Later when he had
evolved a sign language of his own, he would
cross his thumbs and flap his hands: this meant
"chicken" or "food"
(The Observer: 30 August 1978, quoted in Bilton
et al 1987: 15-16).

There is also the case of Isabelle, a child found in
similar conditions of limited human contact and in a
similar state. She was eventually rehabilitated and now
lives an apparently normal life (Davis 1970: 18). The
fact that she could be rehabilitated would seem to
indicate that the acquisition of fundamental human
characteristics does not occur instinctively: it is
shaped by an individual's social environment.

For children, especially in the early stages of
integration, the parentally transmitted world becomes the
only world. Yet it is not fully transparent since they
had no part in shaping it; it confronts them as a given
reality:
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...(this is the social world) in the sense of a
comprehensive and given reality confronting the
individual in a manner analogous to the reality
of the natural world. Only in this way, as an
objective world, can the social formations be
transmitted to a new generation... All
institutions appear in the same way, as given,
unalterable and self-evident... The process of
transmission simply strengthens the parents'
sense of reality, if only because, to put it
crudely, if one says, "this is how these things
are done", often enough one believes it oneself
(Berger and Luckmann 1966: 77).

Berger and Luckmann argue that the institutional world
requires legitimating, that is, ways in which it can be
justified. This is not because it appears less real, but
because the reality comes to a new generation as a
tradition rather than through them having had a hand in
creating it. While they agree with Anthony Giddens that
socialisation is a continual process occurring throughout
the life cycle (Giddens 1990: 70), they identify two
different types of socialisation, "primary" and
"secondary". This type of dichotomy has been recognized
by anthropologists and appears frequently in the
literature on the subject (Goody 1968, La Fontaine 1970,
Mayer 1970) .

Primary Socialisation

Primary socialisation occurs in childhood. It is carried
out by "significant others" (usually parents and
siblings), and it is the process through which the child
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becomes a member of society. During primary socialisation
the reality transmitted is recognised by the child as the
only one possible, therefore it becomes deeply entrenched
(Horowitz and Horowitz 1936). The attitudes and values
which have been internalised during this time are
generally supported by the wider social environment to
which the individual belongs. The notion that primary
socialisation is greatly, though not wholly, responsible
for adult behaviour and attitudes is a view shared by
many social scientists1.

Horowitz and Horowitz (1936) argue that significant
others transmit the social world to the child, and in so
doing they modify it. That is, they transmit aspects of
social life which are particular to their position in it.
For example, a working class child will get a working
class perspective, middle class children will get a
middle class perspective and so on. Children will also
absorb the idiosyncratic character given to the social
world by their parents. By this argument the same
perspective may induce a mood of contentment, resignation
or bitter resentment in different people. Thus, for
instance working class children may not only come to
inhabit a world greatly different from that of upper
class children, but one that is different

from that of

their working class neighbours (Milner 1975).

1. For example (see Geertz 1973, Greenstein 1966, Nanda
1987, Rabain 1979, Tonnesmann 1986, Vine 1986).
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Anthropologists argue that this often creates conflict as
children become older. For example, Gerry Rosenfeld
(1971: 341) found that the disparity between the
conceptual framework of black working class American
school children and their white middle class teachers
ensured the failure of black children. Rosenfeld sees the
teacher in the ghetto school as the transmitter of a
different culture, and he says that until the teacher
learns to understand the cultural context and the life of
the student, student performances in such schools will
continue to be poor.

Secondary Socialisation

Secondary socialisation, according to Berger and
Luckmann, refers to the acquisition of roles and specific
knowledge:
The "sub-worlds" internalised in secondary
socialisation are generally partial realities, in
contrast to the "base world" acquired in primary
socialisation. Yet they are more or less cohesive
realities, characterised by normative and
affective as well as cognitive components (Berger
and Luckmann 1966: 158).

They also argue that secondary socialisation always
presupposes primary socialisation (ibid: 159). This poses
a problem because primary socialisation tends to persist,
while secondary socialisation needs to be superimposed,
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so there are problems of consistency between the old and
the new.

Some of the problems are caused when children realise
that the world of their parents is not the only one, that
there are alternative realities. This happens as part of
secondary socialisation, when the institutional context
is apprehended, and children come to view the world of
their parents as for example, working class, Catholic,
etc.

The mediators of secondary socialisation are generally
peer groups, school teachers, employers, etc.

(Milner

1975: 60). The fact that roles can readily be detached
from mediators makes the role knowledge internalised much
more fragile. Therefore, secondary socialisation needs to
be legitimized:
The school teacher tries to "bring home" (relate
to the natural) the contents he is imparting by
making them vivid (making them seem as alive as
the home world of the child)...The more teaching
techniques make subjectively plausible a
continuity between the original and the new
elements of knowledge, the more readily they
acquire the accent of reality
(Berger and Luckmann 1966: 164).
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Social Identity

The dialectical relationship between identity and
socialisation has also been considered by Berger and
Luckmann (1966). They argue that we do not always view
the world in the same way; how we do so depends upon
where we are, who we are, what we are doing, etc. For
example, in any one day an individual might view the
world from any number of ways depending on his or her
role within it; as a mother, a student, a daughter, a
committee member and a wife, for instance.

We have many different identities, though identity is not
the sum total of all the different attributes. Milner
(1975) makes a similar observation:
At a given time identity is an abstraction from
the mass of characteristics a person has - a
sample of them on which a particular reality
focuses....Any situation in which a person finds
himself acts like a filter. It filters out his
less relevant attributes, and amplifies salient
ones. These are the elements of identity the
person sees himself as having in the social
reality and which he acts out, and the filter is
simply the "Knowledge" of that reality and the
attributes appropriate to it
(Milner 1975 : 47).

By this argument roles are normative concepts that have
to be studied in their interrelation with the actual
practices that are the "stuff" of social life (Giddens
1990: 118). What we normally understand by identity are
the small number of attributes that recur again and again
in the different social contexts. They form a central
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core and provide an on-going sense of self which gives a
foundation of consistency throughout all activities.

No two people within a particular social context will
have exactly the same identity. People arrive at their
notion of their own identity partly as a result of the
pressure that context exerts on them and partly as a
result of individual personality, or the development of
particular attributes. Since biographies are
idiosyncratic everyone has a set of notions regarding
identity which are unique to themselves. All of these
notions are shared to some extent and some are more
salient among particular groups than others. For example,
in the ghetto, race or religion might be a crucial aspect
of identity for many, as it figures frequently and
importantly in their experience. However, for older
residents this may have been reduced in significance, so
the salient identities may have become friendly postman,
darts champion, etc, (Milner 1975: 42).

Childhood Identity

The argument that children identify and classify groups
as a result of their social learning is one which has
been substantiated through other studies (Johnstone 1965,
Johnstone et al. 1966, Tajfel and Jahoda 1966). These
studies also indicate that a child's knowledge need not
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be very far advanced before he expresses affective
hostility towards out-groups.

In conclusion, folk models constructed during the life
long process of socialisation, can only be properly
explained in terms of the dialectical relationship
between the individual, or the group and the cultural
context and structure. As noted above praxis is the most
apposite theoretical framework within which to understand
these relationships.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

While the theoretical framework outlined in Chapters one
and two provide me with the tools to explain my data,
previous work within the discipline of social
anthropology has been less helpful in providing a
precedent for appropriate methods of data collection
among children (see Chapter 1). I shall now turn to the
problems I faced, and the means by which I attempted to
overcome them.

The goal of ethnography, as Malinowski succinctly put it,
...is to grasp the native's point of view, his
relation to life, to realise his vision of the
world (1922 : 25).

The basic aim of anthropological research and the methods
for achieving this goal, also initiated by Malinowski,
remain much the same today. The cornerstone of
methodology being the "participant observation" approach,
which insists that one can only really understand
indigenous culture through involving oneself in it,
Ethnographers do not merely make observations,
they also participate. Participation allows you
to experience activities directly, to get the
feel of what events are like and to record your
own perceptions (Spradley 1980: 52).
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Some anthropologists argue as if participant observation
were the only approach feasible, and that one should
avoid social contexts in which it cannot be carried out
(Wax 1971: 17, Holy 1984: 33). This argument is based on
the notion that when other methods, such as frames,
repertory grids, questionnaires, interviews etc. are
used, then one can no longer claim to be eliciting
"knowledge in use". This is because data are derived from
"artificial" contexts, which are contrived for the
purposes of data collection. Consequently data, to a
greater or lesser extent, are manipulated by the
technique employed to extract them. For example, when we
ask informants to fill in a questionnaire we are
identifying the questions, and therefore asking
respondents to think about issues which we think are
important, but which may in actual fact have no relevance
in the everyday life or world view of those to whom they
are directed1.

Some anthropologists though, argue that we should not
limit ourselves to participant observation, because other
data gathering techniques, such as informal interviews,
probably produce data which are equally accurate
representations of people's mental constructs. For
example, McFarlane defines interviews simply as an '
organised conversation between researchers and
informants. Accordingly, he states,
1. See Holy and Stuchlik's criticism of Cancian (1975),
who used a frame sorting method to identify ranking norms
among the Mayan communities of Zinacanteco in Mexico
(Holy and Stuchlik 1983: 63).
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There is no reason why similar information to
that obtainable in "natural" everyday
conversations should not flow from interviews;
and there is no reason why the information from
the interviews should not coincide with that
found in information exchanged outside the
interviews, either between the natives or between
the researcher and the natives (1981: 122).-

Other ethnographers recognize that there are situations
which severely limit the extent to which participation is
actually possible. John Clammer (1984) draws examples
from his own fieldwork in which he found it impossible to
participate in local dance, complex rituals, and (on
moral grounds) in head hunting (ibid: 68-73)! In a more
general sense, some anthropologists have argued that the
traditional methodologies cannot adequately cope with
research involving large segments of the population, or
indeed an entire nation (Leach 1967: 75, 89). I would add
children to this list, since participation alone cannot
provide adequate means through which to understand the
child's culture. Jenks identified one reason why this
might be the case:
... it may be observed that whereas the
anthropologist had to travel to his savages
across social space, the child as a phenomenon
has been brought into recognition across social
time (Jenks 1982:10).
Participant observation cannot allow us to traverse
social time, in fact it may even lead to a
misrepresentation of data. As Harre points out,
children's perceptions of social order are normally so
inaccessible that the mere presence of an adult leads to
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temporary dissolution (1986: 287). This highlights one of
the main problems of participant observation; that the
ethnographer's presence (no matter how discrete they are,
or how integrated they might feel themselves to be) may
influence the data to which they have access (cf. Agar
1980: 36).

PRACTICAL RESTRICTIONS

Apart from the limitations of traditional methodologies,
I was also faced with some ethical and pragmatic
problems. In the first place, the "fear of offending"
ensures that national, political or religious identity
are subjects of conversation which are studiously avoided
in Northern Ireland, except among intimates or family
(cf. Harris 1986: 146-147). Having been brought up in
Belfast, it would have been a serious misconduct for me,
as an "insider", to break these cultural codes by
initiating such conversations.

On a practical level, a whole gamut of contexts in which
identity is expressed was inaccessible to me. For
instance it would have been totally unacceptable to
adults and children from both communities, and to myself,
for me to live, play with, attend school with children,
and "hang around" in adolescent groups. It is this
limited level of access to their everyday activities,
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which influenced my decision to concentrate on
representational models of national identity, which are
(as discussed above) inferred more from verbal statements
than actions.

I do not accept that we should avoid contexts in which
participation is impractical or impossible, on the
pretexts that we may be limiting our discipline to the
study of small, tribal societies, and that in so doing we
may be avoiding areas which contain some of the most
valuable data relevant to cultural explanation (cf.
Cheater 1987: 175-177, Jackson 1987: 7). I do agree
though, that in situations to which there is restricted
access, the research methods we select should enable us
to replicate, as far as possible, knowledge in use,
rather than that which is created or at least manipulated
by methodology.

Ways and Means

In order to satisfy this aim, I have drawn on approaches
used by those anthropologists who agree that research
should not be limited to participant observation, but
should be guided by the complexities of the subjects and
contexts which it attempts to address. As Fetterman
states,
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The research problem that the ethnographer
chooses guides the entire research endeavour- It
typically dictates the shape of the research
design... The problem may also suggest the most
appropriate research approach (1939: 13).
There are two levels to this research. The first follows
the more traditional route of observation and informal
interview, mainly within the adult community. However,
since access to children was restricted it was decided to
employ more structured approaches to elicit their social
knowledge.

I selected three approaches, which I think are best
suited to my research area. In the first place I asked
children to write essays and draw maps of their country.
For reasons which should become clear, this approach
forms the basis of my study. Secondly, some children were
asked to draw pictures of their area, and finally a
selection of children was interviewed. Questions for the
interview were derived from a study in which Piaget and
his colleagues attempted to measure ideas about homeland
among Swiss children in Geneva (Piaget and Weil 1951).

In the following section I intend to outline these
approaches, and highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of each one.
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THE PIAGET STUDY

Most of Piaget's research focuses on explaining
competency levels among children (see Chapter 1, p. 18 20). His studies are generally the result of carefully
planned research methods, designed to elicit different
levels of operational skill. Most were carried out in the
laboratory type setting. However, in at least one of his
studies, designed to examine identity among Swiss
children in Geneva, Piaget did not follow his usual, rigid
research techniques (Piaget and Weil 1951). Instead,
children were simply asked open-ended questions regarding
their own and other countries, and they were given some
freedom to direct the course of the interview.

I was

attracted to this study, firstly because it examines
national identity, and secondly, because most studies
which have focused on identity development among children
employ rigourously formal methods which are open to
criticism. Piaget's approach by contrast is fairly
informal and unstructured. However, while I believe his
method is reliable, there are inherent problems with
Piaget's perception of the research problem. To clarify,
I shall briefly summarise his study.

Questions are designed to measure cognitive and affective
identity, which Piaget sees as separable entities.

In

order to measure cognitive development, children are
asked to perform a series of operational tasks, for
example, to draw the relationship between their town and
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country. A child failing to understand the part/whole
relationship may, for instance, draw Geneva and
Switzerland as two separate circles, while a child who
has "correct" understanding will draw one circle enclosed
within the other. Piaget reasons that this allows him to
weed out the children who, as a result of rote learning,
say "Geneva is in Switzerland", but cannot (according to
his definition) grasp the conceptual part/whole
relationship between town and country. It is on the basis
of results from this task, that Piaget identifies stages
in cognitive development (it should be noted that this
definition contains the tacit assumption that an
understanding of relations is the same as the ability to
represent them spatially).

He concludes that children below the ages of 10-11 years
have no idea that "logical categories could be included
in one another" (Piaget 1951: 537). This result has been
criticised by Jahoda (1966: 1089), who argues that
children as young as 2-3 years can understand part/whole
relationships such as, apples and oranges are fruit, men
and women are people etc.

Stages of affective development, are measured according
to children's responses to a series of questions,
regarding feelings towards their own country, and towards
foreigners and foreign countries. On the basis of these
data, Piaget argues that children progress through
parallel stages of cognitive and affective development.
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Affective development is characterised first by
egocentrism, then sociocentrism and in some cases a final
stage indicating reciprocity of attitude.

There are problems with Piaget's research, as has been
discussed above (see Chapter 1), he is characteristically
attempting to uncover a predefined "substantive"
cognitive structure, which, he concludes, is restricted,
in some cases, by socialisation. The problem is that he
gives no indication as to why this is the case, and he
certainly makes no attempt to contextualise his data.

However, it is possible that Piaget's study may throw
some light on a fundamental process of group identity
development among Swiss children (cf. Tonnesmann 1987).

His data suggest that young Swiss children have
difficulty in grasping the concept of homeland in
relation to other territorial units, such as town or
canton. Young children also lack an understanding of the
concept "foreigner". They cannot imagine that they
themselves can be foreigners in another country. In. the
main they express preferences for Switzerland, but they
cannot imagine that other people might likewise prefer
their own country.

As the child grows older, this initial egocentric
attitude is replaced by a view of the world which,
probably as a result cf family, school and peer group
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influences, becomes gradually more sociocentric. By the
time the child reaches 11 or 12 years, they can usually
understand that all children will have a preference for
their own country. This apparent reciprocity is
complicated by the fact that, although children can
understand other children's preferences for their own
country, many still insist that theirs is somehow
superior (Piaget and Weil 1951: 575).

It is important to note at this point that while I used
Piaget's interview (with some modification) in the
Belfast study, I have not attempted to categorise data
according to his predefined "structure of thought" model
(the weaknesses of this approach are discussed at length
in Chapter 1). Rather, I have attempted to interpret them
according to their cultural context.

Given that Piaget focuses primarily on structure of
thought and pays■little attention to contextualisation of
his data, there is little specific comparative analysis
that can be made between the cultures of Swiss and
Belfast children. However, as noted above, his study does
indicate something of the development of in-group, out
group behaviour, and it is on this level that it may be
possible to make some comparative remarks.

Due to the aforementioned problems, and the fact that
Piaget's approach necessarily involves chatting to
children in a somewhat contrived environment (an
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unavoidable consequence of adult-child relationships,
where there has been little or no previous contact), this
study cannot stand up on its own, so I have employed
other methods, which, while designed to examine the same
knowledge, allow children to express it within a less
formal, more "natural” environment.

"MY COUNTRY"

Children were asked to write an essay on, and sketch a
map of "My Country". This approach has been used before
by anthropologists and social psychologists. A good
example is Starr's study (1978) of ethnic groups in the
Lebanon. He was interested in how people define the
various ethnic groups, and in how people in everyday life
were recognised as belonging to one or the other. To
examine this aspect of social life, he interviewed
informants and asked 87 people to write an essay on the
topic of inferring the ethnic group of an unknown person.
He focused on the cultural domains of kinds of ethnic
groups (see also Smith and Dunn 1990, discussed below,
Chapter 6).

Other anthropologists agree that content analysis of
written material is a good method of deriving data in
.
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situations to which access is limited'-. Indeed, the
1. See for example Clammer 1983, Ellen 1982, Fetterman
1989, Spradley 1980,.
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analysis of text in the native language was one of the
earliest styles of fieldwork and ethnographic analysis.
It was very much a characteristic of the mature works of
Franz Boas and Levi Strauss (see Clammer 1983: 73).'

In pointing out the advantages of this method of data
collection, Clammer suggests,
If handled sympathetically, the textual method
can yield very valuable results. It leads to a
body of data which is "fixed", it does not
disappear. It can be worked over more than once,
it can provide data for other anthropologists
with comparative, historical or structural
interests to analyse and work with...it produces
a body of important information per se; and when
it is integrated with observation, participation
and a deep understanding of the everyday life of
the culture in question, it provides an excellent
and fruitful mode of analysis (ibid: 74).
In terms of my study, asking children to write essays
(and draw pictures and maps) has the added advantage of
providing an informal context from which to elicit data.
The exercise was carried out in the classroom under the
instruction of the children's usual teacher.

The title "My Country" was selected, on the advice of
teachers, partly because of its simplicity (the concept
"My Nationality" would be alien to most children), and
partly because allegiance to country forms an all
pervading aspect of national identity in Northern
Ireland.

It could be argued that because the context is somewhat
contrived, data cannot accurately be said to represent
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"knowledge in use". However, asking children to write an
essay does represent a situation which is by all accounts
"normal". The fact that I had no contact with the
children for this part of the study, and that they were
unaware of the research project, must have reinforced the
normality of the situation for them. Furthermore, given
the restricted access to children's culture, I believe
this approach probably comes closest to eliciting
accurate information regarding the child's knowledge of
its social world. As such, content analysis of the essays
forms the basis of my study.

"MY AREA"

In order to ascertain something how children perceive the
environment in which they carry out the process of their
daily lives, I thought it might be interesting to ask
them to represent their notions through the drawings.

While analysis of pictorial representations is an
approach which is traditionally associated with
psychology, it has also been employed by some
anthropologists. For instance Toren (1989), in her study
of the development of perceptions of gender and hierarchy
among children in Fiji, carried out a content analysis of
drawings from children (from the ages of 6-16years) of a
village drinking ceremony.
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At these ceremonies there are strict rules and codes
regarding admission and seating arrangements, with
everyone having a specified place according to rank and
seniority (ibid: 223). Toren was able to establish from
their drawings something of how children construct and
develop their notions of organisation at this event.

According to her, this approach allows access to
indigenous categories of thought, which would otherwise
be inaccessible to the ethnographer (ibid: 226). I was
also attracted to O'Neill's thoughts on the analysis of
drawings. He states,
In the analysis of the child's drawing, it is
improper to treat the child's efforts as abortive
attempts to develop "adult", or rather
perspectual drawing, which is itself a historical
development in art dominated by the laws of
classical geometric perspective. The child's
drawing is not a simple imitation of what he sees
any more than of what he does not see through
lack of detailed attention. The child's drawings
are expressive of his relations to the things and
people in this world. They develop and change
along with his experience with the objects and
persons around him
(1973: 81).

In other words, we can expect that children's drawings
are as yet relatively uninfluenced by the conventions of
"art". They are therefore a more accurate representation
of their interpretation of the world. Given the time
constraints on this thesis there is no significant
contextual analysis of drawings, they have been used
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simply to illustrate points made through essays and
interviews.

CONCLUSION

While there are obviously limitations with all of these
approaches, as mentioned above, normal channels of
communication among children, are very much closed to
adults. I believe that, had I simply used the traditional
method of participant observation, then I could not claim
to have come anywhere near an accurate interpretation of
children's culture:
...poor cultural translation (between adult and
child culture) can have serious practical
outcomes. Teachers and other adults remain
strangers to the world of children. Thus their
interaction leads to misunderstanding (Dobbert
1982;

34)

I also believe that, in the study of children more
structured methodologies are not open to the same
criticisms as can be levelled at them when they are used
as a means of data collection among adults. For example,
in interview situations (formal or otherwise) adults tend
to manipulate their responses to coincide with what they
think the interviewer wants to hear. Regarding the Piaget
study, this did not seem to be the case among the
children to whom I spoke. Indeed I found their responses
to be disarmingly open. They frequently passed on
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information which (for security reasons) most adults in
Northern Ireland would not consider telling a stranger
(for example some children spoke of family members being
employed by the security forces, or as being involved in
"illegal" activities).

It seems that children do not possess the complexity of
knowledge which adults draw on in an interview situation.
I believe that, through drawing on more structured
methodologies, and my own experience of growing up in
this country, I have been able to present a fairly
accurate picture of the knowledge children invoke to
represent their national identity.
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CHAPTER FOUR

A BACKGROUND TO IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT IN BELLEVUE AND
COLINDALE

The Belfast communities within which I carried out my
research epitomise two cultures which have evolved
through the dynamic and often tragic history of the city.
Before describing the areas, I think it is relevant to
present a brief background to the conflict, focusing on
those events which have been most instrumental in shaping
the social, economic and political organisation within
the city of Belfast, and more specifically within
Colindale and Bellevue. This resume begins with the
partition of Ireland in 1921 and focuses only on the most
significant events from that date1.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In 1921 a treaty was signed between the British
government and Sinn Fein. It established a state from
which Northern Ireland opted out. These events and the
first years of both new states were accompanied by civil

1. For those readers not well versed in the complexities
of Irish history, the following provide a comprehensive
overview; Darby 1983, Jeffery 1985, Lyons 1986.
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disorder. Belfast experienced a guerrilla campaign and
sectarian conflicts. According to Darby,
The new state was created in the midst of the
troubles and divisions which were to characterise
its history (Darby 1983: 20).

Thus Nationalists refused to accept the new state and the
polarisation of the Nationalist and Loyalist communities
continued. Some Catholic teachers opted out of the state
school system. Instead they entered their pupils for
examinations in Dublin. The depression of the 1930s meant
that jobs were scarce and Nationalists felt themselves to
be further disadvantaged by discriminatory government
policies. In this climate hostility frequently boiled
over into violence. This violence characterised the 1930s
(Lyons 1986:15).

Partly as a result of Catholic unwillingness to
participate in the government of Northern Ireland (whose
existence they opposed), and partly as a result of
prejudice by the establishment against a section of the
community which it considered as traitorous, many of the
institutions were heavily biased in favour of Unionists.
For example, the local government franchise reflected
property rather than people. Thus non rate payers were
excluded from voting, while many people with more than
one property got extra votes. Gerrymandering of
constituency boundaries was actively used in order to
maintain a Unionist majority (Darby 1983: 22). There were
widespread disturbances in the 1930s, and in 1935 the
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trouble reached its peak, with 12 people killed and 600
inj ured.

During the war years expansions in industries such as
shipbuilding, aircraft manufacturing and engineering
brought economic prosperity to Northern Ireland.
Agricultural production also increased in line with
demand and foreign investors were attracted to the
province; there were 150 new factories and 55,000 new
jobs. Other improvements in the prospects and conditions
of the minority were also in evidence. In 1947 the
government introduced legislation which broadened the
social benefits of the welfare state. It also introduced
free third level education. This was highlighted by the
remarkable rise in Catholics going to university. In
terms of conflict, this period (1940s through to the
1960s) was characterised by a fragile peace.

In the early 1960's progress for the minority looked more
hopeful. Lord Brockeborough was replaced at Stormont (the
Northern Ireland parliament) by Terrance O'Neill, who was
much more sympathetic to the Catholic case. However, 1964
was marred by an incident from which there was a series
of repercussions. The flying of the tricolour at the
Divis Street headquarters of the Republican candidate for
West Belfast, Liam McMillan, provoked a riot. The man who
was instrumental in demanding the removal of the flag was
Ian Paisley, leader of the Democratic Unionists and the
Free Presbyterian church. This incident, and the general
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pressure for change led to the formation of the
Protestant UDA (Ulster Defence Association). They saw
themselves as defenders of the status quo.

However, the changes which the UDA were expecting and
Catholics were hoping for, did not come quickly. The
O'Neill administration was slow to act according to its
declared intentions. Their tardiness produced anger and
frustration among nationalists. The following measures
highlighted resentment.

1. The decision to locate a new university in Coleraine
rather than in Londonderry, where a small one had already
been established.

2. The establishment of a growth centre at Craigavon
(located in the south east of Northern Ireland) was seen
as discrimination against the west by both Protestants
and Catholics (Darby 1983:

25).

Many Catholics and some Protestants, sympathetic to the
Catholic case, responded to these measures by becoming
involved in "The Campaign for Social Justice in Northern
Ireland", formed in Dungannon in 1964 and followed in
1969 by the broader based NICRA (Northern Ireland Civil
Rights Association). Their campaign ushered in some of
the most violent years in Ireland's history (Corbett
1985: 37).

Some measure of success was achieved. In 1968 the O'Neill
administration agreed to replace Derry City Council with
a development commission, to establish an ombudsman, and
to abolish the unfair company vote. Most members of NICRA
were content with these measures and agreed to suspend
the campaign. However, the more militant members of the
organisation argued that the campaign should continue
until all objectives had been achieved. There was a.
unilateral decision to march from Belfast to Derry in
January 1969. The march was ambushed at Burntollet
Bridge, by a mob of angry Protestants, which destroyed
any hope of non-violent protest. One of the repercussions
of this disturbance was the invasion of the lower Falls
by a hostile mob in August 1969. Seven were killed and
3,000 made homeless (Corbett 1987: 40-42)..

On August 14th 1969 the British army was sent in to
protect Catholics from Protestant hostility. However,
initial cordial relations between the British army and
the Catholic community were short lived. For Catholics
the army quickly came to represent the ultimate symbol of
oppression, British soldiers on Irish soil (Darby 1983:
27). Hostility against them was reinforced in 1972 with
the introduction of internment and an incident in Derry
in which British paratroopers, believing themselves to be
under fire from locals, opened fire, killing 13
civilians. This day has become known as "Bloody Sunday".
In the international outcry which followed, the Stormont
government was suspended and replaced by direct rule from
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Westminister. The UDA responded by setting up no-go areas
and sniping broke out between Catholics and Protestants
(Grant 1985: 62-64).

Due to the inability of Republicans to protect Catholics
in the 1969 riots, a split occurred in the movement. By
1970 there were two main groups, the "Republican Clubs"
who are linked to the official IRA, and PIRA (Provisional
IRA), who are linked to Sinn Fein (the Republican
political party). Since the 1970s the IRA have carried on
a bloody and violent campaign against security forces and
personnel seen as reflecting British oppression. However,
many of their victims have been seen as innocent
civilians from both communities1.

In 1981 the hunger strikes by Republican prisoners,
radicalised Catholic opinion towards the IRA (McAllister
1983: 74). Political success was a result; in the local
elections of October 1982, Sinn Fein captured 10.1% of
first preference votes. This reflected a swing from the
more moderate, nationalist SDLP to Sinn Fein.

IRA activity resulted in an upsurge of Protestant
paramilitary activity. In 1981 a series of cross border
assassinations by the IRA resulted in the formation of
the "Third Force" under the leadership of Ian Paisley
(Protestant paramilitary organisations have largely been
reactionary forces). This organisation policed border
1. For a catalogue of terrorist activity in Ulster since
1969, see Banyard 1985: 96-108.
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areas and was symbolic of Protestant resentment at
political talks between London and Dublin.

In 1984 the Anglo-Irish agreement was signed by the
British and Irish governments. This resulted in
Protestant uproar fuelled by Ian Paisley, who believed
that Protestants were being "sold down the river" to an
eventual united Ireland. Today much of the fervour of the
early protests has subsided. However, the conflict
continues. In the 1990s the main focus of political
progress is on the "talks" between leaders of the main
political parties in Northern Ireland, which were
initiated by the former Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland, Peter Brook.

Rather than a full catalogue of events, the above
overview presents only a brief and selective history of
the conflict and political relations within Northern
Ireland. I believe that this information is a necessary
prelude to my ethnography proper, as it establishes
something of the political, economic and social history
of polarised communities in Belfast today.

In the following section I intend to present, so far as I
am able, a contemporary "grass roots" image of the two
communities within which children are socialised. Given
that I could not follow the traditional anthropological
route of participant observation in my research with
children (see Chapter 3), this background data is
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necessarily general. However, while it merely scrapes the
cultural surface, it does, I believe, introduce something
of the flavour of life in the two polarised communities.
This section has been compiled principally on the basis
of observations made through my involvement in Colindale
and Bellevue on a separate research project (1987-1988).

Political opinions and biases are frequently made
explicit in Colindale. However, as a Protestant I did not
feel comfortable broaching the subject of the Northern
Ireland conflict among residents. Instead I focused on
more "neutral" subjects, such as local community projects
and events. In so doing I do not feel that data have been
compromised. Rather, I believe that I have been able
indirectly to tap deeply entrenched political attitudes,
without actually initiating potentially embarrassing or
antagonistic conversations.

COLINDALE

Colindale comprises three large housing estates one of
which was constructed during the 1970s and early 1980s,
to deal with an increasing Catholic population, and
immigrants moving from substandard housing in the north
of the city. It is bordered on one side by a river and a
large area of surrounding countryside, "The Glen".
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The area has evolved as a Republican stronghold in West
Belfast. Although the local MP is Joe Hendron of the SDLP
(Social Democratic and Labour Party), the former MP, Sinn
Fein leader, Gerry Adams was only narrowly defeated in
the 1992 general election. It is believed that his defeat
does not represent a decrease in support within the
Republican communities for the politics of Sinn Fein, but
reflects stategic voting on the part of the minority
Unionist population in West Belfast, who, recognising
that their candidate could not logically succeed in a
constituency where Unionists are disproportionately
represented, voted for "the lesser of two evils"; the
SDLP.

Apart from improvements in the appearance of Colindale,
the general locality is extremely run down and has all
the appearances of a ghetto. Hi-jacked and burned out
vehicles are not an infreguent sight. The predominance of
Republicanism is manifest in pro-IRA and Sinn Fein
graffiti scrawled on many of the walls and pavements, and
murals depicting "freedom fighters" and past victories
over British imperialism. Immediately obvious symbols of
Irish nationalism are the tricolour flags flying from
some houses and public buildings, and the street names
which have been translated from English into Irish.
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Dumping Ground

Until 1986 there were two official scrap metal tips sited
in The Glen. Unofficially, though, it has been used by
both locals and the wider Belfast community as a general
dumping ground. Mrs Murphy, a resident in Colindale for
the last twenty years stated,
All the dumping done round here is by people from
the Malone road. Did I tell you about me driving
down the road with this friend of mine? She gets
really annoyed when she sees people dumping.
Anyway, this day we were driving down the road
and she saw this boy emptying bin bags out of the
back of his car. So she made me stop, she got out
and went over to this guy. It was when she got
over that she realised that it was her driving
instructor! There's another boy comes up from
Dunmurray, a dentist, Brown you call him, and
he's never done dumping here.

For some, like Mr Gormley, the dumping that occurs on the
Glen is symbolic of the relatively lower socio-economic
and political position of Catholics in Colindale in
relation to Protestants and better off Catholics in
Northern Ireland:
In this country Protestants are more content with
their position in Northern Ireland. Catholics,
especially those in working class areas like this
feel that they get a raw deal and as such they
don't give a damn about their environment. I
think that you will find that many of those who
dump in the likes of Colindale are rich people
from places like the Malone Road, because it's
people with posh cars that come up here and dump.
Shows you how much respect they have.

Residents began campaigning in the early 1980s tc have
The Gian cleaned up. They have gained some measure of
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success. In 1985 the DOE (Department Of Environment)
closed the tips. Within the last few years CVNI
(Conservation Volunteers for Northern Ireland) and local
community groups, funded by the DOE, have been involved
in a programme to turn the Glen into a linear park.
However, there are frequent clashes of interest between
the government (a term by which locals mean civil
servants and official bodies) and local residents.

This is highlighted by the conflicting objectives of one
local group, The Saint Oliver Plunkett Environmental
Committee (SOPEC), and the DOE, and by the refusal of
either to negotiate any form of compromise. Mrs Black, a
founder member of SOPEC, who resigned when she became
disillusioned with the government's involvement, charts
the history of SOPEC:
When we began this organisation, we had great
support from the people. You see we were on the
ground, we knew what people wanted because we
held a lot of fundraising events. We didn't have
any grants at the time, so the only way to get
money was to raise it ourselves. We ran discos
and sales up in the Glen community centre. Then
you see, we went round the houses selling our
tickets, and when we were round we found out what
people wanted done. It's not the same now. They
just get this money off the government, and.then
go ahead and do what they want. I blame the DOE
for that.
.

.

.

What sort of things did you find people wanted
Take for instance road gritting, that hill out
there is terrible, so we got sand and put it at
the side of the road in buckets. But what we also
did was give money to those people that needed
it. There was a woman who couldn't afford her
husband's funeral, or the woman who's son died of
1. Bold print indicates my input to conversations with
informants.
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a cot death. Y'know, people who need money. What
we did was drop it through the doors in an
envelope. They didn't know who it came from. Most
of the time it wasn't very much, but it helped
them out. Cleaning up the Glen is important, but
sometimes we had to give the money to more needy
causes.

Clearly environmental improvement was only a secondary
concern of the original SOPEC. Mrs Black's objectives
contrast starkly with those stated by Mr Greer, a DOE
consultant, employed to outline proposals for the Glen:
We need to identify the needs of the people
living beside the Glen. Before we started working
there, there were no paths in the Glen, and it
was unsightly due to the tips. We put forward
plans for footpaths, links into housing estates,
a general tidy up; cleaning streams, phased
planting, grading top soil. Then there was
maintenance work. This was divided into two
categories. Minor works, which could be carried
out by local voluntary groups, major works, which
would have to be carried out by contractors.
Locals should have some say in what is done.
Eventually they might like to build a community
activity centre, or a golf course is a great idea
from a commercial perspective. It could encourage
investment or tourism. If the area looks good it
will attract investors who create jobs.

These statements reflect the divergent priorities of both
organisations. Any attempts at negotiation highlight the
intransigence and cross cultural ignorance of policy
makers and local residents. A public meeting, designed to
allow residents their "say" in the development of the
Glen, had to be abandoned, because as Mr Greer noted,
We are not social workers. At one meeting it
became clear that we were expected to produce
jobs locally. People got up and said things like
"Mr, my toilet's blocked, what are youse going to
do about it? Talking to the public in West
Belfast is a pretty futile exercise.
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Mrs Black's account of a meeting between members of SOPEC
(including a parish priest) and Chris Patton (the former
Environment Minister), reflects local attitudes of
suspicion towards "outsiders":
I went to a meeting with the Minister Chris
Patton and there was clergy from both sides of
the community there, apart from our parish
priest, there was Protestant clergy from the
estate across the road. It was me who had to do
all the talking because they wouldn't speak to
the Minister and to tell you the truth I was so
embarrassed because they wouldn't even sit with
those Protestant clergy men. They were just
standing propping up the walls. That's cross
community spirit for you.

Hostility towards the government was palpable in almost
every encounter between myself and residents in
Colindale. Indeed, it was frequently impossible to engage
people in conversation until it was established that I
was not "from the government". Distrust of state
authority is perpetuated through Republican media, such
as, literature, music, demonstrations and politics. This
contributes to a sense of alienation from the "British
system". One man, discussing the possibility of
approaching government funding bodies for money to
support his conservation project stated,
The government won't listen to us. You could
march thousands of people down that road and they
wouldn't take a blind bit of notice. While you
have the type of government that we have here,
there is no democracy, and people know that, and
as such they become apathetic. People jusr say,
"Why the hell should I bother? No-body else gives
a damn what I think anyway, and that's not just
about conservation it's abour every other issue
under the sun".
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Not only are the government openly distrusted, but there
is little respect for British law. This attitude
manifests itself in open flouting of it (tax and rent
evasion are commonplace). I was told of the following
incident in which one rent collector was abducted:
Was I telling you about the rent collector round
our way last week? They got him coming out of our
flats. They waited till he had done his whole
run, then they took his book and money off him
and gave it back to everybody.

In Colindale there is apparently community acceptance of
some forms of "lawlessness". During one community
meeting, those in attendance were briefed on how best to
"fiddle the system". They were notified of forms allowing
them to claim for specific benefits, and in the same
breath they were told of local employers who were looking
for workers "that are also on the brew1". At this meeting
it was announced that one of the local councillors would
be along, "to help clarify any difficulties residents
might have in filling out forms". This "fiddle" is
beneficial to both employers and employees. It allows
employees agreed time off for signing on, and it means
that employers can evade the payment of tax, as wages do
not go through the books. They are paid "in the hand".

Speaking of his brother's "doing the double", one young
man commented,
1. "The brew" is a colloquialism which refers to state
paid, unemployment or supplementary benefit.
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I would say that most of them round here are
doing the double. My brother was caught at it
four times, he eventually got four months for it.
His wife was doing the double too, but he was
dead stupid. He kept going back to the same place
to work. It was a shop beside the dole office.

Hostility towards the British establishment is manifest
especially in interactions between locals and the British
army (who were billeted in Colindale in 1969). The army
move around the estates either in convoys of heavily
armoured vehicles, or on foot. At all times soldiers are
heavily armed, and their activity is monitored by low
flying surveillance helicopters. There are frequent riots
between "the Brits" and local youths, though the "cross
fire" which characterised relationships during the 1970's
is less common. This is not to say that the army presence
has become more acceptable. Few will forget the horrific
death of two army corporals who were attacked and
murdered by a mob at an IRA funeral in West Belfast. This
incident was preceded by the killing of the three IRA
volunteers by the SAS in Gibraltar, and by the killing of
three Catholics attending the funeral of the Gibraltar
three, by Protestant gunman Michael Stone.

Hostility towards "the Brits" relates not only to their
symbolism of "British oppression on Irish soil", but to
the frequent brutality which has characterised the army's
relationship with locals. Everyone, it seems, has their
own story to tell. The following are some examples from
women who remember the early days of the conflict:
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Mary:
I've never really had that much trouble with the
Brits, though you see them everyday. I remember
one time though the army led an ambush from my
garden.
Did you know they were doing it?
Yes, but there's nothing you can do. I just kept
all the kids off school and told them to lie flat
on the ground in the living room. Then the
shooting started. The soldiers were at the front
and the IRA were at the back. You should have
seen the bullet holes in my window. Then after it
one of the soldiers came into the house, and my
Thomasina had a bright red dress on. You should
have seen his face when he saw all of us lying on
the floor. He kept shouting, "Oh my God, they're
dead," I suppose her dress must have looked like
blood. There was this other time when the woman
next door had her house raided by the soldiers.
They pulled up her carpet, pulled out her
drawers, and there was soot everywhere, from them
looking up her chimney. They even pulled up her
floorboards. At the end of it, they said to her,
"We're very sorry Mrs Murphy", and she said, "My
name's not Murphy". It was my house they were
looking for, because I'm Murphy, but they had
been given the wrong number. I'm only glad they
didn't come to my house and destroy it in the
same way.
Do they clear up the mess?
Oh they do, but you don't like people you don't
know tearing your house apart, while you can do
nothing but watch.

Sarah:
It's not so bad here now as it was during the
1970's. I remember the troops coming in here for
the first time. We packed all the children into a
bus because the Southern Government had laid on a
train to take the kids to the South. As we were
loading the kids in, I got shot in the hip by a
soldier up on the mountain. My daughter has also
been shot. She was caught in the cross-fire
between the army and the IRA. She was coming home
from school, she was 16 at the time, with my
younger daughter. They were on the Andersonstown
Road when the shooting started. Ann squealed and
yelled, but Pamela just stood there. Some woman
took them in, and eventually they got home about
two hours later. Nobody knew Pamela had been shot
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at that stage. She came in and sat down, and she
had this flan in a tin. Her knuckles were white
and she was as pale as a ghost. I said to her,
"What's wrong with you?", and she said, "Mummy
I've been shot", and right enough when I lifted
up her jumper, the blood just ran down her leg.
She had been shot in the side. The bullet just
passed through.
Was she ok?
She was ok. I knew she hadn't damaged anything
because she had been walking around for two hours
after it happened, but we went up to the hospital
the next morning. They couldn't believe how lucky
she was.
Louisa:
I think the worst thing I ever remember about the
troubles here, is when the army first came in.
They hauled a lot of boys here out of their beds
in the middle of the night. Now I know that these
boys were innocent. I would tell you if they
weren't, but anyway, the soldiers made them all
lie face up on the street, and then they urinated
in their faces. My husband just turned round and
said to me, "They're manufacturing murderers
doing that."
I have 12 stitches in my head, courtesy of the
army. I was coming home from work one day and
they had Engine Murphy pinned up against a wall.
I went over to tell them that he's retarded, and
one of them just turned round and belted me in
the face with the rifle.

Clarke, a British army officer, based in West Belfast
during the 1970's, writes in defence of army action,
At this time soldiers were among the biggest
casualties of the conflict in Northern Ireland,
and the frustration of guerilla warfare for the
young "tommies" was sometimes vented on the
communities, which they believed to be harbouring
the perpetrators of terrorism (Clarke 1976: 72).

Some annual events in Colindaie are reminders to
residents of the origins of their animosity towards
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British. Internment is celebrated on the 9th of August,
the date of its introduction in 1972. Children collect
wood and build bonfires which are lit in the early hours
of the morning. This is followed by marches and
Republican speech-making. The marking of internment is a
protest against what is regarded by many Catholics as
measures which were designed to deny basic civil rights.

The Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) are, conspicuous by
their absence in the area. According to the police, this
is because normal duty is impossible where there is
little respect for state authority, and there is the
added risk that any call to a domestic dispute might lead
to an ambush by the IRA. Faced with these circumstances,
police operate mainly as a guide to the British army.

One of the reasons why locals are reticent about
involving the RUC is fear of repercussions. Contacting
the security forces is seen by the paramilitaries as
traitorous, and consequently "law abiding" citizens might
be exposing themselves to the possibility of revenge
attacks from within their own community. In the absence
of state authority the paramilitaries see themselves as
responsible for the maintenance of their form of law and
order in Colindale. As such they mete out punishment on
those who engage in "anti-social" activity, which, by
their definition, includes, joyriding, collusion with
state forces, crimes against children, and a whole range
of other offences which do not have the stamp of their
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approval. The most frequent forms of punishment are
beatings and "knee-capping" (victims are shot in both
knees, preventing them from ever walking properly again).

The paramilitaries are also responsible for protection
rackets. While I was working on the Glen with
Conservation Volunteers (CVNI) we became victims of
intimidation. At the CVNI office in Belfast I was told
that work had been postponed due to three IRA funerals
which were taking place that week. Apparently volunteers
had been approached and told that it was in their "best
interests" not to continue working. During a conversation
with Simon, a member of CVNI, it became clear that
"protection money" was paid by contractors and other
agencies involved in the Glen project:
When do you intend to start work again?
Probably after these funerals. We wanted to have
a tree planting day last Saturday, but it was
cancelled because the land hadn't been levelled
by the contractors.
Why not?
Well from what I heard the contractors didn't go
in because the guy they pay money to couldn't
guarantee the protection of the machinery. He
made the right decision because the machinery is
worth a fair bit.
So protection rackets operate on the Glen?
Why else do you think they can leave machinery up
there without anyone touching it?
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Unemployment

After the second world war traditional industries
collapsed. Between 1950 and 1976 30,000 jobs were lost;
70% of the jobs in West Belfast disappeared (Obair Report
1990). Today Colindale is characterised by extremely high
unemployment. Local estimates put the figure at 70% of
the male population eligible for work (Daly 1988:

3).

West Belfast in general carries 38% of Northern Ireland's
unemployment. It contains over 10% of all the unemployed
16 and 17 year olds in Northern Ireland.

Due to changes in government policies, only a minority of
people are entitled to unemployment benefit. This has
direct consequences for the population. The Obair report
estimates that over half of the children are being reared
on inadequate diets as a direct result of low income
(1990: 43). In addition. West Belfast has the highest
infant mortality rates in Northern Ireland at 11.9 per
1,000 live births.

In Colindale there is a series of ACE projects (Action
for Community Employment), which currently provide
employment and training for approximately 150 young
people. However, ACE schemes are a standing joke.

In the

first place, to be eligible for a place on one, an
individual must have been unemployed for 18 months prior
to srarting work. Secondly, ACE schemes are designed to
give "on the job" training for future employment.
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However, they are only temporary - most don't last any
longer than one year, and the prospects for future
employment are slim.

Many in Colindale attribute unemployment to
discriminatory government policies. Kate, a middle aged
woman with a grown up family, voiced her concerns in the
following terms:
Unemployment exists here because we are
discriminated against. Young boys are standing
around on the street corners with nothing else to
do, so they get involved with the IRA. Most of
these boys are completely uneducated. Who would
want to work in schools up here? So we end up
getting the worst teachers who can't get a job
anywhere else - then parents don't care if kids
go to school or not. Many of them spend their
time in clubs or at bingo. Kids run about the
streets until all hours of the night. They just
get into a circle of destruction, stealing cars
and that. You can have nothing with them. Last
week Simon, a friend of mine was telling me that
to take a cutting of Rhododendron, you just puli
one of the branches out of the ground at the
root. So I went away up to the Conway to get one.
Simon gave me some peat to put it in with. I came
home and planted it. The next morning, it was
gone. Not only had they pulled it out, but they
had broken it into wee pieces, and scattered it
all over the road. That just shows you what we're
up against. You see living in West Belfast breeds
apathy. The kids round here don't care about
anything.

Not everyone agrees that the problems of unemployment
relate simply to discrimination on the behalf of the
government. Divergent opinions are highlighted by
responses to a speech made by Catholic Bishop, Cathal
Daly in May 1987. He commented publicly that the
government should be pumping more money and resources
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into West Belfast, in an effort to create employment.
Alex Maskey of Sinn Fein responded,
The lack of work and social deprivation is due to
the government's involvement in this country.
Cathal Daly should address this issue.

In response to the same speech, Sammy Wilson of the'
Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), blamed Republicanism:
Deprivation in West Belfast is self-imposed. The
IRA created deprivation because it is under the
type of conditions that exist in West Belfast
that revolutionary groups flourish. They need
these conditions to get the support of the
people.
Surprisingly some residents appear to support the
argument that Republican organisations deliberately
manipulate the social environment to support their own
ends. Theresa, a resident and community worker argued,
I don't think that unemployment of itself is the
problem in West Belfast. Ok, there are genuine
cases of unemployment, but I would say that 90%
of the people in West Belfast are doing the
double. There's no shortage of money over here.
You see unemployment is a way of life over here,
and it's a propaganda tool for the likes of Sinn
Fein. I know because I'm a welfare worker. If
there's a good honest job going, and believe me
there are, young fellas round here won't take it.
- Why should they, when it might mean getting up
at eight o'clock and finishing at five o'clock,
while their friends are getting the brew and
working a couple of hours a day for more money?
The way I see it, there are jobs if you want them
and there is the means of getting training if you
want it. There are hundreds of voluntary schemes
around if you want to get involved. In a way it's
a reaction to the state, but it's the state
that's creating its own problems. These boys are
taking money off the state, and yet they are able
to use the propaganda that they have no jobs, and
the Catholics in West Belfast are hard put upon.
It's a different way of life here. There is a
different set of ethics. It's a habit and a way
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of life to be apathetic. There is no respect for
authority or the state. How do you get people
like that interested in anything?

Bishop Daly himself made a speech to this effect in 1988
(see Daly 1988: 4).

Where there are genuine cases of unemployment, problems
of looking for work are compounded by sectarian fears. So
much so, that many young people brought up in Colindale
tend to search for work only in their own area, and- few
see the point in applying for jobs in industries or
institutions which are construed as "state" or "orange"
(Protestant). In the following conversation Paul, an
unemployed 23 year old, describes his experience:
I have been unemployed for years. It's really
boring sitting around the house.
Have you applied for jobs?
Aye, I nearly gave up because I kept applying and
applying, but nobody was interested. Out of about
40 applications, I got 2 interviews. On one I
actually got the job, but it was in the forensic
labs at Newtownbreda (South Belfast) so I
couldn't take it.
Why not?
My dad says I would have come home some nights
without any kneecaps. It's over there at
Bellevue. Can you imagine living in Colindale and
telling people you worked in forensic labs? So I
had to turn it down.

These polarised attitudes extend also to social life. In
Colindale many people live out their lives confined, by
fear and apprehension to their own enclave. The extent of
polarisation is clearly demonstrated in the experiences
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of Marie, a 22 year old woman, attending the teacher
training college in West Belfast:
Do you ever go into the city centre?
We got a taxi one time into Belfast. We wanted to
go to a bar there, but it was awful. I was really
afraid the whole night. I just kept thinking they
would come and get me.
Who would?
"Protestants". I had never been out of my own
area, and I was afraid that I would meet
Protestants. In the end we just got a taxi home
and went out to our own pub just down the road.
Do you never spend time out of West Belfast?
Not really. I was brought up
Irish speaker and we're part
community here. I went to an
Dublin, and to one over here
mother teaches in it. I'm at
college on the Falls Road. I
in the Irish school when I'm

here. My father's an
of an Irish speaking
Irish school in
in West Belfast. My
the teacher training
would like to teach
finished.

Do you speak Irish at home?
Yes. My father changed his name by deed poll to
the Irish, so we've all got Irish names.
Why did he do that?
It was just his response to the British in a way.
He hates them, and he blames them for all the
problems here.
How do you feel?
Well I used to hate all Protestants and I thought
that the IRA were right, but now I'm a bit older
I can recognise that some of them are probably
ok. I've never met any of them to know. I also
think that killing is not going to solve any
problems.

Few in West Belfast experience life outside their own
area, thus their social attitudes are apparently formed
almost exclusively on the basis of knowledge communicated
about others within their own environment. The following
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statement from Brendan, a middle aged man, reflects the
overriding impression of Protestants in Colindale:
Protestants are very conservative. They have
great respect for authority, and everyone and
everything has a place. To be more accurate they
have more respect for the state.

Social Problems

Joy-riding is an activity especially prevalent among
teenagers. It involves stealing a car (usually from the
city centre), and driving it as wrecklessly as dared
around the streets of Colindale and the greater West
Belfast area, before abandoning or "torching" it.

There is a pecking order among organised groups of joy
riders, the fearless youngsters, often high on alcohol or
solvents, who perform activities which are considered by
the group to be the most dangerous, are rewarded with
prestige. Joy-riding is an extremely dangerous activity
and the conseguences are often tragic. Crashes are
frequent, and have resulted in the death of passengers
and pedestrians. On some occasions, young joy-riders
attempting to break through security road checks have
been shot.

While in Colindale, I worked for a time with young
offenders, many of whom were serving Community Service
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Orders for joy-riding. The backgrounds of most joy-riders
are essentially the same. They are generally young
unemployed adolescents. The following conversation with
Paul, a 19 year old, reflects the attitude of most:
How many community service hours did you get?
Fifty.
What will you do when they finish?
Go back on the dole. I got this for joy-riding.
Did you get that many hours for just being caught
once?
No they got me a couple of times.
If you knew the punishment after the first time,
why did you do it again?
'Coz there's nothing else to do round here.

Along with other social problems, joy-riding, is cited by
many residents as a direct consequence of unemployment.
John, a young sportsman, commented,
The main problem in West Belfast is unemployment,
because there are so many problems created
because of it. Like even if people are doing the
double, some men are trying to keep big families
with very little money, so there are loads of
other problems. Drink is a big problem. Loads of
people just spend their time in those clubs, they
don't care what their kids are getting up to. So
the kids are running about the streets joy-riding
and beaking off school. If parents don't give a
damn about their kids, they're hardly going to
come to much.
Why do kids joy-ride?
They just do it for kicks.
Have they no fear?
Aye there's the IRA. If you're a joy-rider you
live in fear of getting your knee caps done by
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the IRA.. But the IRA can't put a stop to it,
because there's too many doing it. Anyway young
people got the idea from the IRA who stole cars
to use for "jobs", and it just started from
there.

Alcohol, solvent abuse, and under age drinking are also
serious problems. Many young people see the arrival of
their "dole cheque", as an excuse for a

"session". Some

go to local drinking clubs, but others, who cannot afford
that luxury, buy "carry outs" or solvents, and assemble
either in the Glen or on street corners to drink or sniff
glue. Many residents are intimidated by these young
people, who often become abusive when "high". As a
result, the Glen is seldom used for general recreational
purposes.

Residents and teachers are able to identify children from
families with drink related problems. According to
teachers most have serious behavioural problems. One
teacher from the primary school in Colindale, speaking at
a tree planting day organised by CVNI for local school
children commented,
When anything like this comes up I jump at it,
because most of the children at this school are
not terribly academic. Some of them have very low
reading ages. I don't know if you have noticed,
but they are not very well behaved. They tend to
be brash and have little respect for authority.
The thing is, no matter how hard a teacher works,
he won't be able to change a child who comes from
a poor home environment. It has been proved that
your character is formed between the ages of 0
and 5. If a kid comes from a background where the
father is unemployed or alcoholic, or where there
is 9 or 10 children in the house, what chance
does he have? And what sort of chance does a
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teacher have of controlling him or teaching him
any thing?

The Church

Colindale comprises two Roman Catholic parishes, and most
social activities in the area are provided and controlled
by them.

Young people are encouraged by clergy to become actively
involved in Church-based groups; these range from formal
organisations, such as Girl Guides and Boy Scouts, to the
more informal youth clubs and folk groups. During the
summer parish facilities are used for summer schemes
(recreation and activities for children on school
holidays) and for matches in a boy's soccer league.
Cultural activities have also benefited from the support
od clergy. Church halls are used for Irish language,
Irish music and dance instruction.

The Catholic Church is also one of the main employers in
Colindale and most ACE projects are directed through it.
Official statistics show that in 1986 West Belfast had 55
ACE projects, only a few of which were not under Church
control (Obair Report 1990: 79). Morrow 1991 argues that
the Church is the leading authoritative power in West
Belfast (ibid: 32). However this observation does not
reflect my experience there. In Colindale, the
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paramilitaries and Sinn Fein appeared to be more
influential in dictating the form of social life. They
are frequently consulted by residents, who are looking
for concrete action, whether it be against joy-riders,
other offenders or in helping to deal with the "British
legislative system". Given that many residents apparently
support "lawlessness", the Church, who accept the
constitutional "law of the land", are accused from some
quarters as representing, "the arm of the state".

However, the Church is respected by many. It is seen as
responsible for perpetuating "God's law". The disparity
between the codes established by it, and those espoused
by paramilitaries has led to factionalism. Gerry, a co
ordinator of one ACE project commented,
You will find, over here (Colindale) that you are
either in one part of the IRA (provisional) or
the other (official), or else you are working
with the Church, and that's the only three
categories.

The conflict between Catholicism and some of the ideals
of Republicanism was highlighted when, on a summer's day
in 1988, the parish priest and one of the Sisters of
Mercy from the local convent came out and painted over a
mural depicting Republican martyrs (which had been
commissioned by Sinn Fein). A few days later the artist
returned and painted a replica mural.
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BELLEVUE

Bellevue, with a population of approximately 3,000, is a
large Protestant housing estate located on the outskirts
of South Belfast. It is bordered on the south side by a
large country park. Adjacent to the other three sides,
are more "middle class" Protestant residential areas.
Bellevue was built on land donated from Lord Deramore's
estate to the Housing Executive, in the 1960's. When the
land was bequeathed, it was stipulated that public
houses, betting shops and chapels (Catholic Churches)
should not be included in the plans for the new
development. The planners kept their word, and the area
has remained devoid of these amenities.

Residents of Bellevue come mainly from the lower Ormeau
area of the city. Many are victims of intimidation, which
was a consequence of sectarianism and an increasing
demand for housing among the Catholic population in the
Markets area of the city at the beginning of the present
troubles. Mr Dennison, a retired shop manager, remembers
his move to Bellevue in the following terms:
Have you lived in Bellevue for long?
Now, let me see, we lived in Cooke Place for most
of our married life, but we were forced to move
out of there at the beginning of the troubles.
I'll tell you what happened. This estate was
being built at the time, and a lot of people were
moving from the Ormeau Road into it. Those houses
which were vacated on the Ormeau Road were taken
over by people from the markets. Now as soon as a
few of them got in, they started to intimidate
the rest of us out. I remember being wakened at
four o'clock in the morning and they told me to
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get out or they would burn me out. The next day I
went to see about getting a new house. Now the
place was full of people like who had been
wakened at different times. I waited my turn and
then went up to the desk - "Sorry Mr Dennison,
I'm afraid you'll have to wait - someone else
will be out to deal with you". So I took my
place. Then in walked these two who were that
dirty you could have stuck them to the wall.
"Hello Theresa, how are you"? (Theresa is a
Catholic name). "Well we're looking for a house".
"No problem Theresa". Then she started to ask
where she wanted it. Well that was enough for me
- I started, and I gave them hell in there that
day. I said to her that the only reason I wasn't
getting a house was because I was the wrong
religion. Well the very same week I got a house.

The MP for the area is John Taylor of the Official
Unionists (indicating the political preference of most
residents for the maintenance of a union with Britain).
Political beliefs and affiliations are fortified through
a series of events, celebrated annually in Bellevue. The
most significant are the 12th of July parades, which are
preceded by various other smaller marches celebrating
British war victories. At the beginning of the "marching
season" the pro-British stance of those living in the
estate is symbolised by the erection of a loyalist arch
at the beginning of the main through road, the flying of
the Union Jack flag, and fund raising marches by loyalist
flute bands.

The 12th procession, celebrated by Protestants throughout
Northern Ireland, marks the beginning of Protestant
dominance in Ulster through the defeat of King James, at
the battle of the Boyne, by King William of Orange.
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Preparations in Bellevue begin long before July, when
children begin collecting wood for the bonfires which are
lit on the night of July the 11th. The estate is deserted
on the 12th. The day is a public holiday in Northern
Ireland and most families go to watch the parades from
vantage points along the route, which begins in the city
centre and finishes at "the field", located about half a
mile from Bellevue. Some walk with the bands to the
assembly point, where participants listen to speeches by
clergy and politicians. These speeches usually aim at
reinforcing Protestant identity with Britain, and at
fortifying Protestant resistance to any Dublin
intervention in the internal affairs of Northern Ireland.
After the speeches many drive off for a picnic before
returning at about 6.00pm to watch the bands on their
return journey. A resident from Bellevue, John, who
marches regularly on the 12th, describes his feelings as
follows:
It's the day I really look forward to. I never
drink the night before, and I always go to bed
early. I like to get my uniform ready the day
before. I love polishing my shoes and getting it
ironed, all ready to put on. I live for the 12th
day, it's just such a spectacle, all the bright
colours, everybody happy and looking their best and the bands, it's great to hear the drums and
all the tunes. There's a great sense of community
about the 12th. It's the day when Protestants can
put on a bit of a show, and it makes the other
side see that we're not afraid of nothing. It
makes it clear to them that Ulster is British. My
father walked on the 12th and his father before
him, all the way through the generations. It's
our link with the past, and it makes clear our
right to this land.
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John's sentiments reflect the tradition and community
associated with the 12th. More importantly though, he
stresses the sense of political cohesion and strength
which Protestants associate with the celebrations.
Although the 12th is seen by many Catholics as a
provocative indication of Protestant domination, not all
residents of Bellevue see it as a political event. Mrs
Browne commented,
For us it's just a holiday. A good day out. The
kids love the parades and the music and the
carnival atmosphere. It used to be that Catholics
would come as well. I suppose some maybe still
do, but then with the start of the troubles maybe
some of them felt a bit intimidated. But as I
say, for us it's just a holiday. We keep out of
all this political nonsense.

Although in general terms their allegiance to the British
state is not in question, many residents feel unhappy
with local level politics. They feel that councillors and
politicians are self-seeking and apathetic towards
community needs. This is highlighted through
conversations on one of the overriding contemporary
concerns in Bellevue, the DOS's plan to build a road
through the local park.

Mr McGurk:
Talking of the road through the park. The DOE
plan things like that, but people just don't have
a say. I think that's why people just don't
bother to come out and say what they feel,
because they know that no matter what they say,
the government won't take a blind bit of notice
anyway.
Mrs Boyle:
People don’t get a say in what they want done. No
matter what people say the DOE will go ahead and
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do their own do anyway. They'll just build the
road. Nobody listens to what people have to say.
I believe that every department in the government
is the same. You have to fill in five or six
forms for everything and then they go through
five or six different departments when one would
do the job just the same. It's like MP's, sure
John Taylor is our MP round here, and although he
comes to the community centre once a month, they
never get anything done. They're afraid of their
own jobs you see.
Mrs Browne:
Our local politicians won't stop that road being
built. What do they ever do when they get into
power? - Nothing. - There was promises made by a
councillor in this area to replace that centre
with a new one. That was planned - but the money
then went towards the building of that centre out
at Dundonald, and the councillor in this area
then changed his coat so that those plans could
go through.

Concerns articulated by many residents relate not only to
governmental indifference to the community needs, but
also to perceived preferential treatment by local
government of Catholics in Northern Ireland, and the
ability of their politicians "to get things done". •

Mr Kirk:
I'll tell you this, there's more gets done on the
other side. Their MP's look after their own. Sure
they get money for everything, and yet they're
never happy. But you see Protestants lose
interest in local politics because they can't see
things getting done.

In Bellevue there is deep suspicion of Catholics, and of
any group which is considered "Republican". Sometimes
this categorisation refers only to the IRA "terrorists"
and Sinn Fein. However, there are residents who make no
distinction between Catholics, paramilitary groups,, and
Republican political organisations. Indeed for some.
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suspicion and hostility stretches to include the Irish
Republic, which is conceived of as a safe haven for the
IRA and their sympathisers. In the following
conversation, which was initiated by small talk about
holidays, Mrs Reid, an elderly woman, makes her fears
explicit:
Donegal1s a beautiful place, we go there
sometimes.
Oh it is, but I don't know that I would go down
there that often if I didn't have relatives
there. I'm afraid, to tell you the truth. They
would steal the car with a Northern registration.
The IRA really spoilt it down there. I mean it's
beautiful countryside and everything, but the IRA
lost it a lot of Northern business because of the
troubles. People just wouldn't go down. But you
see I think we have beautiful countryside here in
the North too.

Conversations in which the "other side" is mentioned are
often peppered with negative social stereotypes. Many of
which relate to the perceived "lax" ethics of
Catholisism. One man commented,
Sure their priests are never out of bars, they
smoke like troopers and some of them even like to
place a wee bet.

Other stereotypes refer to the "laziness" of Catholics.
Mrs Bridges, an elderly woman stated,
You couldn't get work out of them, they want
money for nothing, they're that lazy. Most of
them are not as well qualified as Protestants,
but they have to be given work now to make up
numbers. It's a disgrace. Sure you can even see
it in their houses. My mother always said they
weren't as clean as Protestants, and she was
right.
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These attitudes may reflect the differences between some
Protestant denominations and Catholisism. The Calvinist
doctrine expoused by Presbyterian (and other more
fundamentalist Protestant groups) frowns upon hedonistic
pursuits and places great emphasis on predestination
(which ensures a moral obligation to work hard).

Not all residents make such sweeping statements, the
following attitude is probably more representative of the
majority in Bellevue:
I have nothing against Catholics. We have good
Catholic friends and I couldn't say a word
against them. They have been very good to me over
the years. There's good and bad on both sides,
but the ordinary Catholic cannot be blamed for
the IRA, the same way that not all Protestants
can be blamed for the UDA.

Security

In Bellevue the authority of the state is not questioned.
The security forces who carry on "normal" duties are well
respected. In contrast to Colindale, there is no British
army presence, the area is policed solely by the RUC.
Most police patrols are on foot and relations with locals
are cordial, with policemen often making time for small
talk. In the estate police deal mainly with traffic
offences, domestic disputes, vandalism, under-age
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drinking, and residents' fears about the "perverts", who
come to the park.

Tommy:
You be happy to see the police doing their rounds
of an evening. It keeps things ticking over and
stops people stepping out of line. We know the
policemen around here quite well now for they
would always stop and talk to you. They're nice
fellas, and I don't think we would be without
them round here. Like I've seen them telling
young boys round here to keep the noise down
outside the pensioners bungalows. They would also
stop cars speeding and the nice thing is they
keep a watch for the gayboys that use that
forest. I've also seen them break up a couple of
fights outside that community centre.

Two separate events which highlighted and increased local
support for the police were the bombing, by the IRA, of a
restaurant and pub adjacent to the estate, and the
killing of two British soldiers who had strayed into an
IRA funeral in West Belfast. After both incidents there
was renewed antagonism for the IRA and the Catholic
community. Referring to the incident in West Belfast Mrs
Gartley commented,
Of all the things we've seen in these troubles
that must be the worst. Those poor soldiers
didn't stand a chance. How could people stoop to
kill 2 men in cold blood like that. Animals
wouldn't do it. It just shows you the depth of
hatred and devilment in them. It's something
that's bred into them. It just shows you what
it's like to live in those areas. But what
sickens me the most is the fact that they'll do
the state for every penny, yet they fight against
it. The security forces here have a lot to put up
with here. I feel very sorry for any young fellas
going into the police, because nothing, no amount
of money could pay you for what they have to put
up with.
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Mr Green, commenting on the bomb at "the Barclay" made
his hostility for the IRA very explicit:
They bombed the Barclay here last night, they're
dirty scum who have no respect for people's lives
or property. They think that they've got the Godgiven right to tear this country apart. Fighting
for a United Ireland - what for? The government
down there doesn't want them; sure they can't
afford to keep themselves. I think some of them
in the IRA are just psychopaths.

For Protestants the cause of Republicanism is futile.
There is a general feeling that unemployment and social
problems within Catholic communities are entirely of
their own doing.

George:
They have unemployment in areas like West Belfast
because it pays them not to work. They get that
much from the go vernment, and the bigger the
family the more they get. That's why they have so
many children. We the tax payers are feeding and
clothing them.
Mavis:
They get beautiful housing estates from the
housing executive, the like of which we don't
have. Take Poleglass for instance. But they-had
it destroyed in no time. Sure it's covered in
graffiti and dirt.

Employment

Employment in Bellevue is significantly higher than in
Colindale. Although there are no figures available for
the housing estate itself, official statistics show that
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in March 1988, the percentage of unemployment was only
4.8% in South Belfast (Obair report 1990). Many of the
male residents are employed in the traditionally
Protestant industries of ship building and aircraft
manufacture. However, privatisation, massive redundancies
and the enforcement of fair employment policy have
ensured that these industries no longer represent the
solid rock of employment for Belfast Protestants.

There is a large proportion of men on the estate employed
in the security related domain (it is difficult to assess
how many though, since there are no official statistics
available). In 1984 it was estimated that 1 in 11 of
Protestant males in Northern Ireland are employed in the
security forces (Morrow 1991). Based on evidence from my
field-work, I would suggest that the figure for Bellevue
is proportionately higher. My research also indicates
that, in contrast to Colindale, there are many families
on the estate in which there are two bread-winners. Of
the working women to whom I spoke, most were involved in
clerical-type occupations.

Social problems in Bellevue, at least on the surface, are
almost non-existent. There is some vandalism, but it is
infrequent and minimal. The main problem alluded to' by
residents, is the belief that "perverts", "oddballs" or
"gayboys", use the park for their "illicit" activities.
Another concern is the groups of young people, often
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under-age, who gather to drink either in the park or
outside the off-licence.

Although there are few social problems, many residents
complain about the lack of social life, and some allude
to a feeling of isolation. Mrs Green, a housewife with
two children described her feelings of loneliness:
It's ok living here, but it's very lonely and
isolated. I like it in the sense that it's clean
and well kept. The houses are all nice and people
do look after them - but as I say it's very
lonely. There's no real neighbourliness about it.
Another thing is if you don't have a car, and I
don't, you're really a bit stranded because there
isn't a good regular bus service and the
facilities in Bellevue are really terrible. In
fact there are no facilities worth talking about.
But in saying all that it's a nice estate, with
plenty of nice scenery.

Annie, an older woman with a grown up family, described
her feelings on moving to Bellevue:
Well to tell you the truth I hated it when I
first came up here. It's so lonely. See I came
from the Shankill and it was so hard to get_ used
to this place, because everyone keeps themselves
to themselves. Like if you're friendly, people
think you're being nosey. There's a woman next
door and I just heard that she's just out of
hospital. I didn't even know she was sick. But
the thing you learn is to become like them, and
you just talk to no-one. As I say I'm used to it
now. See, like when I was in the Shankill people
stopped and talked to you in the streets, and
there was always a lot going on because your kids
would be out playing with other ones, and it gave
you the chance to talk. This place is so lonely.

These sentiments are also echoed by Mrs Jones, a middleaged woman who has lived in Bellevue for 25 years:
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I don't like living here. It's very lonely.
People wouldn't give you the time of day. Like
I've been here all those years now and I've
hardly spoke to my neighbours. Even if you're
walking past, and they're out in their gardens,
they'll hardly give you the time of day, and then
they'll say something like "Oh the kettle's on,
I'll have to go in". Maybe they're lonely too,
but they won't admit it.

Mr Keatley, the Church of Ireland minister in Bellevue,
believes that community inertia in Bellevue is related
partly to people's desire "to keep themselves to
themselves", and partly to the lack of community
resources:
People in Bellevue are apathetic because they
don't want to get involved. A lot of people come
to Bellevue to get away from that community type
thing. They come here for the isolation that it
offers. Bellevue is an estate "out on its own",
so to speak, and that's why people are here. In
many ways it's good but it does have its
drawbacks. It can be a very lonely place to live
for instance. But I do think that's why people
don't get involved. The other thing is that
people feel more powerless to do anything.
Government departments do have a tendency to go
ahead and do their own thing anyway. But I don't
think that's totally to blame. There is no
community spirit in Bellevue. I mean there is a
centre, but it's very rare that residents come
under one roof to discuss anything. The Church
has a role here, but they don't fulfil it. Going
to church here is like going to a petrol station.
You go, get your worship for the day, and forget
it until the following week. The Church does not
represent community in Bellevue - in the broad
sense of the word.

Ill
Recreation

Many travel outside Bellevue for entertainment and
recreation. This is undoubtedly facilitated by the fact
that a high proportion of residents have their own cars,
and unlike in Colindale, few are fearful of travelling
outside the familiar locality. Mrs Green, described her
Sunday afternoons:
My husband and I just pack a lunch and take off
for a drive into the countryside. I would much
rather have the country even than the seaside.
Most of our holidays would be spent in the
country.

Other older residents often "socialise" in the areas
where they grew up. Many still have family and friends
there and retain strong social links.

John:
I go over to the Shankill. I would still go to
Church over there because that's the one I belong
to. A lot of my family is in the Shankill.

George:
I drink on the Ormeau road, not in the pubs that
are now frequented by the other side, but in the
Protestant ones on up the road. You get to see
the people you were brought up with. It's good to
keep in contact. My wife still shops down there.
It's almost like we live in Bellevue, but we do
every thing else down the Ormeau road.

Unlike Colindale, summer vacations within Ireland and
abroad are the norm in Bellevue. However, when I naively
introduced the topic of foreign holidays into the
conversation in Colindale, it became clear that few could
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afford such a luxury. Among children, most had never
travelled outside of Ireland, and some had never
experienced a holiday.

Churches in Bellevue

In Bellevue, formal Church "control" is minimal, but the
three main churches on the estate (Church of Ireland,
Presbyterian and Methodist) provide amenities which
parallel those in Colindale. The main difference is that
formal organisations such as the Boy's Brigade, Girl's
Brigade, Scouts, Brownies and Guides in the Protestant
denominations, symbolically recognize an association to
the British monarchy and State. Most children, on joining
such organisations, swear an oath of allegiance to the
Queen, and during marches or displays the Union Jack has
pride of place at the head of every parade.

Protestant churches in general recognize a political
association with the state; prayers are said every week
for the Queen, her family and the Prime Minister. In
Bellevue I attended a Remembrance Day service, which is a
religious tribute to those killed in the two world wars.
There were also church services conducted by the UDR and
other security personnel, after which a collection was
made for security force victims of the troubles and their
families.
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This ethnography gives some idea of the distinct cultural
traditions within which children in Colindale and
Bellevue are socialised. It highlights the disparity
between Catholic distrust for the British establishment
and Protestant fears for Irish nationalism. It also makes
clear the polarisation of the two areas and the insular
attitudes towards out-groups. In the following chapter I
will consider how children within these environments have
constructed notions regarding their own and others'
identities.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ESSAYS FROM SCHOOLS IN COLINDALE AND BELLEVUE

PART ONE: A COMPARISON

One of the primary aims of this thesis is to consider the
knowledge which children utilise in order to represent
their country, and to make explicit the process through
which I acquired this knowledge by presenting it as it
has been presented to me (cf. D'Andrade 1976). It is a
comparative study which aims to elicit the possible
influence of segregated and integrated contexts on
attitudes and values regarding national identity.

This chapter will outline the process through which a
model has been defined for 200 children at the segregated
schools in Colindale and Bellevue (100 from each school).
It will focus specifically on presenting and interpreting
only the differences and similarities between their
representational models. Chapter 7 will provide an
examination of the data from children at the integrated
school, and will highlight the points of comparison
between their models and those of the segregated
children.

As mentioned above (see Chapter 3) data are gathered
through a number of different research techniques:
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participant observation within Colindale and Bellevue,
children's essays, maps and drawings of their country,
and from informal interviews.

The essays are central to this analysis for two reasons.
Firstly, on a pragmatic level, they provide a simple
method for the presentation of representational models.
Secondly, given the problems of anthropological research
with children (described in Chapter 3), I believe that
asking children to write essays on a subject title which
is as open ended as "My Country", represents the approach
most likely to elicit folk models which are, to all
intents and purposes, "correct".

By "correct" I mean that they should allow me access to
knowledge through which I can predict, with the same
degree of accuracy as can my informants, children's
nationalities and the political and social contexts
within which they understand them. They should also
enable me to predict their actions in certain
circumstances, again as accurately as they can. In other
words, through their folk models I should be able to
communicate with my informants in a way which is
meaningful for them (cf. Milton 1981: 43).

Although essays are central to this analysis, data
derived from other sources are no less important.
However, the significance of utilising different
approaches becomes clear in the discussion of data from
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the integrated school where there is less congruence
between the knowledge used by some children to write an
essay, and that which is invoked by the same children
during interviews (see Chapter 7).

FOLK MODELS

In a cursory examination of the essays it becomes clear
that there are certain themes which recur again and
again. These themes or categories, which are defined by
different criteria, were recorded. Against them I listed
statements which make an explicit association between a
specific attribute and a particular category (see Table
1, Appendix 1). For example, against the category
"country", I have listed statements such as, "My country
is Ireland", "My country is Britain", etc. Some
categories have criteria upon which there is a high
degree of consensus. These are the categories which are
most often mentioned by ail the children (see Figure 1,
Appendix 2), and they are indicative of the framework
within which most children understand their national
identity.

For the sake of convenience statements made only once
have not been recorded. The reason is simply to limit the
table to a manageable size. If, for example, all 45
idiosyncratic statements which are relevant to the
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category, "Places Visited", are listed, such as,
"Yesterday I went to the Zoo", "Sometimes we go to
Newcastle", "My favourite places that I have visited are
Antrim, Carrickfergus and Newtownards", the table becomes
overly complicated.

This is not to say that such criteria are unimportant;
quite the reverse. The fact that they are mentioned at
all is indicative of their well established nature as
shared knowledge. Furthermore, despite the nonconsensual
nature of the actual statements, they have a significance
when we interpret the patterns which emerge from them.
For instance (to remain with the above example), it
becomes clear on reading over the data, that Protestants
tend to visit predominantly Protestant towns, while
Catholics, who are much less likely to mention "places
visited", generally go more often to Catholic places.
Protestant children also make more visits to state
institutions, such as the Post Office, the Police
Station, the Fire Station etc. This may be indicative of
greater Protestant acceptance and respect for the state.
It may also be suggestive of early careers advice (cf.
Murray 1985). The fact that few Catholic children make
visits to such institutions may reflect feelings of
alienation from the British establishment prevalent among
the Catholic community in Colindale. Given this analysis,
it is clear that patterns become particularly relevant
when interpreting other aspects of the model. Thus, while
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idiosyncratic statements have not been recorded in the
table, their usefulness as interpretative tools has- not
gone unchecked and shall be noted where appropriate.

IDENTITY

The following sub-sections present an overview of the
patterns apparent in the data. This shall be followed by
sections which consider the legitimating frameworks
through which children gradually come to understand their
identity, and the socialising agents and experiences
which may help to shape their world view.

Ethnic identity is a crucial, all pervading aspect of
social relations and organisation in Northern Ireland. In
this divided society to be socialised as "Irish" or
"British" presumptively determines the boundaries of the
political, social and religious cultures which are
internalised (see Barth 1969). Incipient knowledge of
national identity is evident among young children (aged 5
or 6) from Colindale and Bellevue, who are able to
identify their country and make statements about it even
before they can explain such statements. The bare bones
of this knowledge are fleshed out later as children
internalise and experience their respective cultures.
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Which Country?

Colindale

Most Catholic children in Colindale define their country
as Ireland. Few indicate any knowledge of the border
between the North and South or of Northern Ireland's link
with Great Britain. Ireland is generally defined by them
as an island which comprises 32 counties or 4 provinces
(see Figure 2, Appendix 2), and Dublin is identified by
most as its capital city. The following example is
typical:
Girl, Catholic, 7 years:
My country is Ireland. It is nice. The capital
city of it is Dublin. It has a good football team
called the Republic. There is 32 counties in my
country and there is four provinces they are
called Ulster Munster Connaght and Leinster.

In their maps Catholic children, almost without
exception, represent the whole of Ireland. Older children
they tend to indicate the border between the North and
South of Ireland and in some cases there is an attempt to
identify and locate the 32 counties (see Figures 9-12,
Appendix 3).

At around the age of 8 or 9 children articulate in their
essays an awareness of some of the divisions which exist
in their country:
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Boy, Catholic, 8 years:
My country is Ireland even though the English
invaded us they only got Northern Ireland.
Boy, Catholic, 10 years:
My country is called Ireland. It is ruled by
England. There are two parts to my country the
North and the South.
This division is often seen as problematic and the root
cause of today's conflict. Some explanations of it
attempt to contextualise the conflict according to a
series of historical events, in which the British are
represented as powerful "oppressors", "rulers", and
"occupiers", who have consistently "discriminated"
against the native Irish. The Irish, on the other hand
are presented as underdogs, struggling for the political
ideal of a united Ireland. An ideal which is supported to
a greater or lesser extent by some of the children,, many
of whom support the militancy of the IRA:
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
I live in Ireland an island which has been in
civil war for hundreds of years ever since the
plantation of Ulster. The Irish people have been
united as one to throw the British government
out. At one stage the British controlled the
whole of the 32 counties but the government of
the south wanted their country back and fought
for independence, well they got 26 of their
counties back but lost six Antrim, Tyrone, Down,
Armagh, Derry, Fermanagh which became known as
the province of Ulster. Since the plantations the
British have brought Ulster to outnumber
Catholics two to one but in the last 20 years
there has been a guerrilla war between an army of
Irish nationalists which fight for the freedom of
the six occupied counties and for a united
Ireland.I support this fight and I think the
British should get the hell out of Northern
Ireland and leave the emerald isle to be united
once more.
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When Catholic children draw comparisons between the North
and the South of Ireland, negative evaluations are
consistently attributed to the North, whereas the South
is represented as the proverbial "land of milk and honey"
(see Figure 3, Appendix 2).
Girl, Catholic, 8 years:
I see Northern Ireland as a violent place with
destruction everywhere. I see Southern Ireland as
a peaceful place with no violence.
Boy, Catholic, 12 years:
Northern Ireland in my opinion is a dump, a place
for in my opinion people who want to live in
trouble turmoils and death and destruction. Its
just a pity my family lives in this troubled
land, as soon as I can I'm getting out and going
to live in Southern Ireland it is a more friendly
and more beautiful, there is something about the
Republic that makes me feel good. At the weekend
when I go to Donegal when I pass the border a
feeling of proudness and happiness comes over me.
Probably glad to get out of the north and be in a
free country a land of happiness and peace.
Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
The region I live in is Northern Ireland which is
part of the British isles and ruled by the
British government. This is also where most of
the major killing has been. The south of Ireland
is a completely different place all together it
truly lives up to its name, the emerald isle, the
forests and countryside are beautiful with its
sparkling rivers and lakes its wildlife and also
its inhabitants the people.

Bellevue
In their maps some Protestant children draw only Northern
Ireland, and of those who outline a map of the whole of
Ireland, Northern Ireland is generally represented as
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disproportionately bigger than the south, and it is
depicted as divided from it by the border. Protestants
tend to identify Belfast as the capital city of their
country. Some children, especially older males,
distinguish "the North" by colouring it orange, or red,
white and blue. The South of Ireland is labelled by some
as "Republican" or "Catholic" (see Figures 5-3, Appendix
3) .

In their essays Protestant children construct very
different frameworks for understanding the conflict than
their Catholic counterparts in Colindale. Their country
is generally represented as Northern Ireland, and located
within the political geography of Great Britain. From the
age of 7 or 8 most indicate an awareness of the division
between the North and South of Ireland. Similarly it is
explained by some through historical contextualisation.
However, Protestant children invoke events which
represent Protestant victories over Catholicism:
Boy, Protestant, 13 years:
My country is called Northern Ireland which is
part of Britain. Ireland is an island divided
into two parts North and South. It is divided
because of religion. The two religions are Roman
Catholic and Protestant. There was a great battle
between these two religions it was called "the
battle of the Boyne" which took part in 1690 on
the 12th of July. The Protestants came out to be
the winners with the experience of Prince William
of Orange.

This positive attitude is seldom extended to include the
South of Ireland (see Figure 3, Appendix 2).
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Girl, Protestant, 10 years:
My country Northern Ireland is in the British
Isles and is a very nice place. Northern Ireland
is in the West of Scotland, England and Wales is
not very far either, its so close that in some
parts of Northern Ireland you can see Scotland.
My country is a lovely place. The capital city of
my country is Belfast.

Statements made about the Republic indicate that some
children believe the conflict to be happening there.
Others believe that the "war" is between the North and
the South of Ireland. This perception is substantiated
through some of the remarks made about the location of
various opposing groups involved in it:
Girl, Protestant, 11 years:
Northern Ireland is a nice place but the Republic
of Ireland destroys the country which I live in.
They plant bombs and destroy buildings all
around. Last year the Republic planted a bomb in
the Barclay and many people were injured and
windows were broke on the news you hear a lot of
things that the Republic do.

Girl, Protestant, 15 years:
I wouldn't ever go down south because I think it
would be dirty with bombing and people getting
shot.
Boy, Protestant, 13 years:
In Northern Ireland there are Protestants, and in
Southern Ireland there are Catholics they are all
fighting each other.
Boy, Protestant, 14 years:
My country is called Northern Ireland because the
people of the South keep terrorising the
Protestant people of the North.
Girl, Protestant, 9 years:
I live in Northern Ireland. It is nice. The worst
bit is down in the Republic. It has wreckage of
burnt out cars, scattered bits of windows and all
sorts of things. I hate down in the Republic.
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People shoot people. The bombs that the Republic
plant can blow you to pieces. Last year the
Republic blew up the Barclay (a pub/restaurant
near Bellevue). Over the walls everywhere in the
Republic there is bad language and drawings of
the pope and gunmen and the green, white and gold
flag, plus pictures of the Republicans, the'
baddies.

Whose Conflict?

Leyton (1974) and Larsen (1983), in their research on
integrated communities in Northern Ireland suggest that
Protestants and Catholics perceive the conflict to exist
between the same series of oppositional groups. The
difference, says Larsen, lies in the evaluations
attributed to these, groups (see Chapter 6).

My research also suggests that children as young as 7 or
8 can identify and evaluate a series of opposing
Protestant and Catholic groups. However, while there is
considerable overlap in the identification of these
groups, some pairings are mentioned almost exclusively by
children from one community or the other. For instance,
11% of the children from Colindale as opposed to 0% of
those in Bellevue perceive the conflict to exist between
the British Government and the IRA, and 16% as opposed to
1% indicate that it is between the British army and the
IRA:
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Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
My country has been occupied for a number of
years by the British army. The IRA. are putting up
a struggle against them.

Evaluations attributed to these groups vary significantly
according to area and also (to a lesser extent) according
to gender. Children from Colindale generally attribute a
positive evaluation to Catholics (9%), and the IRA (12%),
while they are most likely to indicate a negative
evaluation of the British army (26%), Protestants (-7%),
the British government (9%), and the RUC (8%).
Evaluations in Bellevue to some extent represent an
inversion of the above situation, with children
positively evaluating Protestants (7%), and negatively
evaluating Catholics (9%) (see Figures 4 and 5, Appendix
2) .

The IRA, while finding no support in the Protestant
community, also receive negative evaluations from a
significant proportion of Catholic children (generally
girls). However, negative evaluations by Catholic
children are often related to IRA activities within West
Belfast, rather than to political ideals and their
participation in the Northern Ireland conflict (which
inform Protestant prejudices).

In order to understand children's conceptions of
different organisations in Northern Ireland and their
evaluations of them, it is necessary to consider the
framework within which they understand the conflict to
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exist. As noted above, the historical context of
conflicting claims on the island of Ireland is
particularly important for Catholic children. According
to this world view, the British are responsible for.
"Ireland's problems" (see Figure 8, Appendix 2). Not only
did they invade and occupy the country, but since then,
and to the present day, they have consistently practised
discrimination against the Irish community, in education,
employment and in the legal system. Some children cite
examples of present day British injustice:
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
Yesterday Paul Keenan was extradited to the
English courts in Northern Ireland and there was
uproar where I live, because he won't get no
justice there.
For the above reasons the IRA are held to be "freedom
fighters", struggling in a "just" and "legitimate" war
against continued British oppression. Among those
children who support the IRA, there is acceptance that
"legitimate targets" should be the security forces, the
British army and "supporters of the state":
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
The border was made in 1921 and divides two
countries. Ireland (the Republic) is a free state
and is ruled by its own parliament while the
North is ruled by the English parliament. A group
was formed to fight against the English, and
under different names it has been fighting from
the 17th century to get rid of their rule. The
IRA as they are now called are not only killing
the British but those who support them. I believe
in a united Ireland. I believe in what the IRA
are doing. I believe that the British are the
source of all political evil in this country and
until the day they withdraw there will be
bloodshed, because as Patrick Pearse once wrote
"Life springs from death and from the graves of
patriot men and women".
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The IRA. are generally presented by Protestant children as
"terrorists", fighting an unjustifiable war against
innocent Protestant victims. The term "innocent" is used
in reference to both civilians and the security forces
(suggesting that the RUC, UDR etc. are in-groups):
Boy, Protestant, 13 years:
The only thing I really hate about my country are
the IRA terrorists because they kill innocent
people with bombs that went off when they weren't
supposed to, and the cruel way they torture'
people and make them crippled, and the way they
shoot innocent police men just because they are
in the armed forces.
Girl, Protestant, 14 years:
The IRA is a group of Catholics that go around
killing innocent people, they are out to get the
police force and other groups like that.

Solutions

The legitimating framework within which children
understand the conflict largely determines whether they
consider confrontational or more peaceful measures to be
the most appropriate solution to it. The most militant
children in both communities are male, and they tend to
present, not only the most comprehensive, but also the
most sectarian interpretation of the conflict.

In the

Protestant communities some young boys feel that all
measures possible should be used to defend the political
status quo against the continuing threat of the IRA:
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Boy, Protestant, 11 years:
In my country there is nearly a police or an army
man shot every day. The troubles are getting
worse and soon very soon the taigs will be ruling
our Protestant country. I know Belfast would be a
better place if all the IRA were shot, and all
the taigs were shot. If this goes on I think the
SAS should be sent in to handle the IRA. I think
the UDA are doing wrong, but I will not go
against them. If this country wants to defeat the
IRA we will have to take up arms ourselves.
No surrender.

ot all militant Protestant children are as extreme in
their views, some state that while violence or aggression
is wrong, it can be justified in circumstances where
there is no alternative.

For militant Catholic children the conflict provides the
only channel through which they might achieve the desired
objective of a united and free Ireland:
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
I would like to take an armalite and kill all the
Brits who occupy our country of Ireland, and make
it peaceful once again.

Most militant children are more able to justify their
political position, but few indicate any knowledge that
there exist, within Northern Ireland, alternative
political realities. This contrasts with those children,
both Catholic and Protestant, who support peaceful
initiatives, they tend to indicate a broader contextual
understanding of the conflict, and an awareness of the
political axe which each side has to grind:
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Girl, Catholic, 15 years:
My country is at the moment in political turmoil
British rule in Northern Ireland is either loved
or hated. Catholics hate it because they want a
united Ireland and that's why they're fighting.
Protestants want to stay with Britain and that's
why they fight the IRA. Armies like the IRA, UDA,
UVF, INLA, get this point across by forceful
action, shooting people dead, kneecapping or
crippling, none of which do any good at all.
People must sort out the problems themselves
never mind the terror gangs. A lot of good comes
from peace.

It is generally the girls in both Colindale and Bellevue
who are most anti-aggression and vehement in their
condemnation of those organisations intent on violent
activity (see Figure 6, Appendix 2). Some of them argue
that violence is unacceptable under any circumstances:
Girl, Protestant, 14 years:
My country is a very nice place except for the
IRA and all the fighting and killing. I wish it
all would stop. I don't agree with violence and I
think they could solve their problems much easier
by talking them through instead of killing
people.
In their essays girls make fewer comments than boys on
the conflict and the groups involved in it. In interviews
they express less interest in the whole political
situation in Northern Ireland.

Since I was unable to carry out participant observation
among children in Colindale and Bellevue (see Chapter 3)
the following discussion is based primarily on the data
available to me through children's essays, maps,
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interviews and drawings, through observations made while
I was working in the two communities, and on my own
experience of growing up in Belfast.

PART TWO: SOCIALISING AGENCIES
Incipient legitimating is present as soon as a
system of linguistic objectifications of human
experience is transmitted. The fundamental
legitimating explanations are built into the
vocabulary (1966: 10).

In Bellevue and Colindale adult evaluative judgements
have been incorporated into the language of even very
young children. For instance, regarding their country,
some 6 year old Catholics claim it is "Ireland but it is
ruled by Britain", and that they "hate it" because it has
been "invaded by the English". Such statements contrast
with those of 6 year old Protestants who claim that their
country "is Britain", and that they "really love it
well". Given that young children often cannot explain
their pronouncements, it would seem that they are simply
repeating statements overheard from those around them.
When they do begin to legitimise, explanations are often
idiosyncratic. For example, "My country is Belfast, it is
near to here".

Berger and Luckmann argue that, for children, the nature
of things is inherent in language; a thing is what it is
called, and cannot be called any thing else. For some
young children in Belfast, this apparently applies even
to identity. Consider the following conversation between
myself and a young Catholic girl:

Girl, Catholic, 6 years:
Where do you come from?
Ireland.
Are you an Irish girl?
Yes.
Can you also be a British girl?
No, because you can only be the one thing.
What town are you From?
Belfast.
Can you be a Belfast girl and an Irish girl.
No, you can just be an Irish girl.

Even though incipient understanding is sometimes
eclectic, it provides children with the interpretive and
motivational schemes, which form the basis of later
understanding.

Mead (1934) and Thomas (1966), stress the importance of
language in early socialisation. They argue that it is
symbolic and that the concepts, values and shared
meanings embodied within it are transmitted through
socialisation. For Berger and Luckmann, culture is
"objectified" in language, thus the selective versions
inculcated by children can represent sub-cultures, or
cultural diversity within broader society:
The sum of linguistic objectifications
constitutes a semantic field. Within these
semantic fields it is possible for both
biographical and historical experience to be
objectified; retained and accumulated. This
accumulation is of course selective; with the
semantic fields determining what will be retained

and what will be forgotten by the total
experience of both the individual and the
society. By virtue of this accumulation a social
stock of knowledge is constituted, which is
transmitted from generation to generation and
which is available to the individual in everyday
life (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 70).
In the case of Belfast children the language they learn
determines for them the particular perspective from which
they will view their identity as Irish or British, and
from which they will interpret the conflict situation.
The reasons why families are primarily responsible for
the "semantic fields" internalised by children may be
because parental world views are conceptualised by them
as the only ones possible, even before there is any
"adult" comprehension of them (see Chapter 2, p. 53).

The processes through which parents transmit particular
pieces of knowledge are varied. Some are intended to
inculcate particular values and norms: others are
communicated unintentionally (cf. Millar 1976). The
following incidents, drawn from observations within
Colindale and Bellevue, give some idea of the processes
through which parents can communicate to children notions
about their identity.

The first relates to an evening spent with a young
couple, Robert and Helen . After supper Robert produced a
bottle of vodka, of which he proceeded to drink copious
amounts. The conversation then turned to my fieldwork. I
attempted to explain that I was involved in a comparative
study of identity development among school children in

West and South Belfast. Robert, now quite drunk,
interrupted in order to put forward his views on the
Northern Ireland education system:
The problem with this country is that the
Catholics want everything. Education, jobs everything. I went to a Protestant school. Helen
went to a Protestant school. Why all of a sudden
are we expected to have these integrated schools
They [Catholics] already have their own church
schools that they had to get. Are they not happy
enough with that? The way I see it is that we
have a state education system that's paid for by
the state. If people don't want to go to it that's their problem.
The conversation then turned to their three year old son
who was asleep in bed:
My son will be going to the same school as I did
He already supports the same football team as me
- a good Prod team - Rangers.
Before I had time to realise what he was doing, Robert,
with Helen's approval, had gone to waken their son
Thomas. When he returned with the child, he proceeded to
cajole it into imitating his support for Rangers. This
entailed both father and son raising their hands head
high, fists clenched and shouting "RANGERS". When I
enquired of Robert what Thomas knew about the football
team, he told me that they had been to a couple of
matches together, but that Thomas didn't really
understand yet that Rangers were the best, Protestant
football team.

It is clear from Roberts conversation that he feels
threatened by the Catholic community. Indeed, his
sentiments on the integrated schools suggest that he

views them as a capitulation to Catholic demands. The
strength of his Protestant/Unionist commitment is
manifest in his overriding concern to pass on the same
symbols and trappings of identity to his son1.

The communication of identity is not often as explicit in
parents interactions with their children. On the 12th of
July, I watched band parades pass along the back road to
Bellevue. Beside me were a family with whom I had had
some contact during my time at Bellevue Community Centre.
I watched as the father bought his young toddler and
older son (about 6 years) small Unionjack flags. He then
taught the youngest child (still in the pram) how to wave
it at the bands. His actions were, I believe, motivated
more by his wish to provide enjoyment for the children,
than by any desire to inculcate a Unionist identity.
However, the incident serves to indicate for the children
that the Unionjack flag is a positive symbol with which
they can identify.

The communication and reinforcement of both in-group and
out-group symbols is part of the process of daily life
for children in Northern Ireland. However, most of us
living here are able to pin point incidents in our
childhood which are watersheds in understanding our
identity as Protestants or Catholics fvis a vis others).
The following incident which occurred during my own
1. It is important to note that Robert's open assault on
the Catholic community is undoubtedly influenced by his
knowledge of my identity as a Protestant.

childhood, clarified for me my identity as a Protestant,
while also giving me some indication as to how Catholics
should fit into my frame of reference.

I was about 8 years old, and some friends and I had
decided to hold a jumble sale to raise some money for
charity. We collected jumble from the houses on the
estate and then set up a stall opposite my house.
Business was good and we managed to sell almost
everything! Everything, that is, apart from a child's
sleeveless jumper. One woman had picked it up and
commented that it was nice, but muttered something about
the colour. I couldn't believe that she hadn't bought it,
because to my mind it was the most beautiful "tank top"
we had for sale. I took it home to my mother, recounted
the story, and expressed my surprise. "Sure you couldn't
sell that round here", she said, "it's Catholic colours"
(the offending item was striped green, white and orange).
"Well am I not a Catholic?" I asked her. "No you are not"
she said, "You're a Protestant".

All at once I became aware that I, along with everyone
else in my community, was a Protestant, and (judging by
the tone of my mother's voice) that Catholics, who could
be symbolised by the colours green white and orange, were
the opposite of Protestants and deserved a more negative
evaluation by comparison. This knowledge was
internalised, and presumably directed my behaviour long

before I had any conception that the terms Catholic and
Protestant refer to religious denominations.

Wallace Lambert (1981) suggests that "contrast training"
such as the above is used by adults,
Because it has proven to be an effective means of
fixing group boundaries and satisfying children's
inquisitiveness about who or what they are
(1981: 72).
He suggests that parents emphasise family membership,
religion, and ethnic identity because the group
identities which are salient in everyday life influence
an individual's sense of well-being and security (see
Chapter 2, p. 63). Consequently, Lambert notes, parents
are responsible for instilling either a loose open frame
of reference, or a tight compartmentalised in-group out
group differentiation.

The latter, I believe is more likely in contexts like
Northern Ireland, where each opposing group perceives the
other as a potential threat to social security, and where
the institutional survival of such groups depends on the
support and maintenance of oppositional values (cf. Cohen
1982) .

According to Furth (1978), parents present children with
a selective version of the larger society, with the
result that children become impressed early with the
importance of religion, Republicanism, Loyalism, or
whatever is the emphasis in the particular sub-cultures

(see Chapter 2, p. 55). Clearly this seems to be the case
in Northern Ireland, where children as young as 6 or 7
recognise their own identity groups and make evaluative
judgements of both them and those confronting them.
Children often do this before they come to share the
social knowledge which characterise (adult) positive or
negative evaluations. Parental versions of reality, are
ofcourse determined by their own socialisation
experiences. The next section considers how particular
parental world views might influence their children.

Personal and family experience of the conflict in
Northern Ireland freguently reinforce hostility for the
out-group but, where children have been brought up with a
degree of respect for cultural and religious diversity,
this is not always the case. During a visit to some
friends in Bellevue, I was engaged in conversation about
the conflict, by Samuel (an 18 year old son). It
transpired that the Christian values communicated by his
parents and his Church had helped him overcome the death
of his friend, a UDR man who was killed by the IRA. He
told me:
The conflict here is not because some people are
Protestant and some are Catholic. It is to do
with hatred and intolerance. The conflict is a
rejection of God's righteousness and laws and
justice. God is not a Protestant or a Catholic or
a Jew. We all do things that God doesn't want us
to do, and that is the major cause of the strife.
When my friend was shot that didn't harden me
against Catholics - I had always been brought up
to respect Catholics. It hasn't put any hatred in
me. At the time I resolved to work for peace.

However, not everyone whose philosophy on the conflict is
informed by values communicated in the Church, are as
tolerant and accepting of cultural diversity. In another
case, where my informant (a school girl at Bellevue)
belonged to a more fundamentalist, Protestant
denomination, a more extreme position was espoused.
Following is a conversation which took place during a
social evening:
What do you think are the most pressing problems
in Northern Ireland?
We should still be under the United Kingdom. Also
the terrorists should all be rounded up. This is
still a British country. It's not Irish. If they
could get the Faulklands back, why couldn't they
do the same here? As a Christian I feel that any
sort of killing is wrong, but at the same time we
shouldn't be walked over, but we should stand
firm. It says so in the Bible.
Do you think that we can overcome problems
through schools like Lisnareagh? [thw integrated
school].
No, I'm not for it at all. It's against the
Bible. Light against darkness and all that.
How would your parents feel if you were friendly
with Catholics?
My mother and father would be very much against
it. The religions don't mix. Christians and nonChristians. I couldn't be unequally yolked with
them. That's a Bible expression for you.
You seem very familiar with Bible teachings.
Well I go twice on a Sunday and I go to Bible
classes at least twice a week. My whole family
do. It's the way I was brought up.
To what extent do you see your religion at
influencing the way you live your life?
In every way. I would never go into a bar, and it
would be important in the way I think about
things like the troubles.

The interplay between family and Church values is also
clear from the following conversation with 15 year old
Catherine in Colindale:
I would see myself as Irish, but I can respect
those Protestants who don't.
What do you think are the most pressing political
issues in Northern Ireland?
A United Ireland. Whether or not it should
happen. The battle going on, and all the people
getting killed. The IRA and the other terrorist
groups. Also politics. Ian Paisley against the
rest. They don't want to sit down and talk about
the problems, because if they did, they wouldn't
be in existence anymore. Talking is the only
solution, no one party should have the ultimate
say, and any decisions made should benefit both
Protestants and Catholics. There should be no
bias involved.
Do you think that peace can only be achieved
through talking?
Yes, it's the way I was brought up - through
religion. That's where I got my morals and values
and things like that from. I do believe in the
Catholic Churches teaching about things like sex
before marriage and all that. The Church has also
taught me to develop attitudes which aren't
biased. I would be prepared to listen to the
other side. I disagree totally with the killing no matter what side is doing it. I just try to
keep an open mind.
Have you had any experience of Protestants?
Yes, I belong to a badminton club where
Protestants practise. I get on the best with
them. It makes you realise that there's no real
difference between them and us.
How do your parents feel about Protestants?
Well my sister is going to marry a Muslim, and
they took that OK. They see him as a person, over
and above his religion. As long as he wasn't
involved in anything - in violence - then they
would be OK about it. They are fairly open
minded, so if he was good to his wife, and had
good Christian attitudes, then they wouldn't
mind.

The tolerance of the girl's parents in the above case,
which is manifest in their willingness for their
daughters to marry outside of the Catholic tradition, is
a rarity in Colindale and Bellevue. As the following
cases indicate, it is generally the case that both
parents and the Church sanction against such liaisons:
Girl, Protestant, 14 years:
Have you ever gone out with someone of the other
faith?
No, I've never met any. Anyway I'm a Christian
and the right sort of person would also have to
be Christian. That's the most important thing to
have in common.
Are Catholics not Christians?
No, in our Church we believe that they haven't
taken that step of faith which means being born
again. So they can't be.
How would your parents feel about you going out
with Catholics?
They would be totally against it.

Boy, Protestant, 15 years:
A lot of people that I know would be Catholic.
Some of my father's friends are Catholic, and a
lot of my brother's friends. Out of his crowd .
only him and his friend are Protestant. It's
quite good because having so many Catholic
friends means that we wouldn't be as biased as
other Protestants, we would just see Catholics as
the same as us. At the same time my father
doesn't like us going out with Catholics. He says
it's ok for us to have them as friends, but not
to go out with them.
Have you ever gone out with a Catholic?
I am at the minute, but I haven't told my parents
yet because I know what they would be like. My
brother was going out with a Catholic girl from
West Belfast. It was terrible at home. My mum

wouldn't be too bad but my father would just
crack up, because he doesn't really trust them.

In the following case, Sean, a young father from
Colindale, who is presently studying for a degree in
education, describes his own background and provides
insight into how it has influenced him, and how he hopes
to communicate his own values to his two children:
I lived out of West Belfast for a while - up in
Coleraine. You get used to a more mixed
environment. It's very narrow here.
Do you have many Protestant friends?
Yes, but they wouldn't be the real working class,
Loyalist type. I think that it's vitally
important that we mix and get to know the other
side. There is never going to be a solution until
people start talking. Round table talks are the
way forward politically - and some form of
devolved government. Most people round here would
hold more Republican views. I'm not sure what
makes me different, because I've known my own
share of trouble. My cousin died on hunger
strike. The irony of that was that his mother was
a Protestant from the Shankill. Also two of my
aunts were shot by the police. The most
significant thing happened to me though. I was
picked up by the police one night in the city
centre, after I came out of a disco. They took me
to Castlereagh and I was interrogated about
killings and bombings done by the IRA. It was a
case of mistaken identity, they were looking for
someone else with my name. But it doesn't make me
against integration. I want my own kids to go to
an integrated school. What happened to me was
more to do with the state, the government and
politicians, than ordinary Protestants.
How do you feel about the Catholic Churches stand
on integrated education?
It's not that I'm not religious, but I don't like
all the rules and regulations of the Church. That
has a big derogatory effect. The rantings and
ravings of priests on and on about politics,
telling you how you should live your life. They
should deal more with the spiritual side. I have
read about the history of both communities and
have crossed the bridge of seeing Catholics arid

Protestants as two different groups. I think that
point of view is very important for my own
children. They go to a Catholic church, but I
have tried to teach them about both sides. I took
them to see St. Anne's Cathedral, to show them
they they have to respect both cultures. I have
also got them involved in a wee cross-community
group, where they meet up with Protestants. I was
brought up to respect others and that's what I
want to pass on to my kids.

Apart from the family, other agencies, such as the school
can help to influence incipient understanding. This is
especially true where there is congruence between the
realities presented by the different institutions. Data
which came to me as a result of a misunderstanding
between two teachers and myself, may help demonstrate
this process. The teachers, both of primary six classes
(ages 9 and 10) in Colindale, were asked to instruct
children to write an essay, and draw a map of their
country. They were told to give children no further
direction and to avoid answering any questions. When I
received 32 essays and maps, all of which were almost
identical in content, it became obvious that my
instructions were either unclear, or had been
misinterpreted, and that teachers had themselves defined
the content of both maps and essays.

Interestingly each map bears an almost perfect
resemblance to a map of Ireland. There is no border
indicated and the only city identified is Dublin.
Similarly, each essay reads roughly as follows:
The name of my country is Ireland. Ireland is
split up into two parts. Northern Ireland and the

Republic of Ireland. The capital city of Ireland
is Dublin. There are three and a quarter million
people in Ireland. Their religion is Christian.
The longest river in Ireland is the Shannon. It
is also the longest in Britain. The highest
mountain is Carra Intoohill. The language spoken
in this country is Irish and English. The
currency of Ireland is the Punt. Famous places in
Ireland are Croke Park and Phoenix Park, and the
most famous person in Ireland is Bishop Cathal
Daly. The countryside in Ireland is lovely.
Ireland is not one of the richest countries but
it is certainly not one of the poorest countries.

Despite the somewhat contrived nature of this study, it
is likely that the knowledge transmitted by these
teachers in any classroom references, discussions or
geography lessons on national identity will be directed
by representational models like the above. Indeed,
children often mentioned to me the "biased" nature of
history, religion and politics teaching:

Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
Our religion classes don't mention anything about
Protestants. We don't know very much about them,
except that they don't believe in Mary and the
Pope and that they have Unionjack flags flying
all over their Churches.
Girl, Catholic, 14 years:
Our history at this school is all about the Celts
and the English. The English are always the
badies because they invaded
What do you learn about the invasion?
Only that it was England's fault that this
country is divided.
Do you believe that?
Yes, they still occupy this country. You can see
the army on the streets. My family have always
fought to get the Brits cut

Girl, Protestant, 15 years:
We were never taught anything about politics at
our school. It was all really hush-hush. Teachers
never mentioned it, and if we brought it up, they
just changed the subject.

Given the above, it may be as Hess and Torney suggest,
that while the family contributes much to the
socialisation that goes into basic loyalty to the
country, the school gives content, information and
concepts which expand and elaborate these early feelings
of attachment (Hess and Torney 1967: 217).

Peer Groups

Data from both areas suggest that, as children enter
adolescence at the age of 12 or 13, their friends become
an increasingly more influential determining and
modifying force. This is suggested by progressively more
consensus regarding the values and norms espoused by
children as they get older. James Diego Vigil (1983: 141)
makes the point that through peer groups, children
develop new emotional ties and identify with new models.
They seek the attention, good will and acceptance of age
mates, and view themselves according to the group
standards. The following case demonstrates the
significance for children of gaining peer group
acceptance:

Boy, Catholic, 16 years:
At night mobs round here gang up to drink, smoke
or glue sniff, and if the army is anywhere to be
seen they usually throw bricks. Some of the group
is under 16. They steal cars and set them on
fire. It's really exciting because sometimes the
police would give chase. To get into the gang you
have to be able to steal a car, and if you have
been in trouble with the mob before then you
can't join.

According to Diego Vigil, the peer group, as a
socialising agent has certain distinctive
characteristics: 1. It is made up of people of roughly
the same age. Therefore adults are peripheral. 2. Within
peer groups individuals have varying degrees of power and
prestige. 3. The peer group is centred on its own
concerns. Whereas adult authority figures instruct the
child in traditional norms and values, within the peer
group, there is an awareness that the child has no such
responsibilities (1983: 138).

The desire for peer group acceptance in Belfast becomes
an important influence on children's experience in the
street, and a determinant of their interaction with each
other and with out-groups. This can be seen in the
following description of a confrontation between opposing
gangs of Protestants and Catholics:

Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
Sometimes orangemen come down and fight with us,
we use bottles and bricks nothing too drastic. I
remember last year we were fighting each side was
holding their flag high we had the tri-colour and
they had the union jack. I was in the middle of
this fight arguing away when one of the orangemen

lifted his fist to punch me. Straightaway both
factions backed off but I had to punch him back
because my mates were there telling me to do it.
If I hadn1t beat him we would have lost our
pride.

In Colindale ethnic identity is one of the most salient
determinants of group relations. Distinctive patterns of
acceptable ethnic behaviour exist, and members of the
peer group expect other members to conform to them.
Hartrup (1978) suggests that group pressure for
conformity may indeed override values imposed from
outside.

Peer group values are often backed up by sanctions; "If
you don't get into fights with Prods your friends think
you are a cissy". Further, gender roles and expectations
are clearly defined within the peer group. Among boys
masculine attributes such as aggressiveness, authority
and power are more highly valued in both communities than
perceived female traits, such as passivity and
sensitivity. For a boy's behaviour to fall below the
standards of maleness is considered highly unacceptable,
against which there have developed a series of sanctions.
In the example noted above such behaviour has been
sanctioned by the threat of ostracism.

However, sanctions do not always work to ensure con
formity by constituting a threat of some sort. Some offer
inducement like prestige (Faget and Patterson 1969: 7).
The construction of positive sanctions really refers to

the ways in which the desire to seek approval of others
can influence behaviour; "I am one of the leaders of our
gang because I always start the fights with the
orangemen".

Secondary Legitimaton

Many children as they grow older, demonstrate an ability
to interpret their national identities and notions about
their country with reference to theoretical propositions
(see Part One). Berger and Luckmann, refer to this
process as "secondary legitimating" (1966: 70).

While founded in the language which children learn in
primary socialisation, secondary legitimations are a
consequence of experience and interaction within the
wider community (through which children become aware that
their beliefs and values are part of a communal stock .of
knowledge). They are also a result of children's growing
ability to organise and classify pieces of knowledge into
a coherent form.

In this section I want to consider how particular
agencies of secondary socialisation may be influential in
helping to maintain and fortify specific theoretical
propositions which have been constructed by children to
legitimise their national identity. Since, it is Catholic

children who most frequently justify political
statements, it is apposite to begin by focusing on the
maintenance of political ideology in West Belfast.

LEGITIMATION AND EXPERIENCE: COLINDALE

Catholic children justify their desire for a united
Ireland and their support for paramilitary organisations
engaged in achieving that end, by referring to historical
and contemporary events. The struggle for independence
from Britain, against their recognised constitutional
status, creates for some an identity dilemma which is
made explicit at around the age of age of 13 or 14:
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
The country in which I dwell is that of Northern
Ireland. This country is part of the Republic
geographically but not politically. The dividing
line is called border. It was made in 1921 and
divides two countries. Ireland (the Republic) is
a free state ruled by its own parliament, while
the North is ruled by the English government. A
group was formed to fight this British rule. They
are called the IRA.
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
For what country shall I write about. I have been
asked to write about my country officially my
country is Northern Ireland, but patriotically it
is Ireland, without the Northern in it. the
redicament which I find myself in is all because
of the British government. If the British hadn't
been land greedy my country would be in a much
better state of affaires than it is now.
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
My country North and South has never been at
peace since the time of the Normans in Ireland.
What is my nationality? Am I Irish or am I
British? Well we all know the views of some
loyalist politicians, but "inside" I am Irish.
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Abroad when I am asked what nationality I am, I
would be proud to answer "Irish"!

While these children perceive themselves as belonging to
the whole island of Ireland (which they see as a natural
geographic unit), they also recognise that Ireland is
divided and the part in which they live is "British". A
situation which is viewed as intolerable by those who
oppose Britain and whose national allegiance is to the
island of Ireland. This world view is communicated
through a series of institutions in Colindale, such as
the family, the Church, Republican political and
paramilitary groups, the media and to some extent the
school.

Sinn Fein, the dominant political party, promote the
notion that Ireland is a "natural" political unit. The
founder of the organisation, Arthur Griffith, who is
often quoted in Republican literature, stated,
When God made the country, he fixed its frontiers
beyond the power of man to alter, while the sea
rises and falls (Quoted in An Phoblacht, October
1988 ) .

James Connolly, another Republican hero, made a similar
observation:
...The frontiers of Ireland, an ineffaceable mark
of the separate existence of Ireland, are as old
as Ireland itself, the handiwork of the Almighty,
not of politicians. And as the marks of Ireland's
separate nationalism were not made by Ireland's
politicians, so they cannot be unmade by them
(Quoted in An Phoblacht, December 1988).

politicians, so they cannot be unmade by them
(Quoted in An Phoblacht, December 1988).

According to this perspective, the "structure" seen to
exist today is unnatural because it represents divisions
within the island (cf. Boal 1982).

Many of the statements made by young male children are
directly influenced by Republican literature such as the
party's newspaper, "An Phoblacht" (Republican News). It
is made freely available in West Belfast. The following
are extracts from essays which draw directly on the
Republican media to legitimise national identity:
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
This story was in Republican News which is issued
by Sinn Fein 'A young girl who goes to a certain
school was late one day and her teacher asked
"what had happened ?" and the girl replied I was
held up at an army road block" Then the teacher
said, "If the IRA stopped planting bombs this
would never happen:" The next day the same girl
came late the same thing happened and the girl
replied "If the peelers and the Brits got out of
Ireland none of this would happen." at that she
was told to sit down and be quiet. The third day
it happened again and the teacher said "Well
what's your excuse?" The girl replied "The
Normans invaded Ireland" '. I would like to know
when all the road blocks is going to stop.
This story presents the message to critics of Republican
violence (in this case the teacher), that the IRA are
justified in their campaign because their objective is to
rid "their" country of occupiers who are the source of
political conflict in Ireland. The events it describes
have a special appeal to young people in Colindale
because they draw upon a situation (the road block)

which, as the following essay extract suggests, most of
them will have experienced at one time or another:

Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
West Belfast is the most troubled area of
Belfast, perhaps even of Northern Ireland. On a
whole lot of walls there is graffiti and old
election posters. The British army have to patrol
the area in armoured Landrovers or else saracens.
Lately the paratroopers have been employed in
West Belfast. There are always frequent check
points where the soldiers or the RUC ask for your
license.

In their essays young boys also utilise quotes from
famous Republican heroes, whose memories are kept alive
through frequent references in Republican newspapers:

Boy, Catholic, 12 years:
The oppressed Irish people have been under the
hammer long enough. "We will not tolerate attacks
from outlaw states" In the words of Ronald Regan
"We will overcome".
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
In general I am proud to call myself Irish. We
are just aggravated by the way the English insist
that they can rule our country better than us
Irish. Tiocfaidh ar La, (come the revolution),
support our freedom fighters, Bobby Sands 19811.

It is clear that the literature, within which much of
nationalist ideology and tradition is enshrined, exerts a
potentially powerful influence representational models
(cf. Salzman 1983). As Golding commented,

1. Bobby Sands was the first Republican prisoner to die
on hunger strike in 1983.

The media are central in the provision of ideas and
images which people use to interpret and understand a
great deal of their everyday experience (1978: 78). More
specifically, they represent an institutionalised channel
for the distribution of social knowledge and hence a
potentially powerful instrument of social control,
sustaining or challenging the status quo. However, since
there is a variety of agencies which help to shape an
individual's perceptions, the role of the media is not
simple and unambiguous.

The Republican movement is most vociferous in its
promotion of Britain as oppressors, because community
acceptance of such norms, and their reproduction through
socialisation, serve the interests of both Sinn Fein and
the IRA. These organisations present their political
objectives as representing an escape from British
oppression, and as providing the possibility for self
determination within the land which is a birthright of
"the Irish". Given that the Republic of Ireland is
portrayed as the epitome of political freedom and
democracy, it is easy to see why Catholic children (many
of whom have never been in the Republic) idealise it when
drawing comparisons with Northern Ireland (see above: p.
132) .

Republican ideology has gained wide acceptance in
Colindale, and Sinn Fein achieve continued electoral
support through various strategies: their grass roots

commitment, to "relevant" social issues, their campaign to
rid the community of "offenders" such as joy-riders, sex
abusers, petty criminals etc., their anti-British
crusade, and their pragmatic support for popular
representations of Irish culture, the language, music,'
dance, art, sport etc. They have, for instance, set up a
series of advice centres in West Belfast, which deal most
specifically with issues of repression, housing, social
security and debt (Rolston 1991: 64)

The following case, a wedding celebration, indicates how
Republican ideologies can be communicated and fortified
in the daily lives of children. Liam and Louise held
their wedding reception in the Colindale Gaelic Athletic
Association (GAA) club. The club itself is a large port
a-cabin, surrounded by a high wire fence. A security man
took the names and addresses of all the guests, after
which we went inside to be seated. The interior of the
club was bedecked with Irish tricolour flags, and what
appeared to be banners of Republican war heros.

After the meal, entertainment was provided by a
traditional folk band, some of whom were related to the
groom. When they had completed their first session, the
stage was thrown open to the floor. After much
encouragement a young boy took the microphone and began
to sing an Irish ballad, which extolled the virtues of
"those brave Irish men fighting against the oppressor
England". When the boy faltered on some of the lyrics, an

older relative mouthed the correct words too him. During
this rendition others began to join in, and at the end
his efforts were greeted with loud cheers, applause and
demands for more.

It is clear that the ballads, poetry and folk songs which
have proliferated during Ireland's troubled history are a
means of reinforcing Irish Nationalism in West Belfast.
Unfortunately-,- the extent to which these symbols have
meaning in the minds of children is not something which I
would profess to address in this thesis.

Daily Life

Hans Furth (1978) makes the point that the assimilation
of social understanding is best conceptualised as a
continuous process of the child constructing, explaining
and testing out theories in connection with personal
encounters and interests.

As we have seen, many Catholic children have a very
secure knowledge of why the conflict exists, and of the
objectives of those groups involved in it. While the
seeds of their legitimating frameworks are planted by
parents and other socialising agents, they are nurtured
through children's experiences in the street and in the
playground.

In Colindale conflict and violence are an aspect of
everyday experience for children. Following are examples
of this which have been extracted from essays:

Boy, Catholic, 11 years:
The place where I live is full of graffiti and
vandalism. During the night and sometimes during
the day, you can see people writing on the walls
and on the railings etc. Up near St. Mary's, away
up in the mountains it's nice and peaceful. There
are no joy riders or people writing graffiti. All
there is in the mountains is grass and trees.
Where I live you get trouble with the IRA.
Sometimes you hear them knee capping a joy-rider.
Up our way, three times the IRA struck at the
British army. The first time they were shooting
and firing drogue bombs. The second, they shot a
Brit right through the head. The third, they had
a small shoot out. Every night there are cars
being stolen or people shooting each other.

Girl, Catholic, 12 years:
There is a lot of trouble where I live, like
hooding [hooliganism] and vandalism and graffiti
saying, "Up the Proves", "No Extradition". When
an IRA man gets killed there is a lot of trouble,
like hijacking vans and cars and buses. When the
three IRA men got shot in Gibraltar, my street
was like Beirut with vans, buses and cars lying
all around the road. The thing is they take them
off their own people. They even tried to take 'my
dad's van. They came into our house at about two
o'clock, and got my dad out of bed. As they had
replica guns my dad was going to give them the
keys, but he couldn't find them, so they just
went away. Later he informed the local Sinn Fein
office, and the hoods that came to our house got
their knees done by the proves.

Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
In my area there is a lot of trouble people being
shot or killed by bombs. Then sometimes there are
riots in which people hijack cars, buses and
lorries and put them across the roads to make a
road block and then they burn them. Here people
do this to show that they are angry at what the
police are doing like extradition. There can be a
lot of trouble because joyriders steal people's

cars and ruin them by skidding and crashing, and
then the IRA come and beat them up or even shoot
them in the knees and wrists. Sometimes its just
people in the estate who take action by stoning
or beating up the joyriders.

Many young boys also mention frequently antagonistic
interaction between themselves and local Protestant
youths:

Boy, Catholic, 12 years:
The country I live in is a very violent one with
bombs nearly everyday, hijacking, murders and
joyriding. The area I live in has its moments,
the local Protestants know me a bit too well
because there are always fights here between
Catholics and Protestants, but no one gets
seriously injured.
Some also speak of hostile relationships between
themselves and the security forces:

Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
The things that spoil this country are the army
roaming around the streets and lying in the grass
taking aiming practise on the moving targets, us.
I was once playing football and a Brit was lying
in the grass taking aim on the moving ball, what
a cheek - dickhead. They stand in the gardens -of
people's houses sometimes lying down, with their
big boots. This is why the young people give them
cheek and throw stones at them. I wish they would
get out of Ireland.
Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
The presence of army and RUC patrols in
Nationalist area can often flare up trouble among
the younger generation. To them this becomes
routine practice, a way of life. It has bee the
whole involvement and so called British citizens
in Ireland that has caused the problems.
Such representations of their environment are also
observable in Catholic children's drawings. Violence is

an element in almost 80% of them. Of these, 35% depict
the army as aggressors. Some show army violence against
locals, and one shows a boy being questioned at an army
checkpoint. The "think bubble" drawn above the boy's head
reveals that he thinks (but dares not say) that he
resents being asked personal questions by the "Brits"
force, while walking in his own estate (see Figures 8-16,
Appendix 4 ).

Not all experience of the conflict effects a retaliatory
response. One boy explained how the death of his brother
at the hands of the security forces evokes in him a
strong desire for peace. This is in spite of the fact
that he is proud of his ancestors who have fought for
Ireland:

Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
All of us are angry with the RUC because we've
all had a friend or relation murdered. In June
last year my own brother was killed. I thought
the man that done this would have paid for his
wrongness in court, but no. Now I know he suffers
when his day comes God will do what he thinks is
right. In 1992 Europe will become one and we will
be at peace, with our brothers and sisters. That
year cannot come quick enough for me, because I'm
sick of generations of Irish people being
murdered. In 1916 the IRB (Irish Republican
Brotherhood) had a cause to fight, but now they
don't have to.
In another case a girl told of how the death of her
friends brother, a Catholic policeman, forced her to
rethink her position on the conflict:

Girl, Catholic, 14 years:
When you grow up, you are one side or the other,
but I remember when I was in second form there
was a girl in my class whose brother was one of
three police men killed. No-one knew he was a
police man, because it's not the sort of thing
you would tell people round here. I remember that
it made me think that you can't say, right that's
one for them, or one for us. It's a lose of human
life, whoever dies. That experience touched me
personally because I knew someone who had had a
close relative die. Your instinct tells you that
they belong to one tribe or the other, but you
must stand back from that and see people, all
people as human. When you are younger you take
your attitudes from others, without really
understanding what they mean. When you get older
and wise up, you start thinking more for
yourself, and your attitudes change.
Some children at schools in Colindale travel to school
from regions outside the normal catchment area. Giventhat they live outside the ghetto estates, the media
probably provide the main channel of information for
them. This is reflected in responses such as the
following:

Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
The area I live in is predominantly Protestant.
It is a quiet village on the outskirts of
Belfast. The troubles in Northern Ireland are not
really close to us. The Irish Republican Army
have been terrorising both communities. I am
tired of turning on the news and hearing about
another dead man.

In common with a minority of Catholic children, this boy
has no sympathy for the IRA. Others, are even more
scathing in their attacks on Republican paramilitaries
and supporters. Indeed, one or two Catholic males are
even sympathetic towards the security forces. Common to
the background of these children is their more sustained

contact with Protestants (some are from mixed marriages,
others are from wealthier families living in
residentially mixed areas):

Girl, Catholic, 14 years:
The area I live in is well looked after by the
local community. There is a local golf club
approximately 500 yards from my home. There is
also a BMX rally bike course, which is quite good
fun. Where I live it's strictly Protestant, and
we get on well with the neighbours (even though
we are Catholic). In Northern Ireland there is
another side to the beauty. This is the turmoil
where we have nationalist terrorists the IRA and
INLA fighting a bloody war against loyalist
terrorists and the RUC. The whole set up is a
shambles civilians are being killed and brutal
attacks on the RUC are trying to be justified by
pure scum; Sinn Fein. But this goes on in both
sides of the community.

Many of these children identify their country as Northern
Ireland and some even express support for the political
status quo:

Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
I live in a mostly Protestant area, even though I
am a Catholic. The people are friendly and don't
care what religion I am. My parents have lived in
this area for over thirty years and have raised
eight children in it. There's lots of parks a
golf club, and a leisure centre, and the social
life for most people is usually very good. The
country of Northern Ireland has many problems,'
and the so called "troubles" have been going on
for the last twenty years. The Irish Republican
Army (IRA) say that they are fighting for a
united Ireland, with the British not playing a
part, while the UVF are fighting to have the
country the way it is now; joint with Britain. I
think we are better off the way it is now as we
are part of Britain who are a rich nation and
bring business to Northern Ireland, and if we
became a United Ireland we would have to put up
with all the problems with money in the
government of the South.

Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
I live on the outskirts of Belfast in a mostly
Protestant domain. Close to my home there is an
American Football Club. My friends who are the
coaches there asked me along. Now I really hate
missing a day's training. The players come from
Protestant and Catholic backgrounds. Religion is
not a topic of discussion in our club as we get
along fine. Northern Ireland can be a bad place
to live. The troubles over the last twenty years
have split the country in two; Protestants and
Catholics, Prod's and Taigs. Most Catholics want
a United Ireland. Isn't the Republic in a bad
enough state without another six counties? The
Protestants want Northern Ireland to stay under
the Queen's rule. I believe we are better to stay
as we are, part of the UK until the Republic's
government get some money. Isn't the level of
unemployment high enough without another six
counties of unemployed people to deal with?

The above arguments against a United Ireland are normally
more typical of the Protestant community who are secure
in their financial and economic position within the
United Kingdom.
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LEGITIMATION AND EXPERIENCE: BELLEVUE

In the previous section I have drawn on my experience
v/ithin the community in Colindale to help explain the
frameworks within which children there understand the
conflict. This approach seemed apposite, given that the
existence of the conflict is particularly overt in West
Belfast. However, in this section, which considers the
legitimating frameworks of Protestant children in
Bellevue, I have drawn more on my own experience of
growing up there, and in other Protestant areas. This is
because political attitudes in Bellevue are formed, less
in response to children's experience on the streets
(there is little evidence of Northern Ireland's political
turmoil on the estate), than to their experience within
the home.

In contrast to Catholic children, Protestants in Bellevue
are less likely to enter into theoretical discussions of
national identity (see above). As the following extracts
from essays indicate, the conflict plays a much less
significant role in their daily lives:
Girl, Protestant, 10 years:
I live in Northern Ireland it is in Great
Britain. I have a lot of interest in it. I live
in a town called Belfast the people are nice and
friendly, And there are lots of shops in Northern
Ireland and banks. I like to go to portrush and
Newcastle and newtownards, and cregagh, they are
the four places I like to go to and see,
yesterday, I went to Newcastle and it was great
fun.
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Boy, Protestant, 10 years:
In Bellevue there are loads and loads of trees,
especially in the forest. There is a park and a
centre [community centre]. Our school is right in
front of the centre and behind the centre is a
BMX course. At the back of our school we have a
field where our sports days are held. Over to the
right of our school is a BB [Boy's Brigade]
centre and BB pitches.
Girl, Protestant, 11 years:
Bellevue is a lovely place to live. It is
surrounded by trees and wild flowers. It is a
quiet place and there is no vandalism. We are
lucky to have a school and a lot of different
shops close by, instead of having to run half way
round the world to get a few odds and ends. We
have a lovely forest in which to walk the dogs.
It is good fun to live in Bellevue because there
are a lot of different things to do.
Boy, Protestant, 11 years:
I live in Northern Ireland. I have lived here all
my life and hope to do so. The sights are: The
Giants Causeway, Shaws Bridge, Bellevue house and
Bellevue Zoo. Since 20 years the troubles have
been going on between Protestants and Catholics.
We try to keep our area clean and tidy and I
think we could win a prise for the cleanest and
tidiest area in county Down.

Not only do children perceive their country as physically
attractive, but they have a positive image of the
education system and the employment situation:
Boy, Protestant, 11 years:
There is a good education here much better than
in England, and there are some good jobs. Shorts
is a good place to work. Harland and Wolff is
also a good place.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, many Protestant children come
from wealthier families. They are more mobile, take more
holidays and have access to a wider range of resources
and facilities within their own environment. Indeed, as
the following case indicates, the most overt political
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activity for children in Bellevue is the collecting of
wood for the 11th of July bonfires (see Chapter 4). Even
then, many children are unaware of the political and
religious connotations of this event.

Boy, Protestant, 13 years:
We have good fields and football pitches in
Bellevue, but at night there isn't so much to do.
The nearest disco is 4 miles away, and the ■
swimming pool is three miles away (50p on the
bus). The only great excitement is collecting
wood for the bonfire, and once we have collected
it we will watch it burn on the 11th night.

In comparison to West Belfast, Bellevue is bright and
clean, and only rarely do children have any direct
experience of the conflict. There is an extremely low
security presence, and to all intents and purposes
Bellevue is like any other housing estate in a "conflict
free" country This is reflected in the drawings of
Protestant children which seldom depict the violence and
conflict common in the pictures of Catholic children (see
Figures 1-8, Appendix 4).

Unlike in Colindale, Protestants in Bellevue are not
confronted on a daily basis, in their own estate with
anything which represents a threat to Unionism. Perhaps
the most serious challenge Unionism in recent years came
from the Anglo-Irish agreement. Its introduction was
greeted with mass rallies and riots against the Police
force (who were thought to be supportive of it) within
Protestant communities. However, initial fears have
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subsided given that it has achieved little in terms of
cross-border co-operation. One man in Bellevue commented,
The Anglo-Irish agreement was just a farce.
Unionists made their position clear at the time
and we have had little to fear since then.

However, in spite of peaceful, local level existence,
many Protestants feel seriously threatened by the
province wide activities of Republican paramilitaries and
politicians. This is reflected in the essays of some
children, wherein they explicitly state that it is
necessary to defend against those intent on destroying
the present political structure (see above, p. 139). The
following conversation with the father of two young boy's
provides an insight into such a world view, which might
be communicated to his children:
That bomb at the Barclay was desperate last
night. They'll [the IRA] stop at nothing. Like I
know some Catholics, and I think that a Catholic
can be fine, but if they were to start spouting
about the IRA or that I would soon go off them
pretty quickly. It's those extremists who are the
problem. The IRA are not fighting for people,
they are fighting for a socialist Republic. You
could take it back to Cromwell and the Planters
and all that stuff, and we are in the wrong - if
you go back. But the point is we're here now to
stay, and we won't give up a hold on a land
that's ours. I would go out and fight for this
land if it came to it, and my children would do
the same. When you have had experiences like I
have it means a lot to you. I've had friends in
the security forces killed, but the experience
I'll never forget was seeing my father's friend
murdered. I was only ten at the time, but that
sort of thing doesn't leave you. We've all had
our experiences of the troubles in my family, so
Catholics are OK at arms length, but my kids
would know never to bring them home to this
house. They would be disowned if they ever
thought of marrying them.
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Are you serious?
Yes, it just wouldn't work. In marriage there are
enough problems. You have to think about the
kids. How would you bring them up? Then there's
the security aspect of it. I just wouldn't trust
them.

In some cases, negative social attitudes extend to
include the Republic of Ireland. As in the case of the
IRA and the Catholic community, such evaluations are
based less on direct experience, than on the
internalisation of values which exist within Bellevue.
However, while there is indeed palpable antagonism in
South Belfast towards the Republic, especially since the
signing of the Anglo-Irish agreement in 1985 (cf. Bew and
Patterson 1987), I would suggest that negative values are
also related to children's perception of a link between
the Republic, Republicans, and the Irish Republican Army.

This perception is constructed through an interplay of
what children actually experience, and (in relation to
this experience) interpretation of those values mediated
through the channels of socialisation. Protestant
children cite the media, especially television, as their
main source of information:
Boy, Protestant, 9 years:
The worst thing in Belfast is that always on the
news or on the paper there is always someone
being shot.
Girl, Protestant, 9 years:
My country is very beautiful. There is a
beautiful forest just outside Newcastle called
Tollymore. You hear on the news that parts of
Northern Ireland have been blowing up. There are
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some bad parts to Northern Ireland with bad
people. Like in Enniskillen everybody was sitting
in Church and then a bomb went off.
Boy, Protestant, 10 years:
The Republic of Ireland destroys the country
which I live in. They plant bombs and destroy
buildings all around. Last year the Republic
planted a bomb in the Barclay and many people
were injured and windows were broke. On the news
you hear lots of things which the Republic do.

It is not surprising then, that when the information
internalised from media sources is assimilated with their
actual experience, some children conceptualise a conflict
which exists, not within Northern Ireland, but between it
and the Republic. It is also not surprising that
Catholics are perceived as living in Southern Ireland
while fighting a war with Protestants who are in Northern
Ireland, and that for many children the term "Catholic"
is replaceable by the term "Republican" (see above, p.
135) .

For an explanation of how Protestant children come to
make negative evaluative judgements of "Catholics",
"Republicans", "Southerners", "The IRA" etc, we need to
consider the filtering process through which they acquire
a selective view of the conflict. As noted above,
television probably provides one of the main sources of
information. However, as Gerald Lasser points out,
Television is not an isolated experience in a
child's life. Each child uses it in his own way.
What a child learns from television is only one
element in a complex balancing act of
simultaneous influences; peers, siblings, parents
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and people in his neighbourhood as well as
television (Lasser 1974: 206).

This argument makes sense when we consider, for example,
that the family play an active part in interpreting
elements of news programmes for children. This process
can be highlighted by the following experience which
reflects my memories of how news was implicitly mediated
to us in our family.

As soon as my father came home from work at around
5.30pm, he adjusted the television set to channels which
broadcast early evening news programmes. These programmes
were therefore running as we ate our evening meal. During
the course of news broadcasts my father frequently made
comment and expressed opinions on local political events
and sectarian killings. I can recall that his deepest
contempt and strongest expletives were reserved for the
IRA and their political supporters. Any report which
presented members of the IRA as having been killed or
imprisoned, were greeted with satisfaction and
interpreted as justifiable; "Well they only got what they
deserved", or "They'll not kill anyone else", were
frequent responses. The security forces, however, were
seen as innocent victims of "republican terrorism", and
their death or injury at the hands of the IRA, served to
fortify my father's distain for them.
Thus, while we as children had little desire to watch
news programmes, we were exposed to them, at tea time and
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again at nine o'clock in the evening and (if we were
still up) at ten o'clock. Moreover, we were often exposed
to my father's verbal interpretations of other media
sources which were freguently dominated by the conflict,
such as radio news, newspaper or magazine articles and so
on. My mother, though less verbal about it, usually
supported my father's viewpoint.

Similar attitudes were often expressed in conversations
between relatives and friends of our family. Indeed, when
my parents owned a shop in a large housing estate,
customers would often remark on the latest "atrocity"
committed by the other side. Positive images of the
security forces were fortified during my childhood
because neighbours, and friends were employed by the UDR
and the RUC. Off-duty police men and soldiers often came
into our shop (sometimes dressed in uniform) for friendly
chat. Given the effect of my own background experience,
it may be that the more frequent mention of local
security forces such as, the RUC and the UDR (as opposed
to the British army, who are much more frequently
mentioned by children in Colindale) in the essays of
Protestant children also reflects their more intimate
knowledge of them.

Parental interpretations of the conflict are implicit in
some of the data collected for this study:
Boy, Protestant, 11 years:
Northern Ireland would be a better place if all
the Catholics would leave and go back down South
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or where ever, (as Northern Ireland is meant to
be a Protestant country) and all this rubbish
that Tom King talks about, like the IRA will be
defeated in time is rubbish. The government
should send in the SAS to take action1.

It is interesting to note that while we were often within
hearing distance of my father's political opinions,
politics were seldom discussed with us, because they were
considered to be an "adult subject". This type of
implicit socialisation may help explain why some children
in South Belfast construct "mis-informed" representations
of the conflict situation,

but ones which make sense

according to their experience, and the information
available to them. Such as, that it exists between
Protestants in North of Ireland and Catholics in the
South (see above, p 134).

As noted above, the avoidance of political discussion is
not unique to the home environment, pupils at schools in
Bellevue also complain about the reluctance of teachers
to broach the subject of the Northern Ireland conflict.

The above data compliment a study by Hartman and Husband
(1974). They found that in areas of America, without
large immigrant populations, children obtained their
knowledge, ideas and opinions about them predominantly
through exposure to the media, rather than through
personal experience. They found that, as a consequence,

1. During the period of fieldwork Tom King was the
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland.
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immigrants were seen as causing trouble and conflict, and
as being a social problem.

Some social scientists have observed that not only do
parents provide a selective interpretation of media news,
but the media themselves are responsible for structuring
social reality (Hall 1978: 58). Westergaard (1974)
suggests that the process through which they make an
event intelligible is a social process, constituted by a
number of journalistic practices which embody crucial
assumptions about what society is, and how it works.
Central to these assumptions is the belief in the
consensus nature of society; that is, we exist as members
of a society because it is assumed that we share a common
stock of cultural knowledge.

According to Westergaard, this consensus viewpoint has
important political consequences because it carries the
assumption that we all have roughly the same interests in
society and roughly the same share of power. There
supposedly exists no conflict of interests between groups
and classes. Further, there are legitimate and
constitutional means for resolving conflicts that do
occur and members of society enjoy equality before the
law, and equal access to decision making opportunities,
by means of conventional institutions of parliamentary
democracy. Since legitimate political activity is seen to
be conducted only through parliamentary democratic
channels, the media tend to regard any activity going
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beyond this as not permissible, and the perpetrators as
less credible actors.

Thus, non-consensus activities and opinions receive great
critical attention or no attention at all. When such
views do appear, they are made to seem peripheral and
fanatical. They are commonly held to represent a world
view which is unacceptable as an understanding of reality
(Westergaard 1974: 110-113).

Many Catholics in West Belfast feel that the main British
TV channels (BBC 1, and BBC 2), and to some extent ITV,
represent a consensus world view, which bears little
relation to their own. They feel this is especially true
in political or news broadcasts, where the underlying
assumption is in the justice of the British legal system.
Furthermore, many Catholics feel that the cause of Irish
nationalism has been misrepresented by the British
television media.

In the light of this disatisfaction many homes in
Colindale have installed aerials which allow them to
receive RTE (Radio Telefas Eirean), the main television
channels in the Republic of Ireland. They feel that RTE
projects a "truer" representation of their perspective on
the world. This is not surprising given that they
identify more closely with the Irish cultural content of
RTE programmes.
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SOCIALISATION AND INTERPRETATION

The extremities in the representational models developed
by children in Colindale and Bellevue can be clarified by
considering the separate interpretations of the following
events which occurred during my fieldwork. The first
relates to the death of three IRA volunteers; killed by
the SAS while on active service in Gibraltar (see Chapter
4). The morning after this event, I overheard a man
remark to a shop keeper in Colindale that, "The poor kids
hadn't a chance, but that's British justice for ye. Shoot
to kill". On the afternoon of the same day a man in
Bellevue commented, "They were dirty IRA bastards and
shooting was too good for them".

For the Catholic man then, this event was interpreted
according to his perception that Irish people will never
receive justice at the hands of a British government. The
Protestant man interpreted the same event according to
his world view that the IRA are terrorists who are
fighting an unjustifiable war. For him, the Gibraltar
three were on a mission to kill innocent British
servicemen, and as such deserved more than the "leniency"
of death by the bullet.

Another event highlights how children have developed
similar interpretive models. In April 1983, two British
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soldiers were killed in West Belfast by an angry mob
attending the funeral of three local people (see Chapter
4). The media version of the story was that the soldiers
were off duty and had strayed into the funerals
accidentally. This interpretation of events was accepted
by Protestants. One Protestant child (age 10) commented
that,

"...The two soldiers were murdered by all the

Catholic people, and they didn't even do anything because
they just ended up in the funerals by accident". In West
Belfast a Catholic child of similar age commented that,
"They were undercover soldiers who came to the funerals
even though the police said there would be no security".
For him then, the media are not to be trusted, and the
appearance of the two "undercover" soldiers, at a funeral
in which the RUC had promised a low security presence, is
evidence of a typical betrayal on the part of the
security forces.

The perception of the situation is a vitally important
determinant of the judgements made. For many Catholics,
every event or issue, such as unemployment, the legal
system, economics and politics are interpreted in the
knowledge that the Irish always have been, and always
will be discriminated against by the British (see Chapter
4). The following conversation took place between myself
and a boy from Colindale who had played truant from
school:
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Boy, Catholic, 14 years:
What made you take today off school?
I don't like school, there's nothin' to do, it's
borin'.
But sure if you don't, go and get some
qualifications you wont get a job.
I'm signin' on when I leave, all my friends are.
Why?
Because there's no jobs round here. My brother's
signin' on and my da's been signin' on for years.
Would you not look for work somewhere else in
Belfast?
What some Orange place? Fuck off, they'd kill me.
Such stereotypical perceptions are not only interpreted
through the prejudicial knowledge which have been
internalised, but they also serve to confirm that
knowledge.

However, while Catholic children say, for example, that
they are discriminated against working in traditionally
Protestant companies like Harland and Wolff or Shorts
(and this may indeed be the case) it is also true that
such children are not given careers advice on job
opportunities which exist within them. Furthermore, many
prospective employees from West Belfast would refuse to
travel to work in the East of the city (where these
companies are located).

For Protestants, local level events like the above, are
normally only experienced through the media which filter
information according to their position within the social
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system. Furthermore, Protestants are generally secure in
their constitutional position, and accepting of the
political status quo. Any groups or organisations which
oppose the ideals of Unionism are viewed as eminently
threatening.

Thus initial understandings of local level experience
play an important part in the Ulster situation because
interpretations of any event are based on the overriding
importance of the rigourous dichotomisation of society
into two opposing groups, and it is this belief which
creates the reality. As Harris (1986) argues, the more
members of a minority believe themselves to be
discriminated against, the firmer will be their
conviction that they live in a dichotomised world. More
generally, Gluckmann (1964) agrees that a society with a
single dominant cleavage, rooted in the fundamental
conflict of the system tends to run through all social
relationships (cf. Leo Howe 1989).

SUMMARY

It is clear that being born into a Catholic or Protestant
community in West or South Belfast is not only the most
important determinant of national identity, but also of
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the frameworks which are internalised to comprehend these
identities.

In Colindale incipient representations of Irishness are
frequently followed by elaborate legitimating frameworks
which draw on the inequity of the historical and
contemporary political struggle between the Irish and the
British. Irish identities are frequently presented by
children as triumph in the face of adversity.
Republicanism represents, for many, a route to selfdetermination and the achievement of the political ideal,
a United and Free Ireland. It is from the viewpoint of an
oppressed nation that we must understand the political
loyalties and allegiances of most children in Colindale.

However, not all children share the same cultural
knowledge. Some in Colindale perceive the Northern
Ireland conflict and their position within it from a
perspective more characteristic of Protestants within
Northern Ireland. This has been attributed to their
significantly more wealthy and integrated backgrounds.

In Bellevue most children espouse British identities.
They are constructed in the knowledge of political
security and superiority, and in the awareness of an
unquestionable unity with Britain. It is through this
knowledge that children interpret their position in
relation to the conflict, and categorise the various
groups involved in it.
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Unlike their Catholic counterparts few provide elaborate
explanatory frameworks for their national and political
allegiance. It has been suggested that this reflects the
more secure position of Protestants in Northern Ireland.
It is also indicative of their detachment from first hand
experience of the conflict.

There are exceptions to this generality. Some Protestant
children are more militant, indicating their
participation in sub-cultures which legitimise the need
to defend the status guo. Such groups and organisations
place great emphasis on the threat presented by
Republicanism and the IRA, and recent moves by the
British to involve the government of the Republic in
Northern Ireland affairs.

In both communities, in-groups and out-groups are
categorised according to their perceived position
regarding the political framework within which individual
children understand the conflict. Thus those whom
children can identify as sharing their knowledge become
the in-group. Alternatively, those who are identified as
holding ideas which oppose in-group knowledge, represent
a threat to a particular reality and are therefore
identified as out-groups.

The shared cultural knowledge which has been communicated
to children through families and other agents of
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socialisation is apparently responsible for the
internalisation of particular cultural perspectives.
However, it has been noted that this is not a one way
process. Children also participate and experience
different social worlds. In Colindale experience is
generally characterised by the ghetto life, high
unemployment, attendant social problems, and the negative
effects of British "occupation" in the community. In
Bellevue, greater wealth, lower security, minimal
conflict, many contribute to the formation of a positive
"British" identity.

While the above comparison gives some indication of the
disparity in the socialisation experiences of children
from two distinctly Nationalist and Unionist communities,
it provides little indication of how the same children
utilise and manage their negative social attitudes when
confronted with situations which comprise actors from
both cultural traditions.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONTACT AND RECONCILIATION IN NORTHERN IRELAND: AN
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH

In the previous chapters I have considered the contrasts
and comparisons between Protestant and Catholic children
attending segregated schools in the polarised communities
of Bellevue and Colindale. I have established to some
degree how identity is constructed within these
environments, and the extent to which their national and
regional identities are relevant to

children's

representational models of their country.

In Chapter 7 I intend to consider how religious
identities and national allegiances are managed by
children from the same communities who are presented with
an ethnically mixed situation. I shall do this by
focusing on data from a selection of children at the
integrated school, Lisnareagh College, all of whom have
transferred from primary schools in West and South
Belfast. The principal objective will therefore be a
consideration of the relationship between identity and
social context.

There has been considerable interest among Northern
Ireland

ethnographers in this dialectic. Thus, before

launching into an interpretation of my own data, I think
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it is apposite to consider the findings of previous'
research.

Some anthropologists interested in identity, have been
primarily concerned with the situations observed in mixed
communities in Northern Ireland. They have been intrigued
by the fact that Protestants and Catholics can co-exist
peacefully at an interpersonal level, and yet can, in
other contexts, exhibit strong prejudicial attitudes
towards their respective out-groups. Harris identified
her research problem in the mixed community of Ballybeg
as

follows:
It seems to me that to understand this apparent
paradox of intermingled yet separate populations
it is essential to look closely at the patterns
of interaction of individuals. This reveals how
easy it is for certain people to live cheek by
jowl with members of "the other side" and yet,
without necessarily intending this, be socially
quite isolated from them (Harris 1986: ix)

She, like others, examines strategies developed by
individuals to deal with social interactions in which
religious and political identity are potentially
disruptive issues.

MIXED COMMUNITIES

There is general agreement among anthropologists that
negative social attitudes towards perceived out-groups
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continue to persist in Northern Ireland largely because
of the divided institutional system, a legacy of the
continuing struggle between the British and Irish in
Ireland. In his study of Kildarragh, Leyton (1974) even
goes so far as to suggest that the "dual societies" model
can be applied to Northern Ireland. This model is
characterised by,
A system of antithetical institutions with the
associated symbols, ideas and meanings in terms
of which social interaction takes place (Leyton
1974: 186).

Accordingly, society is characterised by "structural
opposition", manifest in a series of similar institutions
with opposing value systems.

In Kildarragh, Leyton states, the "orange" (Protestant)
side of this system can be represented by symbols such as
"the Queen" and "the Union Jack". A parallel "green" side
is represented by opposing symbols of "the Pope" and "the
Tricolour". For Protestants, the Queen and the Union Jack
are symbols of their patriotism, whereas "green" symbols
represent for them, bigotry and treachery. These meanings
can be inverted to give a Catholic perception of society.
According to Leyton, this model can be applied to many
other sectarian institutions, such as schools, churches,
political parties, rituals, kinship obligations, etc.

He states that, since membership of each opposing
"structure" is ascribed by birth, values internalised
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during socialisation are often responsible for the
negative out-group biases and prejudices held by many
adults.

The saving grace in Kildarragh is that some, albeit a
few, institutions are integrated (comprising both
Protestants and Catholics in roughly even numbers), and
they survive to keep violence at a low level because they
are based on a set of values shared by both communities,
such as common humanity, Christianity, regional identity
and mutual respect:
...Kildarragh's relative stability in the midst
of violent rhetoric and violent acts has been
maintained not through force of arms, but through
important sets of shared values and integrating
structures... a common value system (can) operate
to suppress violence and bring a measure of
equilibrium to Kildarragh (Leyton 1974: 194).

While the dual societies model may contribute to our
understanding of the management of the Northern Ireland
conflict. It is more than the maintenance of a balance
between integrative and oppositional forces which has
kept fatalities to a minimum.

Although Leyton acknowledges that, "...forces outside
Northern Ireland may crush the fragile intergrative value
structures" (Leyton 1974: 186), I would suggest that
there are other forces, within the country, such as the
high security presence, which may also contribute to the
relative state of calm in rural communities.
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Other anthropologists, in agreement with Leyton, conclude
that ascription into separate social networks, is to a
great extent responsible for perpetuation of social
division. Harris (1986) argues that this is because
individuals have tenacious links with formal
organisations, such as schools, political parties etc.,
all of which have a strong religious bias. Speaking of
her informants in the mixed community of Ballybeg, she
states,
Their ties with co-religionists are thus
constantly reinforced, whilst their links across
the religious divide are, at this level,
extremely tenuous (Harris 1986: x).

According to Harris, ties with co-religionists and values
present among both Protestants and Catholics, which
dictate that "one should always help one's own", ensure
that even economic relationships have an inbuilt
religious bias in Ballybeg. Furthermore, strong religious
affiliation makes certain a pattern of endogamy. Since
such behavioural norms are present at a general level
within Northern Ireland, it is not surprising, as Harris
notes, that social networks are largely sectarian (cf.
Buckley 1989, Larsen 1982: 140-142).

Like Leyton, she notes that peaceful co-existence is
achieved because both communities share, to some extent,
a common culture, and a common set of "integrationalist"
values:
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Despite their differences it is apparent that
there is, by and large, a vast amount in common
between households at the same economic level
whatever their religious affiliation. This
similarity extends not merely to similar
standards of living, to family and kin in
general, but to ideas about the duties neighbours
owe to each other, more general values regarding
good and bad conduct, what commands and what
loses respect (Harris 1986:ix-x).

It is recognised by informants that, in order to carry
integrative values through everyday life, controversial
issues, or subjects in which in-group attitudes might be
deemed offensive by the out-group (such as politics and
religion), must be avoided. Larsen, in her study of the
mixed rural community, Kilbroney, notes that the
importance attached to group identity is emphasised by
the strategy of avoidance:
Smooth interaction is further enforced as
participants observe the local rule of decent
behaviour, which involves carrying out
obligations in a cheerful and friendly way and
refraining from any display of hostility. There
are normative rules, expressed through statements
of ideals and evaluations of people's behaviour.
The participants have some values in common, and
they can thus establish a basis of certain mutual
understanding and co-operation. Interaction can
take place because one is reasonably sure that
no-one present will raise any controversial
topic. This does not mean that their different
positions in relation to conflict have become
less important. On the contrary it could be
argued that the paramount importance of the
conflict is demonstrated precisely by the great
care that is taken to avoid any mention of it
(Larsen 1982: 154).

In other words, she is suggesting that, while in some
contexts contact is guided by shared norms of proper
behaviour, it is also constrained by the awareness of
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group difference. These constraints mean that while
friendly relationships can exist in some contexts,
Catholics and Protestants can also remain in complete
ignorance of each others beliefs. Harris makes the same
observation in Ballybeg when she notes that all social
interactions are influenced by a consciousness of
religious affiliation:
Just as behaviour and speech of individuals is
influenced automatically by the sex and age of
others with whom they are interacting, so here
they are just as influenced by a consciousness of
religious affiliation. The cleavage between the
religious groups is such that on almost every
issue, local or national there is a Catholic
viewpoint and a different Protestant viewpoint.
It scarcely matters whether an individual boldly
expresses a partisan opinion, or more likely, is
constrained to refrain from doing so in order to
avoid giving offence to his companions. Whatever
alternative he chooses, the fundamental
significance of the religious roles played by
himself and others is necessarily reiterated
whenever his behaviour is influenced by his
awareness of the differing opinions of others in other words whenever Protestant and Catholic
meet. Thus all social relationships are pervaded
by the consciousness of the religious dichotomy
(Harris 1986: xi).

While most anthropologists in Northern Ireland identify
ascribed social status and socialisation within separate
social networks as largely responsible for the conflict,
they tend to focus their attention primarily on the
apparently paradoxical relationship between peaceful co
existence and opposing group identities (see Buckley
1989) However, in their efforts to explain peaceful’
interaction, some may have played down local disputes,
which undoubtedly exist, and are most probably imbued
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with the same religious and political significance that
influences almost all interaction in mixed communities.

Some anthropologists in their work elsewhere lay primary
emphasis on the conflict which can erupt even in the face
of an apparent integrative value system. Leo Howe for
instance, argues that conflict will exist in any social
structure where there is an unequal distribution of power
or resources, even when peaceful values form an important
element of socialisation processes (Howe 1989: 100-117).
In applying his model to Bali, he criticizes the image
presented by Geertz (1963), who portrays Balinese
cultural values and socialisation methods as acting to
constrain the explicit use of aggressive behaviour. Howe
states that, while such value systems may have some
effect, they are certainly not completely successful in
reducing violence or conflict to an acceptable level by
Balinese standards. Indeed he observes that in some
disputes, "the yoke of culture and socialisation is
almost totally thrown off" (ibid: 113).

Howe explains violent behaviour in Bali as being largely
a consequence of the hierarchical structure which exists
there. Given this system, he states, children will be
exposed to socialisation processes and experiences which
embrace not only potentially integrative, but also
divisive values. He notes that this element of social
life is largely overlooked by Geertz, who presents a
somewhat idealistic image of Bali.
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Howe's analysis, which he sums up as follows, undoubtedly
has some relevance to the situation which exists in
Ulster:
In highly differentiated societies in which
people are locked into social, economic, and
political units from which they cannot easily
extricate themselves, conflicts are likely to
arise more frequently, be more socially
disruptive, and hence generate intense emotional
states. If people cannot easily escape such
situations, the constraining effect of cultural
values espousing peaceful interaction will be
less powerful (Howe 1989: 114).

CHILDREN AND THE CONFLICT

While anthropologists have provided extensive data and
analysis on the Northern Ireland problem from a community
perspective, few (in common with the majority of their
colleagues world-wide) have isolated children as the main
focus of their research (see Chapter 1).

From an academic point of view, the dearth of such
qualitative research has meant that in the past there has
been very little to counterbalance or substantiate
analyses which have often been limited by the purely
quantitative methodology preferred by other disciplines1.
More recently the situation has improved, some social
1. For an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of
qualitative and quantitative research methodologies, see
Chapter 3.
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psychologists and sociologists have adopted less formal
qualitative methodologies in their research with children
(see for example, Gallagher et al. 1985, Hinds 1985,
Maguire 1985, Murray 1985, Smith and Dunn 1990).

Contact Schemes

Although anthropologists have concentrated primarily on
adult interaction within mixed communities, other social
scientists have considered how Protestant and Catholic
children in Northern Ireland adapt to short or long term
contact and integration. Emanating from this research is
a body of theory which is relevant to the situation
observed by anthropologists in mixed communities, wherein
specific strategies are employed to deal with different
social contexts.

Since a comprehensive overview of short term projects is
available elsewhere (Trew 1989: 113-160), I shall briefly
outline here only the main conclusions reached by
researchers.

Lockhart and Elliot (1980: 100-115) focused on the social
attitudes of young, male, Protestant and Catholic
offenders, who had been placed in a residential centra
for a five week assessment period. They informally
observed that within a few days boys had made friendships
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easily without regard to religion, and that during the
five weeks sectarian hostility was minimal.

They also attempted to measure social attitudes by using
"repertory grid" methodology (ibid: 102). This involved
showing each a series of cards, half of which carried
statements relating to groups, such as: "boys like me",
"Catholic

boys", "boys my own age", "the police", "the

British army", etc. These were categorised by Lockhart
and Elliott as representing "...peers, authority,
paramilitary and neutral" (ibid: 103). Positive and
negative criteria were noted on the other half of the
cards such as: "most likely to fight", "least likely to
fight", "I like best", "I dislike most", "most likely to
cause damage", "least likely to cause damage", etc. Boys
were then asked to match groups with appropriate
criteria, this was done as they entered the centre, as
they left, and then five weeks later.

According to Lockhart and Elliott results suggest that
within a relatively short period of exposure to each
other, attitudes can change and a closer identification
can occur (ibid: 107). This, they say, is indicated by
the fact that in the opening test Catholic and Protestant
boys constructed "boys like me" similarly, yet showed
considerable difference in how they constructed "Roman
Catholic boys" and "Protestant boys" (suggesting that
they saw themselves as divided and different). After five
weeks boys made less distinction between "Protestant
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boys" and "Catholic boys". In spite of this, few changes
are noted over the five weeks regarding the statements
attributed to the security forces and paramilitaries.

There are a number of problems with Lockhart and
Elliott's quantitative approach. In the first place,
their categorisation of groups are subjective, and may
therefore have little relevance to the boys. For example,
while it is doubtful that the police and the British army
reflect "the law" for some Catholic boys, the
paramilitaries on the other hand may represent legitimate
authority for them. Secondly, in this laboratory
situation, boys were presented with statements (which
they may never before have considered relevant to any
group) and were obliged to match them with a limited
series of social groups. The extent to which responses
indicate their world view, or might influence their
behaviour, is therefore questionable.

Despite the limitations of their research methodology, it
is notable that negative social stereotypes remain even
after ten weeks. Given this, I would suggest that, rather
than the boys having modified perceptions, or having made
closer identifications with the out-group, as a
consequence of contact (ibid: 114), it may be that they
have drawn on those integrative values which allow them
to deal with such a situation peacefully. This conclusion
would substantiate observations made in mixed communities
(see above,p. 184-186)).
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In a similar study, Bunting and McCormack (1985)
informally monitored interaction between Protestant and
Catholic boys on a five day football training course.
They found that, while teenagers

tended to gravitate

towards boys of their own religion, organised activity
facilitated a significant amount of inter-religious
interaction. They note that sectarian social attitudes
were played down during such interactions.

Other studies carried out at integrated schools in
Northern Ireland also indicate that religious
denomination is no barrier to personal friendships (see
Irwin 1991, Akenson 1983).

Holiday Projects West (HPW)

During the early 1970's media coverage of children
rioting in the streets of Belfast and Londonderry led
concerned groups in England, Ireland (North and South),
mainland Europe and America to offer money and resources
for Northern Ireland children's holidays. In 1972 Holiday
Projects Derry (subsequently Holiday Projects West) was
set up to rationalise and organise the many holidays that
were being offered at that time (Trew 1989: 134).
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Hinds investigated social attitudes of Protestant and
Catholic children attending a cross community holiday
organised by HPW. In so far as was possible he became a
participant observer by taking on the role of "monitor"
(group leader). The holiday took place from 19-30 August
1984. It was attended by 19 young people, aged between 17
and 19 (6 Protestants and 13 Catholics) from "deprived"
backgrounds. They were monitored by 5 leaders (Hinds
1984: 1).

The stated objectives of the holidays were:
1. To enable children in need to have a holiday.
2. To enable children to mix.
A deliberate attempt was made to foster inter-religious
friendships. For example, children were put into mixed
dormitories (ibid: 2).

During the holiday Hinds did not observe any sectarian
hostility and he found that children from both religious
denominations did make friends easily. However, he noted
that the holiday appeared to have no significant
influence on sectarian attitudes (ibid: 6).

He acknowledges that this observation is not surprising,
given that many of the monitors were unaware of the
objectives of HPW. Most thought they were there simply to
give disadvantaged children a chance to "get away from it
all" (ibid: 7). Hinds also noted that, on a training
weekend for volunteer monitors prior to the holiday,
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Protestants were far outnumbered by Catholics. Out of 44
escorts, only 3 were Protestant. He felt that Protestants
were therefore somewhat "suspicious" of Catholic
colleagues (ibid: 9). When this was articulated during a
discussion, he noted that quite a few monitors left the
room rather than address the issue (ibid: 10), no doubt
adding to Protestant misgivings. Given this, and the fact
that there was a disproportionate representation of
Catholics and Protestants on the subsequent holiday, it
comes as no surprise that sectarian confrontations and
discussions were conscientiously avoided. Hinds notes one
of the HPW volunteers as stating,
Sectarianism is rarely an overt issue during the
holidays and when it does arise attention is
directed to something less divisive (ibid: 10).

Cairns (1987) has suggested that the reason why such
projects may have been "unsuccessful" in effecting
positive social attitudes may be attributable to two
beliefs which form part of the unspoken philosophy of
contact schemes:
1. Contact will be more positive if it occurs early in
lif e.
2. The greater the amount of contact the more effective
it is likely to be.

These beliefs are based on Allport's contact hypothesis
which suggests that segregation fosters hostility because
it prevents the interaction necessary for individuals to
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become aware of their similarities (see Chapter 2, p.
43 ) .

Inconsistent with Hinds' observations, some research
indicates that not only do children make inter-religious
friendships easily, but that social attitudes among
Protestant and Catholic children greatly improve as a
result of increased contact with the other side.

In support of this, Irwin (1991) suggests that, as a
result of their attending an integrated school, some
Belfast children become less negative in their
perceptions and understanding of the out-group. He sees
this as being reflected by the fact that, when asked to
write an essay entitled "My Country", children from
polarised communities, are less likely than their peers
at segregated schools, to present prejudiced,
stereotyped, political and religious attitudes (Irwin
1991: 37-47). He also argues that positive social
attitudes are implicit in children's ability to make
lasting friendships across the religious divide (ibid:
61-69)1.

Similarly, Frazer (1972), in an article entitled "At
School During A Guerilla War", says that he was told that

1. On the basis of the same data, I will argue that the
absence of sectarian attitudes in children's essays may
be a further indication of "avoidance strategies" , or
may be a consequence of a significantly more integrated,
upbringing. Thus, I would question Irwin's contention
that interpersonal friendships can be said to represent
an amelioration of negative social attitudes.
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no polarisation exists in mixed special schools. However,
this is not substantiated by Blease (1975), the principal
teacher in such a school for children with emotional
problems. He observes that while inter-religious
relationships are peaceful for most of the time, tensions
become apparent during certain times such as the
Republican hunger strikes (Blease 1975: 29-30). This
would support Howe's theory (see above), that it is'
difficult to sustain integrative values when there exist
perceived inequalities in the social structure. The
hunger strikes in 1981 highlighted Republican prisoners'
anger and frustration at what they believed to be
inequality within the prison system. The fact that some
starved themselves to death, was interpreted by many
Catholics as a symbol of powerlessness in the face of an
oppressive British government.

In general, research on short term contact, in common
with research on inter-group contact within the
community, indicates that, while religion is not a
barrier to personal friendships between Protestants and
Catholics, such relationships have little influence on
social understandings and beliefs about the "out-group".
These observations support Social Identity Theory which
followed in the wake of criticisms to Allport's contact
hypothesis (see Chapter 2, p. 44-47).
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Reconciliation Schemes

Some reconciliation schemes in Northern Ireland have been
designed to address divisive issues, though most
encourage only superficial contact. As McCartney (1985)
notes, projects which "face the music" are relatively
rare (ibid: 4).

Neve Shalom/Holidav Projects West; Conflict Resolution
Workshops

These workshops were organised on an ad hoc basis by a
group of Arabs and Jews from a reconciliation centre in
Israel, and a group of leaders from a Northern Ireland
children's holiday organisation. One of the aims was to
adapt and apply reconciliation techniques developed in
Israel to the local conditions.

The workshops were also designed to confront sensitive
issues, and to encourage cooperation and the desire for
co-existence through group discussions, as well as shared
activities (Neve Shalom 1984). They attempted to make
group allegiances salient, rather than ignoring them. Two
"Neve Shalom" workshops and their reunion weekends,
observed by Hinds (1985), Maguire (1985) and McWhirter et
ad.

(1985) were organised by a join team of Arabs and

Jews from a reconciliation centre in Israel, and leaders
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from NICHS. Commenting on the first McWhirter et al. have
written,
Throughout the six days attention was given to
listening skills, to building up interpersonal
trust, to assuming responsibility, and from the
third day onwards to directly confronting the
religious and social political issues which
underpin the social conflict in Northern Ireland
(McWhirter et al. 1985: 17).

The second workshop evaluated by Hinds was attended- by a
mixed group of 29 teenagers from two neighbouring
Catholic and Protestant schools in Limavady. It took
place over six days at the residential centre "Hampton"
in Belfast. Hinds became a participant observer, he also
administered a questionnaire and asked young people to
keep a diary (Hinds 1985).

During their six day stay, attempts were made through
games to allow young people to "step into each others
shoes" as Catholics and Protestants. Initially some games
created disruption and conflict as children from the
different schools articulated their prejudices. Others
refused to co-operate "for fear of offending". As the
workshops progressed though, young people became more
open to discussion on political and religious
differences. At one point they were asked to pin issues
for debate on a notice board. They included: St Patrick's
day, parades, mixed marriages, Sinn Fein, Democratic
Unionist Party (DUP), intimidation, mixed schools,
segregation and the hunger strikes.
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During subsequent discussions many of the stereotypes
held by each side were dispelled. One Catholic girl noted
in her diary,
Today we discussed some of the problems that we
have in talking and expressing our feelings. One
of the most popular feelings is anger. I feel now
that we are much closer to each other and we know
more about each other. We not only recognise
people as Catholics and Protestants but as people
(Hinds 1985: 14).

Observations at a reunion weekend some weeks later
indicated that some inter-religious friendships had been
maintained by some young people after they had returned
to Limavady. One Protestant boy stated,
Rory's real thick about..., he's heavily into
being a Catholic so he is, because of his
background - he had his views and we had ours,
but we accepted each other, and we sort of worked
things out the way we thought it should have been
(ibid: 15).

However, during this weekend it also became apparent
that, in times of political crises, some boys would
continue to behave according to their identity as
Catholics and Protestants, and according to their co
religionist peer group loyalty. For example, Hinds asked
if the Loyalist hunger strikes at Magilligan would create
trouble among boys who had become friends at Hampton. Two
boys replied that they wouldn't walk away from any
confrontation with "the other side", such as stone
throwing, because in doing so, they would incur the wrath
of friends from their own school.
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Maguire observed a similar holiday organised for 36
Catholic and Protestant young people from Londonderry.
Like Hinds, she noted that while stereotyping and
prejudice certainly seemed to be reduced among some young
people, others made little effort to participate in
discussions which they felt would require compromise in
their group allegiance. These children, she notes, held
particularly strong sectarian attitudes (Maguire 1985:
7) •

Qualitative observations made by Gallagher et al (1985),
in a follow up study five months later, indicate that,
while negative attitudes among some young people had been
reduced, the stereotyped thinking of others had
increased. This is not surprising given that some young
people showed little commitment to integration during the
workshops. Indeed, in these cases, where minds were
firmly closed to any suggestion of alternative world
views, it is likely that Conflict Resolution Workshops
may actually have served to reinforce stereotypes.

Education for Mutual Understanding (EMU) and Inter-School
Links

EMU is one of six cross-curricular themes which became
part of the statutory curriculum for all schools in
Northern Ireland by virtue of the Education Reform
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(Northern Ireland) order 1989. Guidance materials for
teachers with regard to EMU have been issued through the
Northern Ireland Curriculum Council (NICC). They state
that,
Through EMU pupils should:
-learn to respect and value themselves and
others;
-appreciate the interdependence of people within
the local community, the European Community and
the wider world
-know about and understand what is shared as well
as what is different about their cultural
traditions;
-appreciate the benefits of resolving conflict by
non-violent means (NICC 1990: 2).

Although inter-school contact is not a compulsory
precondition for achieving these objectives, the report
suggests that pupils should experience EMU through inter
religious contact (ibid: 35-36).

Smith and Dunn (1990) evaluated the influence of EMU and
inter-school contact, over a four year period from 19861990, in two schools in Strabane. Their methods included
interviewing parents, teachers and pupils, administering
questionnaires and asking children to write essays on "My
Country".

Among the questions asked in the questionnaire was one
about the identity of the respondent's capital city.
Neither this question nor the essays on "My Country",
provided any evidence to suggest that pupils' identities
in terms of national allegiances, were eroded by the
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history programme1 or by the experience of inter-school
contact (1990: 33). They did observe though, that EMU may
have encouraged some pupils to become more aware of the
"other" community (ibid: 39). However, they sounded a
cautionary note regarding positive expectations which
have been attached to the EMU programme and inter-school
links:
...it is crucial to have realistic expectations
of what sort of "understanding" may emerge from
the contact experience. Such understanding is
unlikely to be manifested by pupils having sudden
insight into what it is like to be a member of
the "other community"; so that they no longer
perceive relationships between the two
communities to be problematic. It is much more
likely that the experience of contact,
particularly if it has explored issues relevant
to our history, can best hope to encourage a more
critical attitude in pupils. This manifests
itself by pupils questioning "accepted versions"
within their own community, but weighing the
evidence and arriving at their own view,
accepting that a reaffirmation of their own
cultural group's version is as legitimate an
outcome as rejection. We have suggested that one
aspect of this may be that pupils provide
evidence of "uncertainty" where previously issues
had seemed simple and clear cut (ibid: 40).

They note, for example, that the history programme made
some impact in communicating to pupils historical
concepts and knowledge. It explored different meanings
attached by Catholics and Protestants to terms such- as,
"plantation", "native", etc. It also attempted to
inculcate knowledge regarding reasons for emigration, and
knowledge of the different groups which settled in

1. The history programme has been designed to educate
children (within their own school) according to the
historical and cultural backgrounds of both communities.
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Ireland during its past. According to Smith and Dunn,
results were positive. Among some young people, for
example, perception of the term "native" was different
before and after the programme, suggesting that some
uncertainty may have been generated about who might be
regarded as indigenous people in Ireland (ibid: 35-36).

Although they recognise the potential for formal
education to influence negative social attitudes, Smith
and Dunn stress that this should not be over estimated
because, as an agent of socialisation, the school plays a
relatively minor role:
...our prejudices andlinsecurities have been
transmitted to children in a variety of ways
which are elusive and difficult to comprehend,
but it has been done with a skill and
sophistication that a formal system of education
would find difficult to match. This overall
impression lends support to the view that
education has a role to play in counter-balancing
some of the less-conscious aspects of cultural
socialization (ibid: 32).

SUMMARY

None of the research, either in mixed communities, or in
more contrived social situations such as reconciliation
schemes or integrated schools, suggests that sectarian
hostilities are exacerbated by contact. However, it is
clear that strategies have been developed to overcome the
salience of identity in ethnically mixed situations. The
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"success" of integrative ventures in achieving an
amelioration of negative social attitudes, depends not on
the extent or frequency of contact, but on the
organisation of the project. Trew, in her overview of
Northern Ireland literature states.
It would seem that dimensions of contact, such as
degree of independence, co-operation, intimacy
and status equivalence, although suggested as
important in the traditional conceptions of the
impact of inter-group contact, do not account for
the situation observed in mixed communities in
Northern Ireland. These dimensions may be
important for the development of friendships
between neighbours: they have very little
relevance to the development of strategies that
allow for the peaceful co-existence of members of
groups divided on genuine and apparently
irreconcilable differences in political goals and
aspirations. In contrast the findings from
research on everyday contact between Protestant
and Catholics exemplify the distinction between
interpersonal and inter-group behaviour that is
central to social identity theory (Trew 1989:
155) .

It would seem that, where the aims of a project are
clearly articulated and translated into practice, the
outcome is more likely to be in the direction of improved
cross-community attitudes and behaviour.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

An Integrated School: Lisnareagh College

In the light of findings from Chapter 5, which considers
the construction of identity within segregated
communities, and Chapter 6, which outlines the findings
of the research which has focused on relationships
between Protestants and Catholics, this chapter will
consider the interplay between cultural values and norms
internalised during socialisation, and behaviour within
the ethnically mixed context "Lisnareagh College".

PART ONE: ESSAYS AND INTERVIEWS

While some of those children from Colindale and Bellevue
who attend the integrated school have experienced a
polarised upbringing, most of the 28 children at
Lisnareagh College have experienced more "integration"
and "mixing" in their home environments. Some are the
products of mixed (Protestant and Catholic) marriages.
Others have been brought up in more affluent,
residentially mixed areas, and many have experienced
significant cross community-contact1. As shall be

1. Such children represent only a minority in the
segregated schools.
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demonstrated below this appears to have a significant
influence on children’s responses.

The research methodologies employed in the segregated
shcools were repeated in Lisnareagh College (the only
difference is that children at the integrated school were
not asked to draw the "My Area" pictures)1. Analysis of
data indicates that map drawings by children in both
segregated and integrated contexts are essentially the
same. However, unlike children at schools in Bellevue and
Colindale some within Lisnareagh College show a
significant disparity between the knowledge which they
invoke for essays, and that which is invoked for
interviews. Given this, the first part of this chapter is
divided into two sub-sections. The first presents data
from essays, the second from interviews. Furthermore, in
order to facilitate cross-referencing each essay and
interview extract has been prefaced by case numbers'

H*

(which identitify different pupils).

H

. This is because I was restricted in the amount of time
could spend there, and the "My Area" drawings were an
after-thought, requiring me to make several (extra)visits to schools selected for this study.
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Lisnareagh College Essays

Which Country?

As noted in Chapter 5, most children at the segregated
schools open essays by identifying their country, and
locating it within its geographical and political
boundaries. Many then proceed to state their own
political and national identities, and to legitimise them
with a theoretical discussion of history, politics,
economics and religion. The data from Lisnareagh College
indicate that, while national identities are essentially
the same (see Figure 7, Appendix 2), some different
patterns emerge regarding perceptions of the conflict and
in-group/out-group allegiance.

Like their peers in Colindale, the majority of Catholics
at Lisnareagh College identify their country as "Ireland"
(75%), which is described as "the 32 counties", "4
provinces" etc. Similarly, most Protestants in both the
segregated and integrated schools perceive their country
as "Northern Ireland", which is located "beside Britain",
.
.
1
.
.
....
"in the British Isles", etc. . At this point similarities
become less apparent.

1. The maps drawn by the children indicate a similar
picture. Protestants from both schools generally draw a
map of Northern Ireland, or a map of the whole of Ireland
in which the North is represented as bigger that the
South. Catholic children in both Lisnareagh College and
Colindale tend to depict Ireland as an island, divided by
a border (see Appendix 3).

What Conflict?

At Lisnareagh College children seem to avoid elaborate
legitimations of the conflict. Those children (both
Protestant and Catholic) who come from mixed marriages,
or who live in residentially integrated areas, or who
experienced a good deal of inter-religious contact befor
they went to Lisnareagh College, generally make only
brief reference to it. They see it as existing "between
Protestants and Catholics", or between opposing factions
within these categories. They argue that peace through
negotiation can be the only effective solution. This
contrasts with the views of those at schools in Colindal
and Bellevue, among whom 11% suggest that peace can be
achieved only through confrontation (see Figure 10,
Appendix 2). Moreover, unlike pupils at segregated
schools and their peers at Lisnareagh College, who are
from polarised communities, few of them make any effort
to contextualise the conflict according to the
motivations of the opposing groups involved in it:
Case 1
Girl, Mixed1, 12 years:
Belfast would be a nice place to
weren't for the troubles between
and Catholics. I don't think our
ever be one, because neither the
the Catholics will back down.

live, if it
the Protestants
country will
Protestants or

1. The term "mixed" refers to Protestant and Catholic
parentage. It is a self-ascribed status, identified' by
children in essays or interviews.
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Case 2
Boy, Protestant, 13 years:
The worst place for violence is probably Belfast
and then Londonderry where people are being shot,
by terrorists and there is constant fighting
between Protestants and Catholics. They taunt
each other with racial abuse and sometimes riot
with each other.

Most of these children want peace, however, they are
aware of the political possibilities, and they perceive
this to be an unlikely outcome:
Case 3
Girl, Mixed, 15 years:
Catholics and Protestants, I don't think will
ever be one, we have all fought for far too. long.
Still I think the country I live is a nice one to
live in, apart from the troubles. Its a stupid
thing to fight for, but they think its pretty
important. I wish they would all stop because if
they did it would make Belfast a much nicer place
for everyone, but I just don't see that
happening.
Case 4
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
I hope for peace in Ireland, but what peace can
there be when people hold grudges from centuries
ago? I see no solution but peace to this problem.
If fighting carries on there is no chance of
negotiation. If Ireland is made whole again, war
will flare. If Northern Ireland is given its own
government there will be fighting and the way it
is now is just as bad. If peace is established
then there may be peace for the future, if not it
will stay the same stalemate.
While some of these responses are similar to those
expressed by children from integrated backgrounds
attending segregated schools (see Chapter 5, p. 156 153), the majority in the segregated schools more
frequently identify and legitimise out-groups. For
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example, in some cases the IRA are considered "evil"
because they have always "bombed Protestants, and the
security forces", and they are "intent on creating
destruction in Northern Ireland". Similarly, the British
are resented because they have "continually practised a
policy of discrimination against the Irish people".

While most Protestants and Catholics in Bellevue and
Colindale are keen to express their own political
opinions in their essays, pupils at Lisnareagh College
are more reticent. Of the minority who do refer to the
Northern Ireland political situation, some adopt a
commentary style, by employing the third person. In so
doing they detach themselves from their statements, which
means that their own viewpoints are only implicitly
available (if at all):

Case 5
Girl, Protestant, 15 years:
My country - Northern Ireland - Belfast to be
more precise. You always only hear one side of
Belfast. What with all the bombings and killings
of people, mainly IRA or UVF people, Catholic or
Protestant people. You see the Catholics want
Northern Ireland to be part of Ireland and the
Protestnats want Northern Ireland to be part of
Britian. So you see they started fighting,
whether it was bombings or shootings. It got so
bad that they had to send armed men in called the
UDR. The IRA and the UVF ofcourse didn't like
this, so they started killing them as well as the
people from the opposite side.
Case 6
Boy, Catholic, 12 years:
The country I live in is called Ireland which is
to the west of England. The country is divided in
two - Northern Ireland and Southern Ireland. The
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part I live in is called Northern Ireland which
belongs to Britian, because of political reasons
and religious reasons as well.
Case 7
Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
My country is Ireland, but there is a part of
Ireland which is called Northern Ireland. There
is a border between Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland. In the Republic of Ireland
is mostly Catholics, there is about 4%-5%
Protestants. In Northern Ireland there is more
Protestants than Catholics. There is fighting
about religion between Catholics and Protestants.
On the 12th of July the Protestants have a
bonfire, and they would fight with the Catholics,
and the RUC would come, and they would fire
rubber bullets, and people would get killed. All
the fight is just about religion. Most of the
people in Ireland want the Brits out, and the RUC
out, and for it to be a free country called
Ireland, and for there not to be any fighting so
they can live in peace and freedom.
Case 8
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
Ireland is a country like many others overall,
but in the North of Ireland six counties of it
are under British rule. This is resented by the
majority of Irish people, but in the North of
Ireland there is a separate state which makes a
Protestant unionist population have a say in who
rules it, because they are in the majority in the
six counties. In the North of Ireland there has
been a lot of trouble between Loyalists and
Republicans. The republicans wanted Ireland to be
ruled by an Irish government and the Unionists
wanted British rule. This has led to the deaths
of almost three thousand people in the last
twenty years, British soldiers, RUC members, UDR
and civilians. Today there are a large amount of
paramilitaries generating in Northern Ireland Eg.
Provisional Irish Republican Army, a group
against British rule in Ireland. On the other
hand there are also an amount of loyalist
paramilitaries Eg. Ulster Freedom Fighters. West
Belfast is a part of Belfast with a majority of
Catholic people who have always been subject to
unemployment. At the moment West Belfast has the
highest unemployment in the west of Europe. But
other areas of Belfast have Protestant residents.
Here jobs are found more easy Eg. East Belfast
where Harland and Wolff and Short Brothers
factories are employing mainly Protestants. Today
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there is still no hope of peace between
Protestants and Catholics in Belfast, but life
still goes on as normally.

These boys live in the heart of Colindale. Prior to
secondary school neither had experienced inter-religious
contact. While they do not make explicit statements of
opinion, the language and content of their essays imply
resentment of British occupation and discrimination, and
sympathy for the ideals of Republicanism. By comparing
these statements with those from children in segregated
schools, it becomes clear that their representational
models have been constructed in the political and social
climate of West Belfast.

Other children, also from the polarised communities, make
their political world view more explicit. In these cases
responses are congruent with those expressed by the
majority at the segregated schools:
Case 9
Boy, Catholic, 12 years:
The country that I live in belongs to the UK
though I would like it to belong to the Republic.
Case 10
Girl, Protestant, 15 years:
The country I live in is Northern Ireland.
Northern Ireland is part of Great Britain,
although Southern Ireland chooses to be separate
from Great Britain, functioning as an independent
country. I don't think that Ireland should be an
independent country, in fact I think the whole of
Ireland should be ruled by Great Britain.
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Case 11
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
I do not agree with the troubles, nor do I agree
with Sinn Fein or the IRA, but I am also strongly
against British rule in Northern Ireland. I
believe Ireland should be one free country.

In spite of these similarities, it is interesting that,
unlike some of their counterparts in segregated schools
(16%), none of the above directly express support for
paramilitary organisations (see Figure 9, Appendix 2).

Lisnareagh College Interviews

Negative Social Attitudes

The fact that personal prejudices have not been expressed
in essays contrasts significantly

with interviews, in

which 20% of the same children articulate in-group bias
and out-group hostility. Compare the following interview
extracts with essays.
Case 2 (see above p.208)
Boy, Protestant, 13 years:
What is your nationality?
English.
Does everyone in this country say they're
English?
No, some say they're Irish, because they have a
grudge against the English.
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What do you think of these people?
They're stupid.
What do you think of those who call themselves
English?
They have a right to call themselves English.
Case 5 (see above p.210)
Girl, Protestant, 15 years:
What's your nationality?
British, because I was born here, we're all
British in our family.
Does everyone in Northern Ireland see themselves
as British?
No, not everyone, some have stronger views. They
think they're Irish.
Why?
They would like to see all the Protestants in
Belfast put out.
What do you think of these people?
Not a lot. They're very narrow minded. They don't
have a large view.
Are Protestants narrow minded?
Yes some are, the ones in the paramilitary
organisations. I don't think much of them either.
Do you think that some of those who call
themselves Irish might be broad minded?
No, not really, I think they just say they're
Irish because it's Ireland and they don't want
anything to do with Britain.
Are there any other differences between people in
Northern Ireland?
Yes, their religion.
How does that make a difference?
They'd be prejudiced against Protestants.
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It would seem that the above pupils are more likely to
make evaluative statements about the out-group in the
interview context. This becomes significant when compared
with pupils at the segreghated schools who make in-group
biases and out-group hostilities explicit in both
contexts. However, the majority at Lisnareagh College
(55%) state some awareness and respect for cultural
diversity in both interviews and essays. Compare the
following interview extracts with essays by the same
children:

Case 3 (see above p.209)
Girl, Mixed, 15 years:
What is your nationality?
Irish.
How come?
My whole family and relations are Irish.
Does everyone in Northern Ireland say they're
Irish?
No, some say they're British.
Why?

Because legally Northern Ireland is Britain. It's
weird, it's like three different countries in
one.
Why does your family say they're Irish instead of
British?
I feel and I want to feel I live in Ireland. I
don't want to be part of England.
What do you think of people who do?
That's fair enough. They're entitled to their own
opinion. If they want to say they're from Britain
fair enough, just as if I want to say I'm Irish
that's ok.
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Case 4 (see above p.209)
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
What's your nationality?
Northern Irish.
Why?
Because I've always said that I was born in
Northern Ireland.
Does everyone here say they1 re Northern Irish?
Some say they're Irish, and some say they're
British, because they were brought up in
different parts of the town. In East Belfast they
say they're British, in West Belfast they say
they're Irish.
What makes them do this?
It's whoever they feel should be running the
country.
What do you think of Irish people?
I don't much. I don't mind. It's whatever they
think. Trouble divides people. The trouble is
because the Irish are trying to get back Ireland
and the British are trying to keep it. I can't
see why people are fighting, we're all the same
so there's no point in fighting.

Friendships

In spite of the strong out-group biases indicated by
some, all children at Lisnareagh College appear to make
friends easily across the religious divide (cf. Irwin
1991). Indeed, these friendships are often carried on
outside school hours, with children from the polarised
communities arranging to meet on "neutral" ground (such
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as the city centre). Inter-religious friendships are
legitimised by children through their knowledge of shared
cultural values. For example, "Catholics are no
different, we are all Christian religions". "They
(Protestants) think about the same things as we do, and
they have the same ideas about things". There are some
pupils though who incline towards ethnocentrism even when
explaining friendships:
Case 5
Girl, Protestant, 15 years:
Do you think that coming to Lisnareagh has had
any effect on your political or religious
outlook?
I really enjoy it, because before I came here I
lived in Bellevue and I just knew Protestants.
Now I have Catholic friends. They come and stay
at my house.
You said before that you didn't think much of
those who call themselves Irish.
I don't like the boy who was in here before. It's
mostly all the ones from Andersonstown, hoodlums.
Your friends who are Catholic, would they call
themselves British?
Yes, they all hold British passports. They just
have to say they're British.
Where are they from?
Carryduff, Bangor and Baliyclare.

Interestingly the girl, who is from Bellevue,
differentiates between those Catholics from "Republican"
areas, who perceive themselves as Irish Nationalists or
Republicans (and who might therefore pose a threat to the
reality which she has constructed for herself as an'
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Ulster Unionist), and those from more middle class areas
(Carryduff, Bangor and Ballyclare) who, she suggests,
assume British identities. Like other children she
rationalises her friendship choices by highlighting
cultural similarities, but in this case similarities are
understood from a Protestant perspective, and are
inclusive of only a minority of (mostly middle class)
Catholics. The same girl has made more general comments
regaring "the Irish" in her interview which are
suggestive of her dislike for them (see above p.213).

Children who make inter-religious friendships at school,
sometimes recognize a disparity between such behaviour
and their behaviour when confronted by a hostile mob of
Protestants or Catholics in the home environment:
Case 12
Boy, Catholic, 13 years:
Does everyone in Northern Ireland say they're
Irish?
No some say they're British.
What do you think of them?
It's up to them. I don't really mind.
Do any of your friends say they're British?
A couple of them.
What do you think of them?
They're dead on (nice people) so they are.
Are there any different people living in Northern
Ireland?
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No, apart from the fighting that goes on between
where we live and the other side of the field.
That's a Protestant area. We always fight all the
time. It's terrible but most of the time they
start it. I'm always getting jumped on when I'm
coming home from school. It used to be worse
because we had to walk past a Protestant high
school when we got off the bus, so now we're let
off at the top of the street.
Is there much fighting where you live?
Enough.
What do you think of people who fight?
Don't know because it all started over we were
playing a football match one day and they started
throwing bricks and burning flags and all, the
tricolour and all, and a couple of my mates got
hit by bricks, so we started throwing them back.
Then we went on a charge with baseball bats and
stuff and sticks and stuff, but it's all calmed
down.

Such cases suggest that inter-religious friendships are
acceptable, and can be legitimised on an inter-personal
level, because there is no threat to group allegiance.
However, when in-group norms, values and identities are
openly challenged or threatened by the out-group,
children from polarised communities tend to respond with
aggression and hostility (see Chapter 5, p. 155).

While most children base friendships on their awareness
of cultural similarities, some from "mixed backgrounds"
stress not only shared values, but also the need for
tolerance and respect of cultural difference. Such
threads run through their essays and interviews. Compare
the following with essay extracts:
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Case 1 (see above p.208) _
Girl, Catholic, 15 years:
I was brought up a Catholic, but my dad was a
Protestant so I have never felt anything against
Protestants. A lot of my friends are Protestants,
and never in my five years at this school did I
find this a problem. I live very near to
Protestant and Catholic estates, but it is very
quiet where I live. In the streets all the kids
play together, so it is a pretty mixed area. One
person likes to fly a Union Jack outside his
house, but he is entitled to his own view.
Case 3 (see above p.209)
Girl, Catholic, 15 years:
Religion should be something to go and preach on
a Sunday, but they should not judge others for
what religion they are, just because they don't
have the same beliefs as you doesn't mean that
they are bad people or that they should not have
their say as to what they think. I was baptised a
Catholic, but brought up in both ways. Most of my
family are Protestants, yet I don't see what
difference it makes.
Implicit within these statements is the knowledge that,
within Northern Ireland, it is normal practice to
discriminate against those who are perceived as
different, and to be offended by their cultural symbols
and traditions. But there is also the recognition that
"normal practice" must be overcome in an effort to
achieve peaceful co-existence.

Summary

While national identities remain fixed (regardless of the
school) as more or less Irish or British, there are some
clear contrasts to be drawn between the knowledge invoked
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by children, in the integrated and segregated schools to
explain their nationality.

In Colindale and Bellevue children provide elaborate
explanations of the conflict. They identify and evaluate
the opposing groups involved in it, and they make
explicit their own political ideals. At Lisnareagh
College children tend to make only cursory reference in
their essays to the Northern Ireland political situation,
and their own opinions are generally only implicitly
available if mentioned at all. Furthermore, integrative
values existing among Protestants and Catholics are
frequently highlighted.

However, reading between the lines of essays, and
considering some of the prejudices which are made
explicit in interviews, it becomes clear that a minority
at the integrated school sometimes draw upon the same
prejudiced attitudes as children from similar backgrounds
at the segregated schools.

All children at Lisnareagh college appear to have made
inter-religious friendships easily. This has apparently
been facilitated by the knowledge of cultural similarity.
In some cases though (particularly among children from
mixed backgrounds) friendships are founded not on
integrative values but also on the acknowledgement and
acceptance of cultural difference. Given the similarity
between opinions expressed in both the essays and
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interviews of these children, it seems that values such
as these may inform behaviour in most social contexts.
Where there is no tolerance for cultural diversity,
inter-religious friendships are based on the fragile
condition that national identity, and in-group political
loyalties remain unchallenged.

Most notable in all the above observations is the clear
disparity in the home experience of the children, and the
influence which this appears to have on their responses.
Those from working class, polarised backgrounds are most
likely to express prejudice, and to draw on apparently
conflicting knowledge which helps them deal with
different social situations. This is indicated by the
fact that prejudice is sometimes expressed in interviews
while it is not mentioned at all in essays (I shall
return to this point below), and by the fact that, while
they can co-exist peacefully at an inter-personal level
in the classroom, when their group identities are
threatened they respond with aggression.

The disparity between the data from Lisnareagh College
and the segregated schools has been interpreted as an
indication of the success of "integrated schooling". This
is the contention of Irwin who has studied the friendship
patterns of children at Lisnareagh:
Integrated secondary education works, and is
particularly successful in Northern Ireland.
Graduates at Lisnareagh college make lasting
friendships in, and acquire a better
understanding of, the "other" community, to a
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degree that is not achieved by their
contemporaries in the segregated schools (Irwin
1991: 86).

In the following section I intend to argue that data
which may appear to suggest shifts in social attitudes
may not necessarily reflect only the positive influence
of integration. Rather, they may also be explained
through processes which disguise rather than ameliorate
prejudice. In effect I will suggest that integrated
schooling cannot be understood in isolation from other
variables such as background, or present
contextualisation. Given this I would contend that,
research into integrated education, based on the question
"is it successful?" can only lead to a structural
analysis in which culture, as understood from the
perspective of the individual, can only be a secondary
preoccupation.

PART TWO: AN INTERPRETATION

In Chapter 5 it was suggested that socialisation
practices stretching back into childhood and adolescence
are largely responsible for the national and political
identities assumed by children. It was argued that family
members are the primary communicators of cultural
identity, and that their religious and political
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affiliations, and the subcultures to which they belong,
will have a strong influence on the identity of
offspring.

Other agents of socialisation were noted, such as: the
school, the peer group, the Church and the mass media. It
was concluded though, that while such institutions do
have a role to play in the construction of an identity,
they are generally perceived through the cultural window,
or the "base world" (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 138),
which has already been internalised in primary
socialisation (see Chapter 2, p. 56). As Berger and
Luckmann state.
The formal processes of secondary socialisation
are determined by its fundamental problem: it
always presupposes a preceding process of primary
socialisation; that is, that it must deal with an
already formed self and an already internalised
world. It cannot construct subjective reality ex
nihilo (1966: 160).

In other words, knowledge inculcated in secondary
socialisation generally fortifies and adds content to
that which has already been internalised during primary
socialisation. This is not to say that those attitudes
which are formed during early childhood cannot be
changed, but it emphasises the point that secondary
socialisation needs to be structured in the same way as
primary socialisation in order for it to have the same
depth of influence (see Chapter 2, p. 57).
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Given this, ideas represented by secondary agents of
socialisation need to be presented to the individual as
representing the only world possible, and there needs to
be a strong bond between individuals and their
significant others. In an effort to explain this process
in action, Berger and Luckmann describe the deliberate
use of techniques drawn from primary socialisation, in
the making of young revolutionaries (Berger and Luckmann
1966:

169).

Given the background of the majority of children selected
from Lisnareagh College who argue for cross-cultural
understanding, it is not surprising that their attitudes
are so tolerant and accepting of cultural difference.
Some have a political, religious and social identity
which has been nurtured in homes where parents (though
drawn from different cultural backgrounds) have permitted
neither religious nor political bias, nor family pressure
to interfere with their desire to remain together. These
are backgrounds then, where there is most likely a strong
bond of love between children and their significant
others facilitating the internalisation of integrative
values, which are clearly taught and practised.

Rather than integration into one sectarian culture, where
out-groups are maintained on the basis of a perceived
threat to social security, such children may internalise
two cultural traditions, and identify with both. The same
may also be true to a lesser extent of some of those
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children who have grown up in residentially mixed areas
and have experienced significant cross-cultural contact.

Background influence on their own more tolerant attitudes
is recognised by some children:
Case 3 (see above p.214)
Girl, Mixed, 15 years:
I think people's religion or politics often
affects a lot of people. They are judgemental,
it's just the way they were brought up. I was
brought up not to judge people from my parents.
Like if parents are saying, you can't go near her
because she's a Protestant, children pick up on
that, and they say it, and they say it to their
friends, and eventually they say it to their own
kids.
Has coming to Lisnareagh made any difference to
your attitudes?
It's not that it's made any difference. I never
had any bad opinions, but it's helped me not to
develop bad opinions. If I had gone to a Catholic
school I may have formed opinions from listening
to others, but here I didn't form any.

Other children at Lisnareagh College live in the
immediate vicinity of the primary schools in Colindale
and Bellevue. They have grown up in the polarised
communities described in Chapter 3, and they return to
these communities at the end of every school day. It
could be argued that, by virtue of their parents'
decision to send them to an integrated school, such
children have experienced a fairly "liberal" upbringing,
especially when we consider that this decision can be at
great social cost to such families (in Colindale it can
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mean "unofficial" ostracism from the Catholic Church and
local community).

Sending their children to Lisnareagh College though', is
not always an indication of personal parental commitment
to integration. Rather, it can reflect anger at the
Catholic Church's failure to provide a place for a child
in the maintained school nearest to its home. A mother
expressed her frustration in the following terms:
When my son wasn't able to get into St. John's,
because there was no places left, or so they
said, I went to the integrated school, because I
just thought, well the Catholic Church is against
them, but they can't find a place in their own
schools for Catholic children so I'll damn well
put mine in a mixed school.

In another case parents sent their son to Lisnareagh
College because, as the mother argued, they recognised
the negative consequences of their own political biases
and felt that integrated education might prevent their
children from developing similar prejudices:
We sent our son to an integrated school because
his father had been involved in everything. He
has always been really bitter against the other
side. I think it's stupid, but I can notice this
bitterness in myself. I think we just thought
that it might do the children some good to get to
know the other side, and then we know a woman who
works in the school. She sort of talked us into
it.

Given the significance of primary socialisation, and
considering that many members of these children's peer
groups at home will comprise pupils from the segregated
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schools, it may not be surprising that, in some contexts,
Lisnareagh College children articulate the same negative
social attitudes.

There are some contrasts between data from the integrated
and segregated schools which cannot be explained simply
through background contextualisation. As noted above the
majority at Lisnareagh College do not make more than
passing reference to the conflict in their essays
(regardless of their background), and few provide
elaborate legitimating frameworks within which to
understand it. Moreover, none indicate support for the
paramilitaries, nor indeed do they identify or evaluate
the opposing organisations involved in the conflict.

This has been interpreted as confirmation of the theory
that social prejudices are at least ameliorated, if not
eliminated, through five years' education at an
integrated school (see Irwin 1991). I would contend
though that, while integrated schools may indeed
facilitate a reduction in negative social stereotypes,
such data reflect responses which have been influenced by
particular social contexts. They support the notion that,
within Northern Ireland, the imperatives of identity
management vary systematically depending on whether a
situation is composed of actors from both groups, or
includes unknown, and therefore unclassified persons, or
includes persons from only one ethnic group (Larsen 1982:
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134). This is substantiated by several other studies (see
Chapter 8).

As Barth has stated, in mixed situations, when an
individual is classified as belonging to a different
category, this imposes limitations on the possibilities
for interaction:
The ethnic boundary canalises social life, it
entails a frequently quite complex organisation
of behaviour and social relations. The
identification of another person as a fellow
member of an ethnic group implies a sharing-of
criteria for evaluation and judgement. It thus
entails the assumption that the two are
fundamentally "playing the same game", and this
means that there is between them a potential for
diversification and expansion of their social
relationships to cover eventually all different
sectors and domains of activity. On the other
hand, a dichotomisation of others as strangers,
as members of another ethnic group, implies a
recognition of limitations on shared
understandings, differences in criteria for
judgement of value and performance, and a
restriction of interaction to sectors of assumed
common understanding and mutual interest (Barth
1969: 15).

Such behaviour is motivated by the desire not to give
offence, or by the fear of provoking conflict. In
situations which

comprise actors from both cultural

traditions, some scholars have argued that the sectarian
boundary is evidenced by the simple avoidance of
controversial issues. These strategies are guided by
shared norms of decent behaviour (see Chapter 6). As
Leyton notes,
To be a "decent man" is to carry out one's
obligations to society in a style characterised
by cheerfulness and friendliness, to pause
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willingly for a chat and most importantly, to
retain, regardless of the provocation, from any
display of overt hostility (Leyton 1966: 535).

Avoidance

The basic division between two social groups in Northern
Ireland is clear from much of the Lisnareagh College
data. Like those at segregated schools, some children
identify themselves, to varying degrees, as Irish or
British. Such an identity pervades many aspects of life
in the province, and is often manifest in deep rooted
attitudes to two sovereign states, the United Kingdom and
the Republic of Ireland.

For some at the integrated school, differences in
political attitudes and traditions are accepted and
respected. For those from polarised communities though,
there is some disparity between the cultural knowledge
invoked in different contexts. Thus, while shared
cultural values (between Protestants and Catholics) are
highlighted in their essays, in their interviews, the
same children make stereotyped statements, and incline
towards political and religious ethnocentrism.

The disparity between the two sets of data may be partly
attributable to children's perceptions of the research
situation, and to their understanding of culturally
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"correct" codes of behaviour. When writing essays,
children are in a classroom with fellow pupils from both
religious and social backgrounds. It is a mixed
environment, where there is always the risk that
classmates might see, or ask to read one's work. It could
be argued that in this context, essays are written
according to the values that one must behave "decently"
towards others, regardless of their political or
religious affiliation.

Similarly, as the following examples indicate, children
may equate values internalised during primary
socialisation with those which they see as being promoted
by the school and respond accordingly. This is suggested
by the frequency with which the school ethos of peaceful
co-existence and mutual respect is invoked1:

Case 3
Girl, Catholic, 15 years:
Some people have decided that killing is wrong
and should be stopped. One thing that would make
this better is schools such as Lisnareagh
college, which I go to. The reason for this is to
make people realise that everybody is the same,
and there is no need for the fighting.
Case 4
Boy, Catholic 15 years:
I am totally against British rule in Northern
Ireland. I believe that Ireland should be one
1. Strategies which may influence the content of essays
in Lisnareagh College are irrelevant in the segregated
schools where children generally assume that everyone in
their class (by virtue of the fact that they all share a
common religion, and are generally from the same
communities) will hold a world view similar to their own.
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free country, where both Protestants and
Catholics live in peace. Not to worry about'where
they go, and where they meet. I have always
thought that Protestants and Catholics should be
friends. That is why I think Lisnareagh college
is such a good idea. This school is a starting
point to bring the two communities together to
show that they can live in peace.
In this final case, his lack of respect for something
which is close to the hearts of many Protestants, that is
to say, British sovereignty in Northern Ireland, is (from
a Protestant viewpoint) incongruous with the framework
within which he believes peace can be achieved, that is
to say, a united Ireland, and the integration of
Protestants and Catholics at schools such as Lisnareagh
College. It may be that some children can, on the one
hand, advocate cross-cultural understanding and, on the
other, promote solutions which may be unacceptable to the
other side, because they are unaware of the inherent
contradictions. This boy and others like him may not know
that those belonging to different ethnic categories often
hold different deeply entrenched religious and political
convictions. Given that previous research indicates that
cross-cultural understanding commonly occurs where
divisive issues are openly addressed (see Chapter 6, p.
196-202), this data may suggest either that there is
little constructive open discussion of such issues within
the integrated school, or that if there is, it effects
little change in the attitudes of some children (I shall
return to this point in Chapter 8).
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Interviews presented children with a different situation.
Each was interviewed apart from classmates, in a room
with just myself present. They were given my assurance
that any statements made by them would remain anonymous,
and that they would be unlikely to see me again after the
interview. Given this, some may have felt more
comfortable expressing attitudes which presumably they
assumed could cause offence, or lead to conflict, in an
ethnically mixed context.

However, I believe that the inevitable adult/child
dichotomy of the interview imposes other restrictions on
the knowledge imparted during it. For instance, it is
notable that, while pupils at Lisnareagh College seldom
make prejudice explicit in essays, they are more inclined
to do so in interviews. It is also the case that, of all
the children sampled (in both segregated and integrated
schools), none directly mentioned, in interviews, support
for the paramilitary organisations (this contrasts with
some essays from the segregated schools, where children
openly express their respect for the political activity
of organisations such as the IRA and the UDA).
Such behaviour may be explained by children's awareness
of conflicting values between their peer group and adult
society. For example, many will know that among their
friends support for the paramilitaries is acceptable,
even laudable. Most will also know that many adults,
particularly those linked to the Church, like clergy and
teachers (who in all schools are to some extent
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responsible for religious education), will disapprove of
the violent campaign promoted by such groups. I would
suggest that during interviews children placed me in the
same category as their teachers, and were thus reticent
about openly expressing attitudes which they know to be
extremist.

In the light of this knowledge, and the fact that essay
writing was a more anonymous activity (children were
asked only to indicate their age and gender), it may be
the case that they felt more comfortable defending
paramilitary organisations only in essays.

Contextually Appropriate Values

In an effort to address the problems of the different
rules governing different spheres of interaction, Coffman
(1971) draws analogies with staged dramas. Accordingly,
writing an essay in the classroom might be considered by
some children as a more "front stage" activity, which
Coffman defines as follows:
The performance of an individual in a front
region may be seen as an effort to give the
appearance that his activity in the region
maintains and embodies certain standards (Coffman
1971: 109).

These standards, in this case, refer to matters of
politeness or decorum.
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Interviews may represent for children a more "back stage"
or closed situation, which Goffman describes as,
A place, relative to a given performance where
the impression fostered by the performance is
knowingly contradicted as a matter of course.
Here the performer can relax, he can drop his
front (ibid: 114).

I would argue that Coffman's analysis is more useful if
we consider that different contexts are less front stage
verses back stage, and more playing to different
audiences.

In her study of a "mixed" community in Northern Ireland,
Harris distinguishes between ethnically open and
ethnically closed spheres of interaction (see Chapter 6,
p. 185). She suggests that in open encounters which are
necessary and inevitable, there are certain dangers:
dangers of confrontation, or of a proximity which may be
difficult to handle. In such situations the actor must
take certain precautions, or follow certain rules of
behaviour. To avoid open confrontation all reference to
controversial issues must be avoided.

I have stated that, among the majority at Lisnareagh
College children are aware of cultural similarities; a
common humanity and Christian heritage, and a common set
of moral standards. They know that one should behave
"decently" towards other people, whatever their
differences, and should uphold the values of the school,
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which include peaceful coexistence and togetherness. I
have also suggested that these values are practised in
the daily life at the school, where children play to a
mixed audience comprising members of both ethnic groups1.

Conflicting behaviour in closed situations, where ethnic
stereotypes are blatantly invoked, and where children
sometimes give vent to negative emotions, can be
explained through a different set of rules. These rules
are informed by tenacious links to their in-groups, and
by the fear of anything which might be perceived as
threatening in-group solidarity.

The apparently conflicting sets of rules governing
behaviour in different social contexts are more
discernible among children from polarised backgrounds.
Given the particularly sectarian background in which some
of them had been socialised (see Chapter 3), it may be
the case that they have not internalised values of
tolerance and respect for cultural diversity, common
among more "middle class", "mixed" children. Thus while
processes of socialisation may have emphasised the
importance of integrative values, they have also provided

1. It has been noted that integrative values are held not
only by children at Lisnareagh College, they are also
expressed by some children in the segregated schools.
However, the integrated school provides an institution
through which such values can be made manifest. This
contrasts with the polarised communities of Colindale and
Bellevue, where there is less opportunity to express
integrative values, since most institutions are wholly
sectarian.
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some children with a deep_rooted hostility for political
realities and allegiances other than their own.

Since the facilitation of peaceful interaction and co
existence is necessary for the process of daily life at
Lisnareagh College, it may be the case that prejudicial
attitudes are surpressed in ethnically mixed situations
through the development of strategies which depend on the
avoidance of potentially conflict inducing issues.

Breaking Codes

Leo Howe has indicated in his analysis of Balinese
society that, in any hierarchical social structure,
codes, which are responsible for peaceful co-existence
will be broken at particular times (see Chapter 6, p.
186-187). His model is supported by data from Lisnareagh
College which suggest that, during discussions concerning
politics or religion which are sometimes introduced by
the teacher, or take place among classmates, and during
times of political crisis and increased paramilitary
activity, the codes which seemingly govern the public
sphere of interaction are sometimes ignored (see also
Blease, Chapter 6, p. 195). It appears that this does not
occur very often, but when it happens it presents
difficulties because many pupils see a conflict between
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inter-personal loyalties towards friends, and their
inter-group allegiances:

Case 13
Girl, Protestant, 14 years:
Do you ever discuss religion or politics at
Lisnareagh?
No not very often. Sometimes we do a bit in
class, but most of the time we just don't mention
it.
What happens when you do have discussions in
class?
Well I can only remember one, and then it ended
up that everyone was arguing.
Do you ever talk to your friends about the
conflict in Northern Ireland?
Yes sometimes.
What about your friends who are not the same
religion as yourself?
No not very often, but sometimes we joke about
it.
How do you mean?
Well if she would do something stupid or wrong,
I would say it's because she's a Fenian, and she
would say to me it's because I'm a stupid Prod,
things like that.
Case 6
Boy, Catholic, 15 years:
We have discussions about politics sometimes.
What happens?
Sometimes people just take it as a laugh, but
sometimes you get two groups saying what they
think, and then it gets a bit bad.
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Joking

As the examples show, some potentially disruptive
situations are diffused, not through the channels of
underplaying ethnic identity, but through overplaying in
jokes. Donnan (1976) observed similar strategies in his
study of the relationship between joking and ethnic
identity in a London factory. In such situations, where
many of the actors perceive themselves as friends
(regardless of different ethnic backgrounds), joking
provides a more certain means of avoiding dispute than,
for example, leaving the room or taking sides, behaviour
which would of course highlight group allegiances, but
would undermine friendship and can only result in the
interruption of the flow of interaction.
Joking depends on context. The word "Fenian" can be a
derogatory term, which can be used by a Protestant in
order to provoke a fight, or it can be used between
friends (as above), where it is interpreted according to
the shared knowledge that "we are friends", and such
speech can therefore pass between us without having to
resort to aggression and conflict. In her article on
joking, Douglas also refers to the context of jokes:
The joke form rarely lies in the utterance alone,
but it can also be identified in the total
situation (Douglas 1990: 363).

Injecting humour is a definite technigue for fulfilling
contradictory obligations which arise out of previous
situations, where the presentation of identity has proven
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difficult or resulted in conflict. The following incident
from my own background may help to clarify this point.

During my time as an undergraduate at Queen's University
in Belfast, I became friendly with a girl, Louise, from a
Nationalist border community. An area where levels of
conflict have been consistently high, and where antiBritish feeling runs deep. A crowd of us happened to be
in the students' union one evening when the television
broadcast the news that nine policemen had been killed in
her home town. One of my friends commented that it was a
tragedy that nine lives had been so needlessly lost. Even
though he was aware of Louise's background, he assumed
that everyone in the company would agree with this
sentiment. However, Louise countered that there was
nothing tragic about the incident, the Police were a
state force, carrying guns, who therefore deserved to be
murdered. The exchange which followed between "both sides
of the table" became quite heated, and prejudices and
hostilities which had never before been articulated came
to the surface. A few days later, after tensions had
calmed, we met again through mutual friends, who had been
absent on the night in question. On that evening it was
resolved that we would agree to differ, and that
potentially disruptive conversations such as politics or
religion should be avoided.

On subsequent occasions when this rule was broken, and
such controversial issues were introduced (usually by
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outsiders), they were diffused by jokes, drawn from
stereotypes usually reserved for the closed sphere of
interaction. The use of these stereotypes in the public
sphere emphasised the friendship, because they indicated
that there was no distinction drawn between public and
private.

However, although we remained friends, and paid
reciprocal visits to each other's houses on a number of
occasions, there was always an awareness of the fragility
of the relationship. We each recognised that divisive
issues were conscientiously avoided, and that at its core
our friendship lacked trust. After graduation in 1987, we
lost touch.

Both the ambiguity of meaning which joking affords and
the indexical nature of jokes, help to ameliorate the
necessity for serious explanation or discussion, either
about inter-ethnic friendship, or about personal religion
and politics. In a way joking serves to release tension,
since over playing ethnic identities in many cases is a
way of eliminating the threat of what can be perceived as
potentially serious issues.
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Inter-Religious Friendships

The rules governing the different spheres of interaction,
and the consequent avoidance of controversial issues in
the public sphere may help explain why so few children at
Lisnareagh College make more than passing reference to
the conflict in their essays, and can be friends with
others who hold divergent political opinions, which might
otherwise present a source of conflict, as sometimes
happens outside the school environment (see above, p.
217) .

Social Identity Theory, and the grid/group model of
analysis, have been developed to help explain this
behaviour (see Chapter 2, p. 44-49). Both models focus
not on the individual in the group, but on the group in
the individual. SIT suggests that we simplify our social
environment by forming groupings of persons (social
categories). Certain aspects of our self concept are then
based on social group or category membership. Turnet
(1987) argues that we not only belong to and identify
with certain groups, but we also want to enhance our
self-esteem. We do this by ensuring that our social
identity is positively evaluated. Consequently, we make
comparisons between our own and other social groups,
making sure that, through these comparisons, our group
achieves social psychological distinctiveness.
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Social identity is a process at work in every society. It
is used to make life simple by reducing the multiplicity
of social stimuli to a smaller and more manageable set of
categories. This has the important effect of exaggerating
differences between groups and minimising diversity
within them. Although this process is empirical it need
not lead to conflict. Indeed, in Lisnareagh College most
encounters between Protestants and Catholics are imbued
by an awareness of group allegiances, and although social
identity may be salient, specific strategies have been
adopted to enable individuals to mix, cooperate, co-exist
and become friends, without threatening that group
allegiance (cf. Trew 1989).

However, when group allegiances are threatened, either at
home by the appearance of a hostile mob, or in school
through the breaking of rules which govern the public
sphere of interaction (for example, when a political
argument erupts, or a joking exchange loses its ambiguity
and comes too "close to the bone"), then conflict is a
likely outcome, with group allegiances dictating
responses for some children:
Case 6
Boy, Protestant, 15 years:
I got into a really big fight here one day
because one of our side was shot by the IRA. I
said what I thought about them, and this boy in
my class punched me outside school, so I hit him
back.

At Lisnareagh College, it is apparently the pupils from
polarised, working class backgrounds who are most likely
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to become involved in fights (either in school or at
home), provoked by derogatory reference to group
identities. According to Hoggs and Abram's hypothesis
(1988) this is not surprising. They suggest that it is
those children with few evaluative positive identities
who,
...will invest a great deal in their maintenance.
They will cherish what identities they have,
fiercely preserving the positive aspects vis a
vis out-groups and engaging in pronounced in
group, out-group differentiation. They will .
indulge in prejudice, extreme rigid stereotyping,
probably accompanied by overt behavioural
discrimination (Hogg and Abrams 1988: 43).

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have presented a sample of children
from Lisnareagh College who have been drawn from diverse
social backgrounds. I have noted that only a minority of
them have background experiences which are representative
of the majority of children at the segregated schools.
Rather, most have been drawn from homes where families
are more integrated, and where they have had some inter
religious and cross-community experience.

I have argued that it is primary socialisation,
apparently above all else, which is responsible for the
construction of cultural knowledge regarding identity,
and the Northern Ireland conflict. I have also suggested
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that, given the above, it is difficult to ascertain the
effect of integrated education on children's social
attitudes. Rather, this may not even be an appropriate
starting point for any analysis since it is seemingly the
case that those children for whom in-group, out-group
loyalties are important, have adopted strategies which
help them to ignore, or play’ down issues which are
recognised as potentially divisive. Strategies have also
been developed which can accommodate a breakdown in the
system of values which govern daily interaction, thereby
permitting co-existence.

In essays and interviews I have attempted to tap
childrens social attidutes and identity. However, this is
not an indicator of the extent to which such attitudes
are made relevant in their everyday experience. Indeed at
the integrated school children undoubtedly make inter
religious friendships on the basis of priorties other
than the religious or political - social class for
example seems to be more important determinant (Irwin
1991), as are mutual regard for football teams, rock
bands etc. Thus it is perhaps important not to overstress
the significance of avoidance strategies in the daily
lives of children at Lisnareagh.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS

The main thesis put forward in the preceding chapters is
that while national and political identities are largely
ascribed by birth, they are constructed, recreated and
renewed during the complex process of socialisation.. I
have suggested that a praxis approach is the most
satisfactory for analysing this process, because within
this theoretical perspective identity does not represent
a fixed set of characteristics, but must be understood as
a cultural construct (drawn from a necessarily limited
repertoire of social knowledge), which can be adapted and
reviewed depending on particular social contexts.
Accordingly, ethnic boundaries exist in peoples' minds,
but they are both constrained and enabled by social
structures. Tapping them can provide important insights
into the perceived barriers which divide or unite social
groups. I have argued that aspects of political,
religious and social

allegiances are made situationally

relevant depending on actors' discursive knowledge (see
Chapter 7) and their objectives during any social
interaction.

IDENTITY AND SOCIALISATION

Social reality is created as a result of human beings
engaging with one another and thus producing
institutional norms and behaviour. During primary
socialisation children interact almost exclusively with
their immediate family. Social reality is presented by
"significant others" as representing the only world
possible, and it is internalised as such by young
children who are initially unaware of alternatives. As
Horowitz and Horowitz (1936) have noted, young children
internalise an idiosyncratic view of the world depending
on the position and status of their socialisers (see
Chapter 2, p. 54).

This process has been demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 7,
where it has been shown that children born in Colindale
and Bellevue and surrounding areas share at least some of
the cultural values and norms which are characteristic of
these Catholic/Nationalist and Protestant/Unionist
communities. Indeed, attitudes can often be categorised
according to the various sub-groups which are indicative
of familial positions within Colindale and Bellevue.
Socialisation, though is not a one way process
As Giddens has argued, children learn a particular
perspective on the world, not only through significant
others, but, through a continuous process of constructing
and testing knowledge in relation to personal encounters
and experience (1990: 118-120). While this is most
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certainly the case, this ethnography indicates, that
unless it is openly challenged, the knowledge
internalised during primary socialisation acts as a
filter through which children interpret new events and
experiences. As noted above, for example, the
interpretations of the events surrounding the death of
two British soldiers in West Belfast, by a Protestant and
a Catholic child, reflects their separate cultural
experiences in Bellevue and Colindale.

Berger and Luckmann have stated that secondary
socialisation (that is the sub-worlds internalised
through agencies other than the immediate family) always
presupposes primary socialisation (1966: 160). I have
suggested secondary socialisation is seldom as effective
as primary socialisation. This is because there is a
weaker bond between the mediators and the child, making
the knowledge communicated much more fragile. In both
communities, schools, political and religious
institutions, etc. generally communicate knowledge which
fortifies and adds content to that already internalised.

Identity in this thesis has been defined as the set of
meanings attributed to signs by means of which actors
recognise their own national group and identify out
groups. Initially, awareness of their own identity
precedes their knowledge of alternative world views. As
they integrate into, and experience, their own community,
children become increasingly aware of "others", that is,
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those not identified as belonging to their ethnic
category. These "others" are labelled and evaluated
according to their perceived out-group status.

Most children in Colindale and Bellevue identify
themselves as Irish, Catholic and Northern Irish,
Protestant respectively, and they positively evaluate
their own identity. However, within both communities
there is a greater degree of variation regarding their
evaluative perceptions of out-groups. The categorisations
and the legitimations on which they are based can be
represented on a continuum. At one extremity are those
children who identify strongly with their own group and
vehemently oppose out-groups, to the extent that they
believe the only possible resolution to the conflict is
through open confrontation, in which their particular
political objectives will be realised. Catholic children
legitimise their position by cataloguing a series of
contemporary and historical British atrocities and
discriminatory behaviour. Militant Protestant children
list IRA insurgence as the main justification for their
position. At the other end of the continuum are those
children from both communities who, while recognising
out-groups, also indicate tolerance and respect for them.
For these children peace through negotiation and
compromise is the only acceptable resolution to the
Northern Ireland problem.
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In Chapters five and six I have attempted to explain how
such divergent notions can exist within one community. I
have noted that the internalisation of evaluative
political language used by parents is primarily
responsible. In both Colindale and Bellevue parents
participate in a number of segregated sub-cultures and
networks related to ethnic group membership. These
include political, social and religious organisations,
such as the Church, social clubs, cultural (sports and
music) clubs, political parties, the security forces,
paramilitary groups, and so on. Each of these
institutions present different interpretations of the
world based on specific morals, laws and traditions. It
is these social realities which help inform parental folk
models and are communicated to children.

I have suggested that there is a link between the
militancy of many children in Colindale, the economic and
social deprivation in the area, and the strongly
Republican culture. More liberal attitudes expressed by
other children in West Belfast have been linked to their
more integrated, financially secure backgrounds, and to
the fact that some live in peaceful, residentially mixed
communities on the periphery of the housing estates.
Similarly, extreme attitudes among a few Protestant
children may, I believe, be attributable to their
families' connections with specifically "loyalist"
sectarian institutions. The less militant position of the
majority of Protestant children in Bellevue is most
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probably indicative of the more secure political position
of the Protestant community, who, it seems, perceive less
of a threat to their social security than Catholics in
Colindale (I shall return to this point below).

The significance of early socialisation within the family
has led some social scientists to conclude that attitudes
internalised

during this time have a permanence not

attributable to those taken on in secondary
socialisation. Greenstein for example, argues that the
similarity in voting patterns between young adults and
their parents in America, bears testament to the fact
that political biases communicated during primary
socialisation will consistently effect subseguent voting
behaviour (1976: 154). Similarly, Irwin has argued that
it is much more difficult to effect changes in negative
social attitudes after adolescence. His thesis rests on
the assumption that at puberty children cross a "sociobiological" barrier, after which time attitudes are less
malleable. In relation to integrated education, his
theory supports the contention that the earlier
Protestant and Catholic children are sent to schools such
as Lisnareagh College, the greater the likelihood of re
education (1991: 63).

These approaches to some extent mirror that of Piaget,
who postulates a age/stage developmental model, in which
logical thought emerges as a result of a predefined
"psycho-biological" structure. Piaget argues that within
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everyone there is the potential for "reciprocity of
thought", or an unbiased, unprejudiced attitude towards
out-groups. The reason why not everyone attains this
developmental stage, he states, can be attributed to
barriers thrown up by culture. Accordingly,
...The main problem is not to determine what must
or must not be inculcated in the child; it is to
discover how to develop that reciprocity in
thought and action which is vital to the
attainment of impartiality and affective
understanding (Piaget and Weil 1951; 578).

The overriding criticism of Piaget’s model relates to the
contextual nature of logic. "Thought" cannot be
understood as a structure which, although independent of
the situation, somehow determines behaviour within it.
Rather it is created, manipulated and made relevant to
the context (the problems with Piaget's approach have
been outlined more fully in Chapter 2).

Responses from children in Belfast cannot be neatly
slotted into age/stage categories of "cognitive" and
"affective" development as defined by Piaget (nor, given
the above criticism, is it apposite to consider doing
so). I would contend that the lack of fit between the
Swiss and Belfast data probably reflects cultural
differences between Swiss and Belfast children (though it
is difficult to know, given that Piaget provides no
contextualisation of his data). Knowledge is not
explicable in terms of an objective system of stages, but
must be interpreted according to a whole range of
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cultural variables such as religious and political
identity, experience, community, integration, etc. Age
and gender are also relevant, but only if they are
understood within their cultural context. In this study
such variables have been derived from the data and from
my experience of the field areas.

This thesis has challanged the postulation of context
free structures of thought. I have suggested rather, that
focus should be directed instead at the level of shared
understanding. The relationship between context and
cognition is an inseparable and dynamic one, in which
meaning is created and negotiated (see Chapter 1). There
are clear demonstrations of this. For example, two
teachers at a school in Colindale identified for children
the notions relevant to the essay title "My Country" (see
Capter 5, p. 146 -147). One of the teachers subsequently
marked the essays according to whether or not all the
predefined information had been included, and on the
basis of the perceived "correctness" of included
information. In this case knowledge regarding "My
Country" has been presented by the teacher as the only
correct knowledge possible.

A further indication of the context specific nature of
understanding is observable in the behaviour of children
returning from apparently successful "Conflict Resolution
Workshops". It has been noted that even though there is a
shift from negative social attitudes during these
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workshops, some children revert to former attitudes when
confronted by out-group gangs on their return home. I
have suggested that such seemingly contradictory
behaviour is bounded by the specific rules and goals
governing interaction within particular contexts

Children do progress from sometimes idiosyncratic notions
of social reality towards a more socio-centric outlook.
For example, in both Bellevue and Colindale some young
children incipiently understand their country to be
Belfast. As they grow older, and integrate new knowledge
with that already internalised, they develop a more
socio-centric outlook. That is, one which accords with
adult perceptions. Their country becomes Ireland,
Northern Ireland or whatever. This is not to say (as
Piaget would), that the initial statement, "My country is
Belfast", is wrong. For children it is correct, and can
be "logically" explained. One child legitimises his
statement as follows, "My country is Belfast, my school
is in Belfast, it is a big country, it goes from here to
Lisburn". Similarly, some Protestant children believe the
conflict to exist between Protestants in the North and
Catholics in the Republic. Although this representation
is specific to children, and will undoubtedly be replaced
later by adult representations, it is quite logical given
Protestant children's experience of the conflict in
Bellevue (see Chapter 5, p. 162-165). There is no
progress to "objective correctness", only to a greater
degree of shared understanding.
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If thought processes are seen as contextually bound, the
argument that "integration" will be most successful among
young children (because they have not yet reached more
advanced stages of logic), becomes questionable. However,
it may be plausible to suggest that, if negative notions
are challenged with alternatives which are made
acceptable through new experiences and theoretical
propositions, then there is probably as much chance of
changing attitudes among adults.

Structuralist Approaches to Secondary Socialisation

Not only have analysts attributed "stereotyping" to an
innate developmental structure of thought, some have also
argued that institutional "social structures" are
responsible. In Northern Ireland for example, the
sturcturalist approach has led some to argue that
segregated schooling is largely to blame for the
perpetuation of the conflict. This is a view expounded by
Frazer (1974) and Heskin (1980). Such arguments have at
their core the Durkheimian notion that institutions are
somehow external to individuals, with a power to summon
behaviour from them.

Murray dispels the purely structuralist approach to
education by pointing to the uncontentious existence of
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segregated schools in other cultures. This in itself, he
states, shows that the "structure" of such schools is not
intrinsically divisive.
...The problem lies not within segregated
education but rather in the perceptions of the
society within which it is operating. In other
words it may well be that it is members of
society who have manufactured the controversial
identity of segregated schools rather than
segregated schooling being controversial and
divisive. Within this thesis it is likely that
some kind of self-fulfilling prophecy may be
operating - schools are perceived as divisive and
hence become so in their consequence. Perceptions
are thus creating reality (1985: 114).

In his analysis of two segregated schools in Northern
Ireland "St. Judes" (Catholic), and "Rathlin"
(Protestant), Murray observes surprisingly few
"structural" differences between them. At the curricular
level he notes that the schools are almost
indistinguishable, with the main exception of religion
and the time allocated to it (1985: 40-42). At an extra
curricular level he notes that in sport, Gaelic games are
exclusive to St. Judes, while at Rathlin pupils play
traditionally British sports, such as rugby and cricket
(ibid: 45). He also makes the observation that Protestant
children make more educational visits than Catholic
children, and they tend to go to places which focus on
the cultural heritiage of Ulster (ibid: 45-46).

In his study of school children in Northern Ireland,
Cairns notes that, at Catholic schools the Irish language
is part of the curriculum and Irish history is taught
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with a certain emotional emphasis on Anglo-Irish
relations,
In particular there seems to be an emphasis upon
Ireland's historic struggle against the
oppressors-The English (Cairns 1987: 127).

On the other hand, Protestant schools tend to teach more
British history which means that Ireland is relegated to
a secondary position (ibid: 127).

Much of the argument against segregated schools rests on
the assumption that they communicate negative social
attitudes through teaching, social activities, and
through their in-built sectarian nature. However, Murray
notes that, while the two schools investigated by him did
demonstrate different cultural realities "constructed by
the rituals, symbols, messages and cues transmitted
within them" (1985: 115), it is difficult to assess the
extent to which these effect changes in the social
attitudes of pupils. Such stimuli, he suggests, may. act
simply as affirmations of particular positions. This is a
view shared by Stewart (1977) who notes that knowledge
transmitted in schools often serves to fortify that which
the child learns at its mother's knee.

Murray suggests that the divisiveness of segregated
schools very much lies in others' perceptions of them. In
his study of flags, religious statues and rituals which
teachers regarded as unexceptional within their own
school, he found that the same symbols make teachers from
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the "other" school feel uncomfortable and alien: "They
were often perceived as deliberately provocative"
(Murray: 53).

According to these arguments then, schools reflect
divisions within the society. Most Protestants in Ulster
subscribe to a British/Unionist political ideology, while
Catholics subscribe to an Irish/Nationalist position.
Since most schools in the province are predominantly
Catholic or Protestant, it is not surprising that each
type reflects the cultural aspirations of religious
groups as a whole, and Murray has demonstrated this with
regard to the use of partisan textbooks, library
materials, ritual symbols and general ethos (ibid: 133).

While accepting the unlikelihood of schools deliberately
attempting to inculcate negative social attitudes,
Robinson argues that, as institutions, they may have an
important role in "unconsciously" socialising children
into sectarianism (Robinson 1971: 388). In a divided
society, he argues, the symbols, practices and
friendships which are part of any normal school, may
reinforce divisions. Similarly, Murray (1983, 1985) and
Cairns (1987) recognise that, while schools do not
actively encourage prejudice or partisan attitudes, they
have in the past done little to help ameliorate the
ignorance on which they are based. Certainly this
argument would seem to be substantiated by observations
made among segregated school children attending
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reconciliation schemes. They indicate that, initially at
least, most have little knowledge of the world as it is
perceived by members of the out-group.

While I was unable to carry out participant observation
in the schools selected for this study, some of the data
indicate how sectarian attitudes may be unwittingly
communicated by educators. For example, in the cases
where the content of essays and maps was defined by the
teachers, it is clear that the knowledge invoked and
taken for granted by them by them is representative of
Catholic, Nationalist culture. However, given the
cultural realities internalised by children in Bellevue
and the nature of the conflict, it is clear that the
knowledge which is innocently communicated in Catholic
schools would be considered provocative by some
Protestants. The same is true of much of the essay
content from the two communities. Clearly extremist
attitudes made explicit by some children are accepted
aspects of cultural reality in the two communities. This
suggests that teachers (many of whom are from the
communities in which they work) are blinded by their own
culture to attiudes which might be considered divisive by
the out-group.

Alternatively Greer has found that while educators are
often aware of contentious attitudes expressed by
children, they conveniently ignore them. In a study of
sixth form Protestant and Catholic boys (at separate
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schools) he found that, while most world religions such
as Hinduism, Buddhism, etc., are studied, little
reference is made to the comparative study of the two
main Christian denominations within Northern Ireland
(Greer 1980: 148 ) .

This observation reflects my own experience at school in
Belfast. I can recall a religion class in which we asked
for some explanation of the practices of Catholicism. The
teacher became embarrassed and said that we didn't need
to know anything about "that religion", because we
wouldn't be required to answer questions on it in the end
of year examination. Similarly, contemporary Northern
Ireland politics were considered a taboo subject in our
history classes (though it was acceptable to disuss Irish
political history). Magee (1970) notes of the teaching of
Irish history in state schools, that it is only mentioned
if it impinges on significant events in British history.
Hadkins (1971) notes the deliberate use of emotionalism
in some Nationalist text books used in maintained
schools. I have also noted that, at the integrated
school, the sectarian attitudes made explicit by some
children, would seem to suggest that the culture
transmitted within the school does little to ameliorate
negative social attitudes.
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IDENTITY AND CONTEXT
People engage in interactions that are performed
in situation, circumstances and environments,
both social and physical, that they have to know
to be able to perform acceptably. Their notions
about all these conditions are mental
constructs... they are complex notions about the
relationship between acts, about the way things
are...
(Holy and Stuchlik 1983: 3).

Chapters five and six have suggested that children define
their identity partly according to their individual
personality (which has been influenced by previous
experience and socialisation), partly according to their
interpretation of the context, and partly according to
their objectives during any interaction. The significance
of socialisation within a particular social and political
environment has been discussed above. At this point I
would like to consider the "contextually specific" nature
of identity.

Barth has argued that individuals behave according to
their knowledge of those with whom they are interacting
(1969: 14). If an individual is defined as belonging to
the same ethnic group then it is generally recognised
that there is a sharing of criteria, and therefore
potential for increasing social relationships to cover
different sectors and domains of activity. If an
individual is identified as belonging to a different
ethnic group then the sharing of criteria is perceived as
limited, therefore restricting interaction to those areas
of perceived common interest. This theory may be
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applicable to children inColindale and Bellevue whose
behaviour in terms of identity management is apparently
influenced by their definitions of others within
particular contexts, such as segregated and integrated
schools.

At the segregated schools, children behave according to
the knowledge that others in their class share the same
identity as themselves and use the same codes for
ascribing behaviour to out-groups. This is reflected by
their open expression of negative social stereotypes and
attitudes, and by their willingness to articulate openly
their own political opinions. Each child holds a total
stock of knowledge regarding identity, which is made up
of a huge number of bits of information. The context acts
like a filter through which these bits of knowledge are
sifted and put into use. As Berger and Luckmann have
stated, we have many different identities, though
identity is not the sum total of them all. It is an
abstraction from the mass of characteristics made
relevant for specific circumstances. This is a view
shared by Barth who argues that the norms which are
evoked in some circumstances, and disregarded in others,
represent only a part of the total stock of knowledge to
be taken into account in any decision: they are the
"Constraints and incentives that canalise choice" (Barth
1969:

13).
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At the integrated school,.children behave according to
the knowledge that others in their class might not share
the same notions of in-groups and out-groups as
themselves. Accordingly, they base inter-religious
interactions on the knowledge of common criteria between
Protestants and Catholics. Such knowledge is not of
course specific to children at Lisnareagh College, it is
also shared by those who remain at segregated schools
(see Chapter 7). Clearly, then, these are elements of
knowledge which have probably been communicated to most
children, but they become more contextually relevant to
those interacting in an ethnically mixed environment.

Knowledge is, often invoked for a purpose, and as Holy
and Stuchlik argue, "goals" too are context bound (1981:
21). In the integrated school, as in mixed communities,
both Protestants and Catholics seemingly draw on a shared
identity because it allows for peaceful co-existence and
the uninterrupted flow of everyday life. Furthermore,
most Protestants and Catholics also aspire to behave
according to the shared, unconditional, Christian value,
"Love thy neighbour".

These goals have obvious benefits. Their attainment means
that violence and conflict can be kept to a minimum. It
also means that in the integrated school children can
receive a relatively uninterrupted education, and that
they can be friends with "others" (members of the out
group), with whom they may share common interests.
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In order to achieve goals which allow children to
interact inter-personally in mixed situations, it ig
necessary that they play down those aspects of their
group identity which they know to be offensive or
potentially conflict-inducing. Accordingly, children
adopt various strategies. The principal strategy employed
both by children at the integrated school, and by adults
within mixed communities (see Chapters 6 and 7), is
directed by avoidance of any reference to the political
situation in Northern Ireland, religion or any other
controversial issues. Conseguently some at Lisnareagh
present essays which are devoid of any reference to the
conflict. Others, detach themselves from statements which
they know to be controversial or potentially offensive,
by adopting the third person.

The use of avoidance strategies creates, I believe,
potentially volatile situations in respect of the
Northern Ireland conflict. This is because it allows for
interaction only on an inter-personal level, and even
then, there is always the underlying awareness of
negative social stereotypes and attitudes regarding the
out-group of which the other person or persons are
members.

It is generally the case that when such inter-personal
interactions are overshadowed by events or situations in
which inter-group identity becomes salient (for example
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during paramilitary atrocities), the risk of polarisation
and conflict increases. At such times group identities
and allegiances which are perceived as being "under
threat", cannot easily be ignored. Consequently, the
codes governing the public sphere of interaction
sometimes break down, and inter-group tensions become
apparent. In such situations, where many of those present
see themselves as friends, conflict is sometimes diffused
and order restored through the overplaying of ethnic
identities in jokes (see Chapter 7, p. 236-239).

"Sectarian" jokes are based on the shared knowledge that,
when among friends, it is "OK" to deride each other's
national identity. They serve to release tension and
allow for the resumption of usual interaction, because
they help to avoid the problem of having to discuss
openly and deal with negative social attitudes and
divisive issues.

They are ivoked in order to eradicate

the possibility of offending. In such cases then, jokes
also constitute avoidance strategies.

Irwin argues that friendships made across the religious
divide at Lisnareagh College are an indicator of the
success of the school in ameliorating negative social
attitudes. Clearly children do make inter-denominational
friendships, I would contend, though, that it is
important to consider the nature of them. If a friendship
is based on trust and mutual respect, one would expect
that inter-religious arguments or discussions would be
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openly articulated and would eventually strengthen the
relationship, without resulting in a set-back to "normal"
interaction. In light of the avoidance strategies adopted
by some children, I would suggest that irrespective of
the time they spend together, not all children engage in
conversations regarding their political and religious
affiliations.

While at the integrated school the rule is that one
should behave decently towards members of the out-group.
This rule does not apply for all children in other
contexts. In the home environment for instance, some
Catholic boys have become involved in open confrontations
with local gangs of Protestants, or with the security
forces (see Chapter 7, p. 217). In such situations where
ethnic prejudices inform behaviour, the opposing groups
perceive each other as representing a threat or a
challenge to the security and well being of the in-group.
Unlike in the school situation, where there is no threat
to in-group allegiance, there are no perceived benefits
to be gained from "decent" behaviour at this level.
Accordingly, in-group solidarity becomes a salient
determinant of behaviour.

The prejudiced values governing hostile interactions
between Protestants and Catholics, such as the above, are
sometimes (though much less frequently) invoked at an
inter-personal level, ironically to facilitate
friendship. In such cases, in-group identity and
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allegiance, and stereotyped opinions of the out-group are
explicitly salient. However, they are not perceived as
universally applicable, and some children attempt to fit
sub-group members of the out-group into their in-group
categories. They do this by ascribing important criteria
of in-group membership to both groups. For example, the
Protestant girl who perceives the Irish identity of some
Catholics as representing a threat to her position as an
Ulster Unionist, fits her own Catholic friends into an
acceptable frame of reference by identifying them as
British citizens (see Chapter 7, p. 215-216).

In Lisnareagh College the sectarian division is an
apparently important quality of many encounters, whether
they are "open" or "closed". Pupils switch between the
different situations (cf. Larsen 1982: 135). I would
argue that these alternative realities may be easier
dealt with by

those children who have internalised a

world view within which cultural diversity can be
accommodated, and where the public sphere does not
therefore create problems, than for those who may have
been socialised according to a common fear or suspicion
of "the other side".

Given the above analysis, and the body of research on
identity management within Northern Ireland (see Chapter
6), it would seem that in the closed sphere the rule is
that ethnic identity is vitally important for
understanding an individual's behaviour. In the
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ethnically open sphere the rule is that one must act as
if ethnic identity did not matter. In effect, knowledge
of the rules of interaction in different contexts
promotes the apparently paradoxical situation in respect
of the public sphere in which ethnic status is denied
existence or importance, at the same time as it
"underlies and delimits public relations" (Eidheim 1969:
54) .

As Milner notes, it is the salient aspects of identity
which recur over and over again in different contexts
which contribute to a most enduring sense of self. "They
may be different from one milieu to the next, but they
are likely to be crucial to them all" (Milner 1975: 75).
While the importance attached to group identity is
explicit in ethnically closed situations and in
confrontations between rival ethnic groups, it is also
implicit in the strategies of avoidance practised in
ethnically open encounters between Protestants and
Catholics.

Thus, while in some contexts contact is influenced by the
perceived divisions between groups, in others it is
governed by shared norms of proper behaviour. Inherent in
the norms of decency towards the "other" group, is the
knowledge that such relationships and interactions are
actually constrained by the awareness of group
difference. These constraints mean that, while
Protestants and Catholics can become "friends" in some
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contexts, it is possible for them to remain in almost
complete ignorance of the differences between them,
enabling them to retain negative stereotyped attitudes.

WHY IDENTIFY IN-GROUPS AND OUT-GROUPS?

Chapters 5 and 7 have indicated that in-group identity
influences most if not all interaction in Northern
Ireland. It is an essential aspect of children's folk
models. When in-group norms are threatened or openly
challenged children generally become immediately
defensive, often to the point of confrontation. It has
been noted that most friendships between Protestants and
Catholics in which divisive issues are not addressed
exist on the fragile basis that they do not pose a threat
to in-group identity.

The tenacious nature of in-group identity in Northern
Ireland has been noted by Cairns (1987), who suggests
that "extreme sacrifice" manifest in the conflict, can
only be understood in terms of benefits to the group.
Various theories have evolved to explain why identity can
maintain such a significant hold over individuals. Cohen
(1983) and Berger and Luckmann (1966) have pointed to the
psychological benefits of in-group allegiance. They
suggest that reality is, "constructed in the face of
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chaos" (ibid: 118). Therefore, alternatives to the
internalised reality are perceived as deeply threatening.

Perhaps the most all encompassing and relevant theory is
that of the social identity theorists, Tajfel (1982) and
Turner (1987). They suggest that group membership and
social categorisation inform an important part of our
self concept, and we behave accordingly. Thus in order to
enhance our own self esteem we behave in ways that help
make our group attain a better social status and
position.

In Northern Ireland, where religious and political group
membership are significant aspects of categorisation, it
is impossible to improve self esteem by transferring from
one group to another, as the strong patterns of endogamy
ensure that "turn-coats" are alienated in both
communities. Furthermore, shifting from one group to the
other may not achieve the desired objective of improving
self-esteem as neither group in Northern Ireland
necessarily represents a more secure position than the
other in all contexts. Cairns attributes this to the fact
that, depending on the frame of reference, both
Protestant and Catholic groups can be perceived as having
a minority status. As he argues, Catholics are a minority
in Northern Ireland, but Protestants constitute a
minority in the whole of Ireland (Cairns 1989: 129).
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The social identity approach suggests that any threat to
social identity would strengthen, rather than minimise,
group discrimination. If identity is understood in these
terms, it helps to explain why children from the poorest,
most polarised community are the more militant and most
prepared to respond aggressively in an effort to improve
the lot of the in-group. As Hewstone and Brown (1986)
note, those with fewer identities cling on to them most
vociferously.

According to the social identity theory, contact between
groups cannot expect to achieve an amelioration in
negative social attitudes because contact of itself does
not address the divisive issues upon which such
stereotypes and prejudices are based. It merely
facilitates interaction on the basis of the restrictive,
shared integrative values. Data from this and previous
studies substantiate this observation. They suggest that
it is quite possible for children to make inter-religious
friendships, yet (as is the case in the integrated
school) to make statements outside of the ethnically
mixed situation, which they know to be extremely
offensive to those same children with whom they are
friends during school hours. A similar observation is
made by those who have studied contact schemes for
children (see Chapter 6).

However, research also implies that, where divisive
issues are addressed and openly discussed, there are
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positive results in terms of increasing knowledge and
awareness of the out-group. This certainly seems to be
the case among children who have been brought up in mixed
marriages (see Chapters 5 and 7) and it may be the case
among children at Lisnareagh College, whose friendships
are based on a mutual respect and trust which allows them
to discuss openly their differences without
recriminations. It is also, to some extent, true for
those who have attended "Conflict Resolution Workshops"
(CRW) aimed specifically at changing attitudes.

I would contend that segregation in Northern Ireland is
not in itself responsible for the perpetuation of the
conflict, but the divided system ensures that children
have little chance of interaction with "others".
Therefore there is less possibility of gaining increased
understanding of divisions, because it is within the
parameters of contact that divisive issues should be
addressed and discussed.

It should be noted though, that apparent changes in
attitudes are context specific. For example, when
children who seem more tolerant at the end of a CRW, are
returned to their home environment, it is clear that
their allegiance to their own group during confrontations
with the out-group override any new found empathy (see
Chapter 6, p. 198). Similarly, at Lisnareagh College some
children were explicitly tolerant of cultural difference,
but on their return to polarised communities at the end
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of the day, peer group loyalties become a more salient
measure of their behaviour.

As Leo Howe notes where societies are perceived as
hierarchically structured (like Northern Ireland), we
must expect that even when there is inter-group
understanding, conflict is always a possibility (Howe
1989: 114). This probably explains the increase in
tension between Protestants and Catholics during events
which are perceived as threatening such as paramilitary
activity or certain political initiatives, like the
Anglo-Irish agreement. Considering the barriers to inter
group relations. Smith and Dunn's cautionary note is
extremely apposite. They suggest that, we should not
overestimate the power of contact and education. The most
that can be hoped for when divisive issues are addressed
is that children will critically appraise their own group
"version" of social reality, and gain some insight into
what it feels like to be a member of the other ethnic
group (1990: 40).
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE SHOWING STATEMENTS MADE BY CHILDREN IN ESSAYS
ENTITLED "MY COUNTRY"
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Table 1: Statements made by children in essays
*)Some children make mulltiple statements in each category

'

N: 228

C/D %

B/V %

L/C %

NORTHERN IRELAND

15

64

43

IRELAND

64

15

52

1

8

0

RULED BY BRITAIN

10

2

22

SEPARATED FROM IRELAND

3

5

22

PART OF DIVIDED IRELAND

17

7

30

6 COUNTIES

17

7

30

32 COUNTIES

11

1

0

1

13

26

THE CONFLICT IS HISTORICAL

10

3

• 4

IT IS BETWEEN BRITAIN & IRELAND

11

0

0

16

1

0

8

4

26

CATHOLICS

15

10

30

IT IS BETWEEN THE RUC, UDR & UVF

2

4

0

IT IS BETWEEN THE UDA & THE IRA

1

1

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

BRITISH ARE TO BLAME

14

0

' 4

IRA ARE TO BLAME

11

19

30

UDA ARE TO BLAME

5

2

35

BRITISH ARMY ARE TO BLAME

19

0

9

RUC ARE TO BLAME

3

1

4

CATHOLICS ARE TO BLAME

2

4

9

PROTESTANTS ARE TO BIAME

1

2

9

1

4

0

CATEGORY: COUNTRY

GREAT BRITAIN
CATEGORY: POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY

PART OF GREAT BRITAIN
CATEGORY: CONFLICT

IT IS BETWEEN THE BRITISH ARMY
AND THE IRISH PEOPLE
IT IS BETWEEN PROTESTANT &
CATHOLIC TERRORISTS
IT IS BETWEEN PROTESTANT &

IT IS BETWEEN N. IRELAND &
THE REPUBLIC
IT IS BETWEEN LOYALISTS &
REPUBLICANS
CATEGORY: BLAME

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND ARE TO
BLAME

C/D = COLINDALE B/V = BELLEVUE L/C = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE
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C/D %

B/V %

L/C %

WOULD LIKE TO SEE A SOLUTION

18

19

30

WOULD LIKE TO SEE PEACE

17

14

35

13

2

4

PROTESTANTS

0

7

13

CATHOLICS

9

0

13

IRISH

2

1

9

RUC

0

3

4

BRITISH ARMY

2

2

4

UDR

0

4

4

UDA

0

3

0

UVF

0

1

0

IRA

12

0

0

PROTESTANT

10

0

9

CATHOLICS

0

9

4

IRISH

0

2

0

BRITISH

9

1

4

RUC

8

1

9

26

1

9

UDR

0

1

4

UDA

2

2

13

UVF

2

2

22

IRA

12

16

22

21

2

13

RELIGION

6

4

0

SCHOOL

17

15

26

HISTORY

5

4

0

GAELIC

4

1

0

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

44

0

4

FAMILY

16

9

9

PEER GROUPS

19

5

17

CATEGORY: SOLUTIONS

PEACE IS ONLY POSSIBLE
THROUGH CONFRONTATION
CATEGORY: IN-GROUPS

CATEGORY: OUT-GROUPS

BRITISH ARMY

CATEGORY: PLACES VISITED
SPORTS

C/D = COLINDALE BA/ = BELLEVUE L/C = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE

AEEENQJX2

FIGURES 1-10: SELECTED GRAPHS SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF
KNOWLEDGE IN ESSAYS ENTITLED "MY COUNTRY"
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120

CONFLICT

POLITICAL GEOG.

COUNTRY

SOLUTION

[XS B/V
UC
FIGURE 1: CATEGORIES MOST FREQUENTLY MENTIONED
ITxH

0/0

RULED BY GB

DIV IRE

6 COUNTIES

32 COUNTIES

PART OF UK/GB

ZZl 0/0
[XX B/v
FIGURE 2: IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION OF COUNTRY

C/D = COLINDALE

B/V = BELLEVUE

LVC = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE
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35

VERY POSITIVE

NEGTIVE

rxxi 0/0
B/v
FIGURE 3: ATTITUDES TOWARDS NORTHERN IRELAND

14

CATH.

PROT.
^

OD

£23

B/V

FIGURE 4: IN-GROUP IDENTIFICATION

C/D = COLINDALE

BA/ = BELLEVUE

LVC = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE
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26

26

CATR

BRITISH ARMY

EZ3 00
^ B/v
FIGURE 5: OUT-GROUP IDENTIFICATION

45

CONFRONTATION SOLUTION

MC/D

^

PEACEFUL SOLUTION

MB/V

^

FMC/D

ATTRIBUTE BLAME

[KX1

FMB/V

FIGURE 6: STATEMENTS MADE BY MALE AND FEMALE CHILDREN

C/D = COLINDALE

B/V = BELLEVUE

L/C = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE

90

C/D SEGREGATED

C/D INTEGRATED

B/V SEGREGATED

B/VINTERGRTED
GB/BRJTAIN

FIGURE 7: IDENTIFICATION OF COUNTRY

20

BRIT, v IRE.

r^i

00

BRIT. SOLDIERS v IRA

B/v

FIGURE 8: EXPLANATIONS FOR THE CONFLICT

C/D = COLINDALE

B/V = BELLEVUE

UC = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE
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35

C/D SEGREGATED

fXXI

C/D INTEGRATED

B/V SEGREGATED

IRA POSITIVE

B/V INTERGRTED

IRA NEGATIVE

FIGURE 9: POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EVALUATIONS OF THE IRA

SEGREGATED
PEACE

INTEGRATED
CONFRONTATION

FIGURE 10: SOLUTIONS TO THE CONFLICT

C/D = COLINDALE

BA/ = BELLEVUE

L/C = LISNAREAGH COLLEGE

APPENDIX 3

FIGURES 1-12: MAP DRAWINGS ENTITLED “MY COUNTRY'.
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Figure 1: Girl Protestant, Lisnareagh College, 12 years.
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Figure 2: Boy, Protestant, Lisnareagh College, 13 years.

Figure 3: Boy, Catholic, Lisnareagh College, 15 years.

Figure 4: Girl, Protestant, Lisnareagh College, 13 years.
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Figure 5: Girl, Protestant, Bellevue, 13 years
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Figure 6: Boy, Protestant, Bellevue, 14 years.
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Figure 7: Boy, Protestant, Bellevue, 13 years
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Figure 8: Girl, Protestant, Bellevue, 12 years.

Girl, Catholic, Colindale, 11 years

Figure 10: Boy, Catholic, Colindale, 13 years.

Figure 11: Girl, Catholic, Colindale, 12 years.
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FIGURES 1-16: PICTURES ENTITLED 'MY AREA'
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Figure 1: Boy,

Protestant,

Bellevue,

10 years.
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Figure 3: Girl, Protestant, Bellevue, 9 years.
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Figure A: Girl, Protestant, Bellevue, 13 years.
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Figure’ 6: Boy,

Protestant,

Bellevue,

14 years.
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Figure 7: Girl, Protestant, Bellevue, 15 years.
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Figure 8: Boy, Protestant, Bellevue, 15 years.
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Figure 9: Boy

Catholic, Colindale, 10 years.

Figure 10: Boy, Catholic, Colindale, 12 years.
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Figure 11: Girl, Catholic, Colindale, 13 years.

Figure 12: Girl, Catholic, Colindale, 14 years.
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Figure 13: Boy

Catholic

Colindale, 14 years.
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Figure 14: Boy, Catholic, Colindale, 12 years.
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Catholic, Colindale, 14 years.

